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In Hong Kong, small depositors have long been
denied access to wholesale bank deposit services which
offer higher rates of return. This phenomenon stems from
the very structure of the financial system as well as the
orchestrated purpose of the Interest Rates Agreement.
With the advent of Money Market Funds, a novice
cash management product (though not new to financial
markets of developed countries like U.S.A. and U.K.), the
financial system of Hong Kong is deemed to be entering a
new era of its evolution during the process of marching
to become one of the major financial centres of the
world.
The inevitable impacts of the growth of Money
Market Funds will certainly spell significant effects
both on the overall financial system, as well as on the
various participants operating within the system.
Being a new financial product. Money Market Funds
face a number of difficulties when they are introduced
into the market. Also, Money Market Funds have presented
to the regulatory bodies a number of issues which must be
carefully dealt with, not only for the purpose of better
co-ordinating the overall development of the financial
system, but also to afford adequate protection to public
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investors. On the other hand, operators of Money Market
Funds should also engage themselves with certain
standards of operations, in order to more successfully
cultivate the market, by paying attention to their
marketing schemes, valuation methods, and investment
strategies.
It is only when the above are securely welded
into the financial system will public investors begin to
appreciate the inherent virtues of Money Market Funds,
the development and success of which will enhance Hong
Kong its proclaimed status as a financial centre.
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This reports frequently uses common
abbreviations and acronyms such as:
CD.... .Certificate of deposit
Chase... .Chase Manhattan Bank
CP.... Commercial paper
FRCD... .Floating rate certicate of deposit
FRN.... .Floating rate note
FXCD... .Fixed rate certicate of deposit
HIBOR... Hong Kong interbank offered rate
HKAB... .Hong Kong Association of Banks
JF.... .Jardine Fleming Limited
KB.... .Kleinwort Benson Limited
MHT.... .Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company
MMF.... .Money Market Fund
MTRC... .Mass Transit Railway Corporation
RUF.... .Revolving underwriting facility
Schroders. Schroders Asia Limited
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INTRODUCTION
" Raindrop pools into ponds,
sand piles into mounds."
Investor A has saved a small amount of money of
just over $50,000.00 (in Hong Kong Dollars unless
otherwise specified).
He can:
(1) put it into his savings account to earn a
rate of interest at 1.1/4 percent per annum1 and keep his
freedom of withdrawal, or
(2) put it into a fixed term deposit with a bank2
to earn a higher rate of interest and forego his freedom
of withdrawal, or
(3) convert it into a foreign currency savings
deposit, call deposit or fixed term deposit and runs the
exchange rate risk.
lAs of January 28, 1987
2Under present rules of Hong Kong Association of
Banks, interest rates for all HK$ denominated time
deposits of less than $500,000.00 offered by banks are
subject to an Interest Rates Agreement set by the
Association(Appendix 1). Also, under ss. 12 and 14 of
Banking Ordinance (Revised 1986), licensed deposit taking
companies (DTCs) are not allowed to take deposit
denominated in less than $500,000.00 and registered DTCs
are not allowed to take deposit of less than $100,000.00
and with a maturity of shorter than three months.
(Appendix 2)
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There are not too many choices as can be seen.
If the investor does not like risk due to foreign
exchange rate fluctuation, like most people whose monies
are accumulated after long hardworking, he has to
determine either savings account or fixed term deposit.
In other words, what is left is a choice between
liquidity and return. Although unfair, wealthier
investors are better served by financial institutions and
can enjoy both liquidity and higher return.
But now, even smaller investors can get both
liquidity and higher return if he invests in money market
funds(MMFs) - a brand new financial product. The first
MMF was launched in June, 1986 by Schroders Asia Limited,
a Hong Kong merchant bank. In Schroders' Explanatory
Memorandum, it is stated, "the Fund will appeal to
investors who require: a higher return through short
dated investments, ready access to invested
funds, ". The second MMF, launched in August by
Manufacturers Hanover Asia, the local merchant banking
arm of the fourth largest U.S. bank Manufacturers Hanover
Corp., also stated high rates of return and high level of
liquidity as first and second objectives in its
Explanatory Memorandum.
The idea of MMF indeed is not new. It was
initiated during 1973 in the United States of America,
when interest rates on short-term money market securities
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were at record levels.3 The intent of those funds is to
provide a diversified portfolio of short-term liquid
investments to investors who are concerned with liquidity
and safety. At the end of 1974, there were 15 MMFs with
total size reaching US$1.7 billion ($13.3 billion). As
at July 1985, there were over 300 such MMFs, and the
total value of these funds exceeded US$200 billion
($1,56Obillion).
MMFs attract conservative investors by virtue of
their quality of safety. They also attract investors
because of their higher rates of return.4 During 1980
and early 1981, most MMFs in U.S.A. offered 14 to 17
percent annualized return.
The embryonic environment for MMFs in Hong Kong
are similar to that in the United States of America
during the early 70's- a pooling of small investors'
funds to achieve a diversified, high yielding and safe
portfolio under the management of professional managers.
MMF allows small investors to enjoy the privileges which
have long been restricted from them. The managers of the
funds also break the banks' monopoly in deposits under
3Prior to July, 1973, all time and savings
deposits in U.S. banks were subject to interest rate
ceilings under Regulation Q. Since that date, single-
maturity time deposits in denominations of US$100,000.00
or more have been free of interest rate ceilings, but all
other deposits remain regulated until 1978.
4Reilly, Frank K. Investment 2nd ed: Hinsdale
Ill: The Dryden Press, 1986 pp.566-7
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the interest rates "cartel"5, particularly for those
accounts in the $50,000.00 to $100,000.00 range.
Apart from the cause of the institutional
rigidity under the Interest Rates Agreement6, the growth
of capital market in the last few years also plays a
crucial part. The rapid growth of Hong Kong capital
market, including certificates of deposit (CD) - fixed
and floating, corporate bonds, floating rate notes (FRN)
and commercial papers (CP), has flooded the institutional
and retail investors with debt papers. In 1986, a total
of $20.4 billion of CD alone were issued. The MMFs are
hailed as one innovative and appropriate end-placement
base for these papers.
Up to end of January, 1987, the MMFs in the
market have attracted about $500 million, or about 0.2
percent of the Hong Kong Dollar deposit base. Besides
the above-mentioned two pioneers, many others like
Kleinwort Benson, Citicorp, and Indosuez Asia are either
preparing or have already launched their assaults. Even
Wardley Limited, the merchant banking arm of the powerful
Hongkong Bank group, has prepared to flex its muscles
too!
5"Cartel" refers to the Interest Rates Agreement




FACETS ON MONEY MARKET FUNDS1
As of the end of January 1987, there were five
MMFs in the market:
Launched in
Chase Manhattan HK Capital Market Fund Nov 86
Jardine Fleming HK Money Market Fund July 86
Kleinwort Benson HK Money Market Fund Nov 86
Aug 86Manufacturers Hanover HK Money
Market Fund
June 86Schroders HK Money Market Fund
As we shall discuss, these five funds fall into
two main types, namely income-oriented and capital-
growth-oriented2. Schroders', Kleinwort's, and Jardine
Fleming's (JF) belong to the first group while the
remaining two belong to the second group. Our comparison
from time to time will concentrate on Schroders' and
Manufacturers' (MHT) funds because they are not only in
1Refer to Hong Kong Dollar denominated MMF unless
otherwise specified.
2Income-oriented funds aim to provide
predictable, steady and recurrent income for distribution
to fund investors, whereas capital growth-oriented funds
aim to achieve maximum capital gains (hence more risky)
to fund investors with less attention to recurrent yield.
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the market for the longest period of time, but also the
largest in size among all MMFs. However, remarks will be
made whenever differences are warranted.
Application and Approval for Launching a MMF
In the process of arranging, marketing, and
managing MMF, fund managers are required to observe a
number of Ordinances: the Securities Ordinance, the
Protection of Investors Ordinance, the Trustees
Ordinance, and the Inland Revenue Ordinance. In addition
to all these blue-cover law-books, operations of MMF are
subject to a guidance code: the Code on Unit Trusts and
Mutual Funds which rein is no looser than legislation
despite that it itself "does not have the force of law".3
The Code is administered by a nine-member
"Committee of Unit Trusts" chaired by the Securities
Commissioner.4 The Committee makes recommendations to
the Securities Commissioner concerning approval of
applications5 and on matters relevant to the continued
authorization of a trust. The Code also stipulates
reporting (s.53 and and Schedules), publication of
3Stated in s.1 of the Code on Unit Trusts
(Appendix 3).
4Formed under s.16 of Securities Ordinance.
5Requirement under s.15 of the Securities
Ordinance.
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prices (ss.56-7), format of Explanatory Memorandum
(s.77), and timing for settlement of redemption
(s.57).6
Once application is approved, the advertising and
promotion of the Funds has to be approved by the
Securities Commissioner under s.4 of Protection of
Investors Ordinance.
Open-end Fund
All existing MMFs are open-end funds. Managers
are obliged to buy back units from investors at net asset
value which reflects value of underlying securities in
the fund. At request of new investors, the Fund issues
more units and invests the proceeds into securities.
Therefore the size of the assets will vary on a daily
basis .7
All existing MMFs, with the exception of Chase's
issue new units and redeem existing units at net asset
value. Chase's fund levies a participation fee of two
percent on net asset value on all issuance of its units.
Schroders', Kleinwort's, and Jardine Fleming's fund buy
6Appendix 3 attached is the whole Code on Unit
Trusts and Mutual Funds.
7As contrast to open-end funds, closed-end fund
has a fixed capitalization at its launch. The subsequent
buying and selling of fund units depends on demand and
supply in the market. Thus the price does not necessary
align with the net asset value of the fund.
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and sell units at a constant price: HK$1.00 for
Schroders' and Jardines' and HK$100.00 for Kleinwort's
fund.
Investment Policy
The underlying principle of MMF is quite simple.
The fund manager, who usually is incorporated as a
limited company (and all existing 5 fund managers are
merchant bankers), pools funds from small investors and
invests for them in a highly professional manner by
building a liquid, high yielding, and diversified
portfolio of debt securities.
In submitting their application to the Securities
Commissioner, the fund managers are required to include a
statement of their investment policy. However, all
successfully approved funds are additionally subject to
the following restrictions in their policies as required
by the Securities Commission:
- All investment be made in HK$ denominated certificates
of. deposit, bonds, notes, and other financial
instruments.
- Minimum 20 percent of net asset value of the fund is to
be held on call with authorised institutions.8
No investment or deposit exceeding 10 percent of the
fund's net assets in or with any one company or body.
No investment can be made in other unit trusts or
mutual funds without approval.
8Authorised institutions as defined in Banking
Ordinance (Revised, 1986) are banks or deposit taking
companies.
9- Capital market instruments in which the fund invests
must be instruments the advertising and marketing of
which to the public is, where applicable, approved by
the Securities Commission in Hong Kong.9
Each of the five existing Funds has stipulated
and included some other policies for the purpose to build
in a characteristic of its own. Schroders' restricts
itself from investing in money market instruments with
maturity longer than twelve months. Consequently, they
can use Amortized Cost valuation to keep their unit
price constant at $1.00.10 Jardine Fleming's and
Kleinwort's fund adopt the same strategy so as to attract
funds from clients who are fearful of capital loss. In
fact, JF's fund invests in instruments with maturities of
not longer than three months.''
Types of Financial Instruments in MMFs
Generally speaking, there are four types of debt
securities held by MMFs: Commercial Papers (CP), Float
Rate Certificates of Deposit (FRCD), Fixed Rate
Certificates of Deposit (FXCD), and Floating Rate Notes
(FRN).
9Under s.4 Protection of Investors Ordinance.
10Will be discussed in Valuation Section later
in this Chapter.
11The maturity of floating rate notes and
floating rate certificates of deposit will be treated as
occurring on the date on which interest payment for
current period is due and new interest rate for the next
period is due to be fixed.
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Commercial Papers
This is a form of negotiable instrument,
typically of short maturity, issued by prime companies
normally in the form of bills of exchange. A common
method of issuing a CP is to sell it to a panel of
financial institutions at a discount (so as to give a
higher yield). This arrangement is usually known as
Revolving Underwriting Facilities (RUF). The first such
issue in Hong Kong was by Mass Transit Railway Corp.
which in 1979 issued discounted papers in the form of 90,
180 and 360-day bills of exchange.
The yield of CP is usually based upon HIBOR12 for
the tenor of the bill.
Floating Rate CDs
This is a formal instrument, frequently issued as
negotiable in bearer form by a bank or deposit-taking
company as evidence of indebtedness, repayable at a fixed
future date and bearing interest at a premium over HIBOR
fixed monthly, quarterly, or semiannually. Most issuing
financial institutions, especially foreign banks, use
this as a major source of funding against their loan
assets in HK$.




In late-1984, the fall in interest rates has led
to proliferation of FXCDs. It basically is the same as
FRCD, only with the exception that its rate of interest
is fixed for the whole life of the CD, which ranges
from three to seven years. Interest usually is paid
quarterly, but some are paid semiannually.
FXCD boomed and became very popular due to three
reasons:
1. The pegging of HK$ to US$ at 7.80 since
October 1983 has implanted a long-term interest rates
structure into our domestic money market which rarely
extended beyond six months before then. Since the
establishment of the linkage, the well developed U.S.
capital market provided a benchmark for interest rates
up to 30 years.
2. Some financial institutions took the chance
that interest rates were at their historical low and
locked in cheaper fundings against some of their long
term loan commitments.
3. Big companies, such as Hong Kong Land, MTRC,
and utilities companies were also delighted to take the
opportunity to fix their long term debts at lower
borrowing costs. Merchant bankers also enjoyed booming
business during the last two years by arranging interest
12
rate swaps and issuing related FXCD.13
Floating Rate Notes (FRN)
A floating rate note is a negotiable instrument
issued by a company bearing variable interest rates with
principal repayable at a fixed future date. The first
issue in Hong Kong was again by MTRC in 1984, amounting
to $500 million. The issuance of FRN is limited to
corporates with good credit standing such as MTRC. Most
corporations prefer CP under RUF to FRN because the
former is more flexible and costs less arrangement,
underwriting and commitment fees (each of which is
usually expressed as a certain percentage on the total
issue size)
13Banks usually 'need floating rate funds because
majority of bank loans are floating rate based. On the
corporate side, fixed rate funding is the favourite
because it enhances more accurate cash flow management.
In an interest rate swap, banks issue FXCD and get fixed
rate funding for the corporations which in turn transfer
their floating rate fundings to the banks.
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Valuation
Since buying and selling of MMF units are based
on net asset values, valuation is important to both
investors holding the units and prospective investors.
Valuation is performed by fund manager. Valuation is
made at a frequency that bid and ask quotes are
published. Quotations for Schroders', Jardine's,
Kleinwort's and MHTs' funds are published daily while
those for Chase's fund weekly.
The calculation for net asset value is usually by
adding the followings:
+ the aggregate market value of the holding assets
+ the cash on hand
+ the deposits placed with financial institutions
+ accrued and unpaid interest as of the valuation date
and deducting the followings:
- taxes and other governmental charges against the fund
not previously deducted.14
- manager's fee: The manager will receive from the fund
a monthly fee out of the income of the fund of 0.75
percent to 1.0 percent per annum calculated on the
average daily net asset value of the fund.
- the Trustee's fee: sometimes this fee is paid from
the manager's fee. But in others, the fee is charged
14No amount is deductable under this item at time
of writing. Further discussion on taxation will follow.
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against income of the fund on a sliding scale up to
0.25 percent per annum calculated daily.
- expenses: The fund is responsible for all normal
operating expenses, including printing, advertising,
audit fees, registration fees, brokerage, and
other charges incurred on the acquisition and
realisation of investments. Under the Trust
Deed, the manager shall state that the aggregate
of all fees and expenses accruing on any day
payable by the fund will not exceed a fixed
percentage per annum, mostly 1.25 percent, of
the gross value of the fund (s.36b of Code on
Unit Trusts).
In arriving at the aggregate market value of the
assets of the fund, two methods are commonly used: Mark-
to-Market valuation and Amortized Cost valuation.
The first method is used by MHT's and Chase's
fund. The assets are revalued at market values.
Therefore per unit value reflects any appreciation (when
interest rate is falling) or any depreciation (when
interest rate is rising) of the asset. As a result, the
unit price changes from time to time.
The Amortized Cost method is adopted by the other
three funds, namely, Schroders', JF's and KB's. All
securities are valued at cost, and the premiums or
discounts of their purchase price to their respective
maturity value are amortized over the life otf the asset.
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By doing it this way, a constant net asset value is
assured. When the fund manager chooses the latter
method, the fund must invest in instruments with a year
or less maturity life.
Investment Objective
Income versus Capital-growth investment objective
is reflected by the choice of asset valuation method by
the respective fund managers.
Funds are looked at as Income-oriented if net
asset value is kept at constant value. Dividends are
paid quarterly, such as Schroders' fund, in January,
April, July, and October. Investors can reinvest their
income in future units or be paid by cheque.
For Capital growth-oriented funds, no dividend
will be distributed. Instead, the accrued interest and
interest received will be reflected in higher unit price
revalued daily or weekly by Mark-to-Market valuation
method.
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Calculation of Yield-- an Illustration
As a common practice, yield expressed in
precentage per annum is published together with the net
asset value. As expressly stated15, the publication of a
current yield does not constitute a forecast of
performance.
The yield of the MMF is basically value-weighted
average of the interest rates of its asset holding as
illustrated by a hypothetical portfolio below:
Rate of Percentage of
Return Portfolio
per annum





















(Source: Schroders Asia Ltd.)




Liquidity of MMFs often provides a captivating
appeal to investors. Experience in U.S.A. suggests a
range of average maturities of 110 days to just shorter
than a month as shown in Table 1:
Table 1















(Source: Mutual Fund Fact Bank, Washington, D.C.:
Investment Company Institute, 1985)
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There is no specific requirement under present
law to disclose the average maturity of portfolio. Fund
managers gladly obliged-- to their advantage. Our
pursuit for them has not been successful. Investors have
to wait until their semi-annual reports arrive their
hands.
MHT's fund is the only one among the five which
has published its report for the year 1986. In its
unaudited semi-annual report, the following securities
are included:
8.52% maturing within 2 years,
5.98% maturing between 2-3 years,
36.68% maturing between 3-4 years,
19.23% maturing between 4-5 years,
6.17% maturing between 5-6 years,
1.74% maturing between 6-7 years.
The above combining with 21.68% of deposits and
accrued interest, work out to an average maturity of just
over 36 months.
Since Chase's fund has stipulated in its
Prospectus a similar mixture of assets as MHT's fund, it
is reasonable to expect that it has about the same
average maturity.
Because other reports are unavailable at time of
writing, contacts have been made with other MMF fund
managers in an attempt to find out their funds' average
maturity but without success. However, it was given to
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understand the actual figure will be around the one as
shown in the illustration of Schroders' Explanatory
Memorandum-- which indicated an average maturity of 49
days.
Similarly, average maturity of JF's and KB's fund
is envisaged to have an average maturity more or less the
same as that of Schroders' fund.
Another observation from this exercise is that
Income-oriented funds (those with constant net asset
value) must have a shorter average maturity, while
Capital growth-oriented funds (those with variable net
asset value) are likely to have longer average maturity.
Taxation
Fund managers of MMFs are not chargeable to
profit tax under s.26A(lA) (a) of Inland Revenue
Ordinance:
For the purposes of this Part (Profit Tax):
(i) the profits on the disposal of securities
by trustees and
(ii) sums received or accrued to trustees by
way of interest,
where the trustees are trustees under a unit
trust authorised under section 15 of the
Securities Ordinance, shall not be included
in the profits of any corporation or other
person chargeable to tax under this Part.
On the investor's side, an individual investor in
MMF is not liable to tax for interest and profit derived-.
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from his investment. However, if a corporation invests
in MMF, income derived in form of interest is chargeable
under profits tax under s.15.1(f) and in case the
corporation sells the units at a higher value than its




STATISTICS OF MONEY MARKET FUNDS
Growth of Money Market Funds
Although unit trusts must file monthly returns
to the Securities Commissioner's office stating the total
amount of funds subscribed and under management, these
data have not been made available to the public in a
satisfactory time interval. Information concerning MMF
sizes is not normally available until the publication of
their reports, which is released twice a year.
Only MHT's MMF has prepared its first unaudited
report for the year 1986. They stated a portfolio size
of $173 million (net asset value) as at 31st December,
1986.
Our pursuit to other fund managers gathered the











(Source: Telephone interview conducted in
February, 1987)
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This total MMF size of $514 million represents
slightly over 0.2 percent of the total HK$ deposit bas(
of $245 billion as at end of January, 1987, as
illustrated in Table 2 below:-
Table 2
HK$ million




31,766HK$ deposits with DTCs
Total $245,103
(Source: Hong Kong Government, Census and
Statistics Department)
Considering MMF is such a new product that was
not in the market eight months ago, MMFs did have a
significant growth in last year. Referring back to
Table 1, experience in U.S. should give us a reasonable
confidence about future potential of MMF in our market.
Distortion in Money Supply Statistics
At present, amount invested in MMFs are not
included in any definition of money supply statistics
(Table 3). If money flows in and out of MMES, the
significance and reliability of money supply figures
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as thermometer of economy will eventually be hampered.
The distortion is not that obvious at the moment
because total MMF only amounts to 0.2 percent of total
HK$ denominated deposits, and only 0.19 percent of M3
statistics. In U.S.A., however, MMF constituted around 9
percent of total deposits and approximately 6.5 percent
of M3 statistics by the end of last year (Table 4).
Table 3
Money supply as at close of 31st December, 1986
HK$ million
Definition 1 (Legal tenders
held in public+ demand deposits
51,600with banks)
Definition 2 (Ml+ time deposits
237,776and savings with banks)
Definition 3 (M2+ deposits
270,517with DTCs)
(Source: Hongkong Government Census and Statistics
Department)






(Source: Research Report, Drexel Burnham





This is a hypothetical model that involves some
calculations based upon historical data. We assume an
investment of $100,000 each under four alternatives:
1. Buy units in Schroders' fund on 1st July, 1986
2. Buy units in MHT's fund on 18th August, 1986
(its launching date)
3. Deposit in savings account for six months
starting 1st July, 1986
4. Place with banks at interbank rates and
renew monthly for six consecutive months
ending 31st December, 1986.
The value of each alternative, including
principal, interest, and asset appreciation at year end
were turned into annualized rates for comparison. In the
process, we assume the rate of return calculated from
alternative (2) can be extrapolated and be used to
reflect fairly the rate of return for the whole six
months period in our model.
The model adopts alternatives (3) and (4) because
they are traditional as mentioned in the opening chapter
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of this report. Schroders' and MHT's funds were chosen
because they have the longest presence in the market of





Buy 100,000 units of Schroders' MMF
costing $100,000.
1st October, 86
Reinvest income received into new
units of the fund:
$100,000 x weighted average of x 92/365
daily yield
= $100,000 x 461.88/92 x 92/365 x 1/100
= $1,265.425
Total number of units: 101,265.425
31st December, 1986
Value of 101,265.425 units is $101,265.425
Total interest accrued:
$101,265.425 x weighted averages x 92/365
of daily yield
= $101,265.425 x 374.69/92 x 92/365 x 1/10C
= $1,039.538
Annualized rate of return:






Buy 1,000 units of MHT's MMF costing
$100,000
31st December, 86
1,000 units now worth $103.78 each
Return= ($103.78 x 1,000)-$ 100,000
$3,780
Annualized rate of return:
$3,780 x 365/135 x 1/$100,000= 10.2200%
MHT's daily published yield had a range of 7.86
percent to 6.21 percent, the above calculated
rate of return is higher because of:
1. Gain due to appreciation of assets ($0.273
per unit at end of December, 86 according to
their accounts).
2. Compound effect due to reinvestment of
interest received by the fund.
Alternative 3:
Assuming interest is credited to passbook at end
of each month and is reinvested, the return at end of the
six months period is:
= $233.56$100,000 x 2.75% x 31/365July
$100,233.56 x 2.75% x 17/365
August
= $205.27+ $100,233.56 x 2% x 14/365
(Savings rate was lowered by
3/4% effective Aug 18)
= $165.10$100,438.83 x 2% x 30/365
September
= $170.89$100,603.93 x 2% x 31/365
October
_ $165.66$100,774.82 x 2% x 30/365
November
= $171.46$100,940.48 x 2% x 31/365
December
Value of investment at December 31, oo is
$100,940.48+ $171.46= $101,111.94
Annualized rate of return:
$1,111.94 x 365/184 x 1/$100,000= 2.2058%
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Alternative 4:
Assume an investment of $100,000 by means of
deposit with bank at interbank bid rate and rollover
monthly with principal plus interest:
July $100,000 x 6.875% x 31/365= $583.90
August 100,583.90 x 6.625% x 31/365= 565.96
101,149.86 x 5.125% x 30/365= 426.08September
101,575.94 x 4.875% x 31/365= 420.57October
101,996.51 x 3.75% x 30/365= 314.37November
102,310.88 x 4.25% x 31/365= 369.30December
Value of investment at December 31, 86
= $102,680.18
Annualized rate of return:
$2,680.18 x 365/184 x 1/$100,000= 5.3167%
Summary and Remarks
Summarized in Table 5 are the rates of return








5.31674. One month deposit
In the process we observed several points:
1. Alternative 1 gives a yield slightly higher than
alternative 4 if there was no management fee which
amounted to 1.25 percent.
2. Alternative 2 would probably have a higher yield
if it was launched earlier. As can be noted in
monthly rates in Alternative 4, interest rates
in the first one and half months in the half-year
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period was approximately 2 percent higher.
Therefore our earlier assumption on extrapolation
would have under-estimated the return.
3. Rates used in alternative 4 were interbank bid
rates. For a walk-in customer with HK$100,000,
he probably would only get a rate of 1/4 to 1/2
percent lower than the rates used. Consequently, the
compound rate of return will be around 5.1 percent.
A Comparison to Return in Equity Market
In Chapter III, we have gone through some
statistics concerning MMFs. During our interviews with
fund managers, we sensed that the size of MMFs was at the
lower end of their expectations. What the fund managers
expected was a total fund size in a range of
$1,000 million to $2,000 million, that was about twice to
as much as four times the size at the last count.
The boom in securities market was the main cause
that crippled the growth of MMFs. One manager frankly
admitted that investment in MMF has a different risk
level from deposit with financial institutions. For most
of the investors, MMFs' return is just not enough for
them to take the risk. For some of those investors, the
quick profit securities trading offered a higher
'perceived' return (without adjusting for higher risk
assumed).
Just as a complement to above, let us assume an
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investment of $100,000 in a market portfoliol, using the
Hang Seng Index to approximate his return:
On 1st July, 86 the Index was 1,733. It soared
to close at 2,568 on 31st December, 86 -- an annualized
rate of return of 95.6 percent.2
1Market portfolio is a diversified portfolio of
securities that all diversifiable, unsystematic risk are
eliminated. That means unfavourable variability in one
asset is offset by favourable variability of other assets
in the portfolio.




In this Chapter, we shall discuss two aspects of
MMFs: internal and external liquidity.
Internal liquidity refers to efficiency of
operations of fund managers in the ways of acquiring into
and disposing of the debt securities and from the
portfolio. It is more commonly referred to as depth of
the capital market.
External liquidity is more of a concern to
investors. It refers to the efficiency for an investor
in acquiring and disposing of his investment in MMFs.
Internal Liquidity
In Chapter II, we have a section of discussion on
average maturity. Some existing MMFs in Hong Kong have
average maturities of around 36 months. That is very far
away from the literal sense of being liquid as compared
with the U.S. MMFs, which have maturities of around one
to four months. A longer average maturity reflects a
longer commitment to the borrower for the amount of debt
securities and larger exposure to the fixed interest rate
risk. Certainly, under such situation, the risks of non-
repayment and of interest rate fluctuation have
increased.
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Risk of non-repayment is obvious by a glance over
the name of assets held. Again in Chapter II, we
disclosed that over 63 percent of assets in MHT's MMF
were over 3 years as at end of 1986. Also it is found
that over 78 percent of the assets were fixed rate with a
range from 7% to 10.125%.
It is supposed that fund managers should switch
from fixed rate papers to floating rate papers once the
trend of interest rates started to climb. However, it is
doubtful whether the professional managers could make
their judgement correctly and act swiftly enough.
Besides, the ability of the market to absorb such
portfolio re-shuffles without adverse impact on prices is
also questionable.
From Table 6, it is discovered that just over 70%
the outstanding CDs issues-were held by financial
institutions as by end of 1986. It is not difficult to
imagine that it is a very hard job for a fund manager to
change portfolio holdings quickly and within reasonable
small price changes. Most likely, losses will be
incurred when a MMF manager is forced to sell the fund's
assets due to investor redemptions, despite the fact that
a certain degree of liquidity is assured as cushioned by
the statutory requirement that at least 20 percent of a
MMF's assets must be placed on call deposits with
approved financial institutions.
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Table 6 (in HK$ million)
As of 31st December, 1986
HK$ negotiable CDs issued by:
Banks in HK $17,853
DTCs in HK 2,582
Total $209435
HK$ negotiable CDs held by:
Banks in HK $ 7,931
DTCs in HK 6,387
Total $14,318
(Source: Hong Kong Government, Census and Statistics
Department)
External Liquidity
This section discusses about the procedure of
redemption. In the eyes of investors, liquidity of an
investment is indicated by how fast and how much they can
get their money back.
Against all different types of existing deposits,
MMF is most comparable to Call Deposit with banks. An
investor can give notice of redemption to fund manager
requesting sale of his units in the MMF on any business
day after 5 days from initial purchase (with the
exception of Chase' fund which is valuated once weekly,
redemption notice can hence only be made on valuation
dates). Once redemption notice is received, payment will
commonly be made by the manager within three business
days, although most Trust Deeds allow seven days for
settlement. As far as timing for settlement is
concerned. MMF is a reasonably liquid form of investment.
In the aspect of conservation of capital safety
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of Capital growth-oriented MMFs (e.g. Chase, MHT) are
more risky than Income-oriented MMFs (e.g. Schroders, JF,
KB). As mentioned before, the Growth-oriented funds have
over 70% of assets invested in fixed rate CDs. Investors
are taking risk of a loss in capital due to variability
of unit's net asset value which is determined under Mark-
to-Market method.
On the other hand, it does not mean that constant
priced Income-oriented MMFs are free from capital loss.
Recall that as only 20% of the MMF assets are in call
deposits, the rest is invested in debt papers with an
average maturity of two to four months. The average
maturity does not equate with the fact that the fund will
receive principal repayment in approximately the same
time frame because a majority of the portfolio will be
floating rate assets with a life of up to five or seven
years. Failures of similarly structured MMFs (i.e.
constant net asset value at $1) in U.S. during late
1970's revealed the inherent risks of such investments.
When investors swarm to redeem their units, the fund will
not be able to liquidate their floating rate assets
without selling at a discount in such short time.
Investors standing at the end of the queue may not be
able to get back what they have originally invested, much
similar to the fiasco of a bank-run.
Of course, failure of issuers of the debt
securities to honour their debts is a credit, risk to the
wealth of investors in MMFs, no matter what type of
investment the MMF has made in.
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CHAPTER VI
IMPACTS ON FINANCIAL SYSTEM
Whilst the total size of the MMF as a percentage
of total money supply at present is insignificant, MMF's
impact cannot be overlooked in the more distant future,




MMFs' impacts on domestic financial structure car
be analysed firstly from the perspective of the existing
three-tier financial structure in Hong Kong whereby all
financial institutions are classified under three
categories, namely, licensed banks, licensed deposit-
taking companies, and registered deposit-taking
companies.
Licensed banks can quote rates of interest for
deposit accounts subject to rules stipulated by the Hong
Kong Association of Banks (Appendix 1). The effect of
such bank cartel resembles that of the Regulation Q in
the United States of America before 1978, which
practically imposes a ceiling on the rates of interest
licensed banks are permitted to quote in accepting
customer deposits.
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Licensed and registered deposit-taking companies
are not under the sovereign of the Interest Rates
Agreement and are permitted to quote deposit rates of
interest freely. However, there are other restrictions
under which licensed and registered deposit-taking
companies are permitted in accepting deposits. These
restrictions include a minimum deposit amount ($500,000
for licensed deposit-taking companies and $100,000 for
registered deposit-taking companies) and deposit maturity
(all maturity for licensed deposit-taking companies and
not less than three months for registered deposit-taking
companies) (Appendix 2). It is mentioned earlier that
MMF much resembles a bank call deposit account. This,
together with a minimum investment of $50,000 in MMFs,
effectively slice up the closely knitted three-tier
financial structure.
Partial Dismantlement of Interest Rates Agreement
The essence of the three-tier financial structure
is to protect the relatively cheap source of bank funds
which are purposefully made to become available to
licensed banks. The Interest Rates Agreement carries the
proclaimed spirit of ensuring stability in the banking
sector and preventing undue competition for customer
deposits among banks operating in Hong Kong. More
specifically, however, such Interest Rates Agreement
protects local banks against competition by foreign
banks, as the latter group usually has more financial
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strength than the former. If de-regulation in rates of
interest is practised, local banks will face higher cost
of funds and squeezed interest margins and therefore
profit margins. The results will be a slowdown in the
build-up of reserves and/or the assumption of more risky
lendings for larger loan spread (in order to raise profit
margins to the desired levels).
Depending on how a MMF manager structures his
portfolio, investors can achieve a rate of return which
will typically exceed that offered by banks or deposit-
taking companies. With the relatively low required
investment amount, the Interest Rates Agreement is
practically nullified and will eventually fail to perform
its desired functions.
De Facto Financial De-regulation
As argued above, if MMFs' investment attractions
meet with investors acceptance, the three-tier financial
structure aforementioned as well as the Interest Rates
Agreement will become involuntary targets for
dissolution, if not abolition. This stems from the fact
that the minimum investment in MMFs is presently laid
down to be $50,000, which is substantially below the
minimum amount required in making a deposit with a
registered deposit-taking company, not to mention
licensed deposit-taking companies. However, the majority
of the depositors will fall in the $50,000 to $100,000
deposit range, and with the higher yield offered by MMFs,
it can be envisaged all financial institutions,
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particularly the licensed banks, will suffer an outflow
of deposits to the MMFs.
In short, the existing government regulations and
gentleman agreement among banks will face a possible
collapse as a result of the emergence of a new investment
product which has not previously arrived on the Hong Kong
banking scenario.
Banks in Hong Kong: A Shift of Balance
of Influence and Competitiveness
The second impact of the proliferation of MMFs
will be on the balance of power among banks in Hong Kong
caused by a shift of depositor funds.
The present situation in the Hong Kong banking
industry is that financial institutions are broadly
classified into two camps, local and foreign banks.
Traditionally, the local banks because of their longer
history of operation in this market have a larger network
of branches in taking retail deposits, whilst the foreign
banks have to rely on the Hong Kong Dollar Inter-Bank
market for necessary fundings for their loan assets.
The local banks have in their control over 70
percent of all Hongkong Dollar Deposits (including the
Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation and the Hang
Seng Bank Group which controls 50-55 percent of domestic
deposits).1 This group of local banks has been the net
lEstimated figure based on interview
Mr. Edward Leung, Chief Economist of The
Asia, Ltd. and figure published in Asian Wall Street
Journal (p. 1, 6th May, 1987).
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lender in the inter-bank market and concern has
repeatedly been voiced about its ability to manipulate
inter-bank rates. This has clearly put the foreign banks
in an unfavourable position as their earning spreads can
easily be wiped out when the local banks restrain the
liquidity in the inter-bank market thereby forcing
interest costs of foreign banks to go up.
A logical consequence is that foreign banks have
always been vociferous in advocating the abolition of the
Interest Rates Agreement, albeit hitherto unsuccessful.
The arrival of MMFs has afforded these foreign banks a
much-awaited opportunity in attacking the Interest Rates
Agreement. To appreciate this, it is necessary to
explain further about the interest rate heirarchy in Hong
Kong.
Interest Rates Hierarchy
Typically, banks accept customer deposits in
accordance with the rules of the Interest Rates
Agreement. A typical well-established local bank will
have surplus funds after meeting loan demands and
statutory liquidity requirement for on-lending in the
inter-bank market. The rates at these inter-bank
lendings cleared are called inter-bank rates, and these
are typically higher than the customer deposit rates.
When making loans, banks-typically quote a Best Lending
Rate, or more commonly referred to as Prime Rate, which
again, is higher than the inter-bank rate. Historically.
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the Prime Rate is about 1 percent higher than the three-
month inter-bank rate for most of the time.
Under such circumstance, local banks which enjoy,
or rather, are protected by, a large customer deposit
base benefit most in earning the entire interest
differential between the lending rate (Prime Rate) and
the inter-bank rate, together with the interest
differential between the customer deposit rate' and inter-
bank rate for funds placed in the inter-bank market. At
the same time, the foreign banks will reap just the
interest differential between their lending rate (Prime)
and cost of fund (inter-bank rate)- but this is only the
case when the interbank rates are below Prime.
Foreign banks are always exposed to the volatile
inter-bank market where rates can be artificially driven
up overnight at the discretion of a few well positioned
market players (the local banks). As the positive
interest differential earned by the foreign banks is
relatively fixed when the loan terms are finalized, any
sudden upsurge in the funding cost will eat into their
profits.
With the advent of MMFs, local banks will
experience an outflow of cheap deposit funds and their
aggregate influence in the inter-bank market will be
reduced. To replenish their funding base, the local
banks have to issue certificates of deposits for sale to
the MMF operators, and as such, it will not be in the
interest of the local banks to drive inter-bank rates up
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to which their own certificates have a rate linkage.
Alternatively, the local banks have to decide to
relinquish the Interest Rates Agreement in order to free
themselves in quoting more competitive deposit rates in
defending their deposit base. Either way, the
competitive edge currently accorded to local banks under
the Interest Rates Agreement will be removed, and hence,
their ability to meet the fierce challenges imposed by
the financially stronger foreign counterparts will be
undermined.
Under-pinning of Capital Market
The third impact that will be brought along by
the MMFs will be a deepening of the capital market in
Hong Kong. Only a few years ago, the medium and long
term interest rates are virtually non-existent the
phenomenon of which has always been a popular subject for
discussion among bankers, financiers and investors. The
domestic capital market has never been able to develop
itself as a result of a shortage of capital market
instruments and the lack of maturity depth. The inter-
bank market is most active in the short maturity end (one
to three months) and even the so-called medium-term
instruments maturing in three to five years' time are
almost invariably on a monthly or quarterly re-fixing
basis, which makes them practically short-term
instruments rather than medium-term ones as nominally
referred to.
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Hindered Growth of Capital Market
Benefitting from worldwide deflationary scenario
and the pegged exchange rate system, domestic interest
rates have experienced a downward trend since 1984. This
has prompted a number of local companies to re-finance
their high interest borrowings to low interest ones by
way of interest rate swaps. In addition, these companies
begin to take advantage of the low interest rate scenario
by securitising their corporate debts at fixed rate.
Suffering from a sluggish loan demand and perhaps worried
by a series of corporate failures, banks, particularly
foreign ones, through their merchant banking arms
arranged a number of fixed rate capital market
instruments, as well as some issues of corporate
commercial papers whereby fee incomes can be pocketed
without committing sizeable capital. These factors
together provide the initial impetus towards the growth
of the domestic capital market but nevertheless fail to
furnish the continuing momentum for several reasons.
First, there lacks a solid end-investor base in
digesting the supply of the capital market instruments.
It is estimated that about 70 percent of the instruments
are being taken up by the underwriters and/or the banks
themselves. In other words, the banks are simply
substituting one form of-lending by another at a lower
profit margin. Secondly, there is only a limited number
of companies whose financial strength are sound enough to
warrant their own issues. Furthermore, there is the
absence in Hong Kong of any independent credit rating
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agency to objectively provide risk evaluation and
continuously monitor the financial health of the issuing
companies.
Addition to Capital Market Depth
With the MMFs, there will be increased demand for
capital market instruments, and MMF unit holders will
form a sizable end-investor base which provides the much
required momentum in fostering the continued and healthy
growth of the capital market. Without this, the growth
of the capital market cannot be regarded as healthy and
functional to serve its purposes, especially when
interest rates begin to reverse and move upwards, thereby
leading to massive sell-out by present instrument holders
(mainly banks) in an attempt to avoid capital losses. It
is valid to argue that even if MMFs succeed in attracting
investor funds, these potential end-investors will also
sell their unit holdings in the MMFs to avoid capital
loss much in the same manner as the present bank holders
of capital market instruments, and in such case, the
MMFs operators will likewise be forced to sell the MMFs
holdings in order to raise the funds in meeting
redemption needs. However, it should also be emphasized
that the MMFs, though may be hurt by capital loss in a
rising interest rate scenario, do carry a certain annual
yield which by comparison is superior to normal bank
deposits. This annual yield will operate as a comforting
factor to unit holders in choosing to remain in the MMFs,
as opposed to when the capital market instruments are
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held by professional investors (bank dealers), immediate
switch is almost the logical decision which necessarily
lead to a market collapse. In other words, it is more
likely than not that at least there will be a core demand
for MMFs the investment horizon of which is longer term
in nature and therefore provides a stablizing factor. As
a matter of fact, the worry of a major abandonment of
MMFs by unit holders can be mitigated by the fact that in
the United States of America, growth of MMFs is the
strongest during an inflationary or rising interest rate





After discussing the likely conceptual impacts of
Money Market Funds on our financial system, it is
appropriate to turn to their more practical aspects.
Since MMFs only have a relatively short history, there
lacks any formal or well documented studies on it. An
analysis is therefore undertaken by interviewing veteran
participants in the market.
Methodology
In choosing the candidates for interviews, the
writers have sent out 150 letters to chief executive
officers/senior management of the more active financial
institutions operating in Hong Kong. These candidates
include commercial bankers, merchant and investment
bankers, as well as fund managers from various financial
institutions belonging to different countries of
domicile, for instance, U.S.A., U.K., Japan, Europe,
Australia, New Zealand, and P.R. China.
Of the 150 potential candidates selected, some of
them declined to be interviewed lest conflict of interest
and inadvertent disclosure of sensitive strategic
information (as the writers are working in the banking
field too) some of them are on leave some, whilst
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agreed to be interviewed, either missed the appointment
or could not arrange a meeting earlier enough for the
purpose of this research report. As a final count, a
total of 56 persons have been interviewed by the end of
March, 1987.
Questions asked during the interview sessions are
pre-structured to facilitate convenient formation of
broad categories of opinion groups. Aside from that,
interviewees are also invited to express their opinions
and comments about MMFs on a free-text basis, the
contents of which have been incorporated in this research
report.
A summary of the results of the questionnaire
relating to the MMFs is included in Appendix 5. However,
it warrants to discuss some of the more important issues
in greater detail here, and to examine the possible
reasons underlying the interviewees's responses.
Opinion on Effect of Deposit Shifting
MMFs are marketed by operators as a high-yield-
high-liquidity cash management product. It is logical tc
expect that this new financial product will pose serious
competition against traditional bank deposit services.
However, only 41.1 percent of the interviewed financial
executives are of the opinion that MMFs will become a
serious competing product to bank deposits.
In fact, more interviewees regard M1Fs as a less
effective replacement of the inefficient bank deposits
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than otherwise. Nevertheless, it merits to mention that
such research result may merely reflect the fact that
hitheto MMF size is comparatively insignificant as
compared to aggregate deposit amounts. As such, this
cannot be reliably based upon in forecasting the effects
of MMFs on bank deposits, particularly when MMFs have
reached the take-off stage the arrival of which is
generally envisaged by the interviewed financial
executives, including those who picked unlikely (46.4
percent) as answer to whether MMF will be a serious
competing product to bank deposits. This group of
respondents also remarked that their answer was based
upon the present thrust of MMFs on bank deposits, and
they also quite correctly pointed out that even MMF size
achieved a ten-fold increase in size, it would only
amount to less than 2 percent of total domestic
deposits- and as such would still be too small to exert
noticeable pressure on bank deposits. One must remember
though. MMFs in U.S. financial history attained a more-
than- hundred times increase in total size, and there is
no foreseeable reason why they cannot repeat their
success in Hong Kong.
In the following paragraphs, attempts are made to
analyse why impacts of MMFs on bank deposits may have
been overlooked.
MMF Growth Potential Underestimated
First, it must be emphasized that MMFs are being
introduced to the market at an inopportune time.
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Interest rate is almost at its historical low level which
basically renders any type of interest income-oriented
investments unattractive. Furthermore, the stock market
is experiencing a period of rapid advance where investors
can reap about or even over 100% return on their capital
as compared with a modest low single digit return on
deposits, though perhaps slightly higher for MMFs
accounts.
The second reason attributing to the apparent
failure of the MMFs has much connection with the
controversial opinions that have been expressed of MMFs.
If one goes back to the press literature that have been
written about MMFs, one can easily find articles and
reports that emphasize the riskiness of MMFs, or the
Securities Commission's decision in exercising tight
controls on MMF schemes, as well as criticisms voiced by
local banks. Whether these comments are genuine concern
for ignorant small investors or political expressions by
MMF competitors (i.e. local banks), reactions from
potential investors must have been adversely affected.
Thirdly, the relatively more complex
transactional procedures involving a MME deal as compared
with straight forward bank deposits have also deterred
many potential MMF patrons. The low minimum investment
of HK$50,000 in MMFs should logically have a wide appeal
to small investors who normally cannot enjoy the
wholesale rate of return in the capital market.
Ironically, this group of potential customers are
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usually financially sophisticated and may be scared off
by the seemingly complicated theories and transaction
procedures MMFs involve. As such, it should be expected
that the education process to the targeted investors will
take a longer period before the product can take off, and
there remains a lot of effort for the MMF operators to
make their product more appealing, say, by simplifying
the transactional procedures or teaching the investors by
more active and comprehensive promotional measures.
Opinion on Set-up of Discount Window and
Credit-rating Bureau
Another salient issue revealed by the respondents
is the fact that 57.2 percent and 42.9 percent of them
consider neither the establishment of a discount window
nor the availability of independent credit rating
respectively as positive development to MMFs growth.
This finding is quite contrary to traditional wisdom
which advocates for a discount window in providing the
final safety net for the MMF investors and credit rating
bureau in allowing investors to assess the relevant risks
involved.
The provision of a government discount window
which effectively serves as a lender of last resort has
always been an unresolved topic among financial
executives. A discount window will typically accept
certain type of market instruments or bank assets as
security for lendings. Such a function can prevent the
financial system from collapsing in the case of bank
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failures. It indirectly. provides a kind of insurance
scheme for MMF investors. A hypothetical situation will
be that when interest rates suddenly rocket thereby
leading to substantial capital loss on fixed rate money
market instruments (which consititute the core part of
many MMFs), which may be further aggravated by bank
liquidity problems caused by corporate failures usually
associated with high interest rates. If the affected
bank has issued certificates of deposit, or the bankrupt
corporation has outstanding commercial papers held by
MMFs, the residual values of the MMFs will undoubtedly be
substantially undermined. Prices can plummet when MMFs
operators rush to dispose of the instruments in the
market, if there is still one, to meet redemption
requirements. The chaotic situation will be much similar
to bank failures in 1983-84 when bank depositors had to
worry about the recoverability of their deposit money in
sleepless nights.
To relieve the innocent depositors of the
hardship of seeing their money vanish, the government has
undergone some life-boat operations and even bailed out
some collapsed banks with Foreign Exchange Fund/tax
money. However, it seems to be the government's stance
that the bail out actions are merely to uphold the entire
financial stability rather than individual small
depositors, who put their money with less well-managed
banks with the view of getting higher deposit rates. It
is further argued that such depositors have to bear the
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repurcussions of their aggressiveness as they have
ignored the risk involved.
To persuade the government to establish a
discount window in dealing with any potential break up of
the capital market and safeguard investors in MMFs will
be unacceptable to the people who work at Lower Albert
Road and have long been accustomed to Laissez-faire
policy. The argument goes that investors who buy into
MMFs in search of higher yield should be prepared to bite
the bullet if anything goes against their investments.
The preaching will still be valid that greedier investor
should not be given the benefit of higher return without
at the same time the dismal consequence of losses.
Whether or not such a policy should be adopted
remains debatable perhaps for many more years to come.
However, there is no reason why at least MMF investors
should not be given good guidelines in determining the
risk they are going to assume. Though it may be unfair
to the government to have to insure the more aggressive
investors, it is logically legitimate for investors to
request the government to implement suitable measures in
permitting the general public to make investment
decisions based on impartial and complete information.
It is against this argument that the formation of
a credit rating bureau is regarded as indispensible. By
assigning credit ratings to individual instruments that
are held in MMF portfolios, the comparative riskiness
among various MMFs can be assessed. The rating mechanism
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can be based on value-weighted method and MMFs operators
can be made, either mandatory by legislation or
voluntarily by a code of ethics among the managers, to
publish the credit ratings of their MMFs using a common
and consistent yard-stick as reference.
It is beyond expectation that such a large
proportion of the respondents regarded such kind of
credit rating exercise not helpful to the development of
MMFs. It is difficult to conceive why this will not be
so unless the MMF operators know well nigh that the
inherent risks of a MMF portfolio is in fact high.
Credit Ratings Inhibits MMF Managers in Manoeuvring
Risk Level of Portfolios
Another possible reason for disclaiming the
usefulness of a credit rating system among MMF operators
is suggested by one merchant banker who says that the
existence of a credit rating system will inhibit the MMF
operators from flexibly increasing the portfolio yield to
meet competition. This is particularly so for the less
capable managers who can only attract more MMF customers
by increasing the yield, and hence risk, of the
portfolio.
However, this is not necessarily only restricted
to less competent MMF operators, but also to all MMF
operators, whether more or less capable, as a group in
vying for market share against other investment products,
for instance, unit trusts and mutual funds.
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Another respondent commented that the existence
of credit rating will not be helpful since investors will
not be able to know or understand the implied meanings of
such ratings. This, however, can only be admitted as a
valid argument if-we assume investors are indeed
ignorant, if not that they should be deprived of the
opportunity to know.
Earlier it is argued that lukewarm investor
reaction of MMFs is a result of lack of positive
promotion and investor education. If it is believed that
the investor can be educated on the merits of MMFs, there
is no reason why they cannot be guided in assessing risks
by virtue of the same token.
Statutory Regulations on MMFs
Another practical aspect related to the MMFs
involves the extent of regulatory controls imposed by the
government. Thus far, investors in MMFs are only
protected under the four-page Protection of Investors
Ordinance. Essentially, the supervision is only limited
to the scope that all public advertisements relating to
MMFs must be screened and approved by the government
beforehand. It must be noted that such screening of
promotional materials applies to all types of investment
schemes and is not designed specially for MMFs. In other
words, there is no newly introduced statutory control
imposed. The likely reason might be that t$e government
considers existing control measures are already
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sufficient to deal with the MMFs.
In addition, investors in MMFs are also protected
in the sense that all MMFs schemes are subject to certain
guidelines prescribed by the Securities Commission.
Satisfaction of these guidelines (Appendix 3) is a
prerequisite for the approval of any MMF scheme which can
be promoted publicly.
Of the people who responded to the questionnaire.
67.8 percent of them opined that existing government
controls on MMFs are either (33.9 percent) or quite (33.9
percent) sufficient. It merits, however, to explore
further on this subject before a conclusion can be
arrived at as to the sufficiency of protection accorded
to the general public.
More indepth analysis on the guidelines laid down
by the Securities Commission reveals that there is not
one single clause which deals with the credit quality of
the investment items that are contained in MMF portfolio.
In other words, the investment risk embodied by MMFs
cannot be determined by the investors even though it
passes the screening test of the Securities Commission.
Yet it is easily conceivable that the quality of the
various MMFs which succeed in clearing the Securities
Commission's approval must differ to some extent as
regards their respective risk elements. In this case,
one wonders what other sources of information an average
investor can reach in choosing among varioup MMFs.
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MMF Managers- Investment Bank: Conflict of Interest
It is mentioned above that all present MMF
operators are also leading participants in the domestic
capital markets. These MMF operators are active in
arranging and underwriting issues of bank certificates of
deposits and corporate commercial papers. If they are
backed up by a pool of MMF moneys, this will in turn
strengthen their underwriting and placing ability.
Nevertheless, there is the risk that these MMF managers-
investment bankers may exploit the MMFs' pool of money to
absorb those instruments which cannot be placed out or
sold down in the underwriting process. This 'dumping'
activity is certainly not to the best interest of the MMF
investors.
Although it may be argued that the
professionalism of the MMF operators-investment bankers
must be given due confidence and respect, it is obviously
clear that reliance on knowledge and common sense of
individuals can hardly be regarded as satisfactory
guarantee to the sound and proper investment of MMF
unitholders' money. In this respect. it is suggested
that, in the periodic reports published by the MMF
operators, detailed information regarding holdings in
investment items which the MMF operator has also acted as
underwriter should be appropriately disclosed. This
provides the desirable information and such disclosure of
interest may serve as an effective monitor on unethical
conflict of interests. As a matter of fact, 53.5 percent
of the response indicated that the conflict of interest
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as described above is possible to occur and 17.9 percent




The debut of MMFs in the domestic financial stage
has brought along with them mixed feelings whilst they
also help to form a landmark in the development of Hong
Kong as one of the world's financial centres.
Despite the criticism that have been attached to
the MMFs by many commercial banks and legislators, public
investors will no doubt have a widened spectrum of
financial/investment avenues opened to their preferences.
Investors, be they ordinary money-savers, high net worth
individuals or institutional investors, can now choose a
higher return and more liquid way of putting to the best
use their free money. The education process may not have
been completed and the relative merits of MMFs will
remain to be explored and understood, but their impacts
have already been felt.
The almost certain effect is that MMFs have
contributed positively to the deepening of our domestic
capital market without which the financial system of Hong
Kong can hardly claim to be structurally matured. The
MMFs have provided the much required momentum in
propelling the healthy growth of Hong Kong's financial
evolution.
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MMFs, judging from their total size as compared
with the gross deposit base, is clearly still in their
embryonic stage. However, their growth potential can be
tremendous were it not for the unfavourable investment
environment, for instance, a rallying stock market and
low interest rate levels. The impacts on the financial
system and structure are presently believed to be
underestimated because MMFs have not yet been given the
right opportunity to demonstrate their competitive edge.
Given the time and appropriate market sentiment, MMFs can
easily take off and pose serious competition to
traditional bank deposits. Until then, banks can
carefully re-design their countering strategies in
anticipation of the forthcoming challenges.
It is the writers' belief that the advantages of
MMFs will in due course be correctly assessed and
comprehended. Given this belief and having reviewed the
existing circumstantial factors, it is felt that
appropriate regulatory measures should be adopted and
constant monitoring be practised lest it would be too
late to rush through or implement ill-conceived and
inadequate control measures.
The emphasis, however, will be on self-regulation
among the leading practitioners and managers of MMFs.
If the industry fails to self-regulate either through a
code of conduct or through some formal organization (for
examples the Capital Market Association), it will only be
inviting tighter controls by the Government. Compliance
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to standard valuation method or proper disclosure of
possible conflict of interest are also strongly
recommended.
Policy Implications for Banks
The policy implication for commercial banks is
that similar products must be synthesized to meet the
upcoming competition as the Interest Rates Agreement is
anticipated to be rendered ineffective or obsolete
eventually. Small local banks must also take a complete
review on their asset-liability management strategies as
it is envisaged that higher marginal cost of funds will
exert adversary effects on the profitability of
operations. Again, this presents a genuine challenge to
the commercial banks in meeting with the changes in their
operating environment, as well as a test on their
managerial abilities in charting out strategic plans in
reaction to product innovation brought about by non-bank
fund managers. In fact, market information available has
revealed that many banks are actively planning to launch
their own MMFs in anticipation of the removal of Interest
Rates Agreement. Some banks have even obtained the
approval from the government for their MMFs but are only
presently postponing the actual launching whilst closely
observing the market development.
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Discount Window and Independent Credit
Rating Service are Positive Impetus
Whether the establishment of a government
discount window and independent credit rating bureau is
desirable remains a controversial topic which cannot be
satisfactorily resolved without also considering other
impacts and implications on our overall financial system.
The availability of these, however, is definitely helpful
in providing a stable capital market and nourishing solid
growth of MMFs. In fact, the market is being seriously
tested recently as a result of the general expectation of
firmer interest rate levels, which in turn lead to a
depressed capital market, and hence, impaired performance
of MMFs. The recent bearish tone in the capital market
has once again confirmed that prices of money market
instruments can be easily moved by relatively thin volume
of transactions. Whether or not the MMFs can survive
this challenge without the assistance of any discount
window is still awaiting a final answer, but investors
are already feeling the pinch of capital losses in
investing in MMFs. As the issue is being widely
discussed, a negative investment sentiment will be
nurtured which will only result in more hiccuppy growth
of MMFs. This is certainly detrimental to the financial
system from a long-term perspective.
M1A- a new Money Supply Definition
In Table 1, we have shown that MMFs in the U.S.A.
experienced a 120-fold expansion during the decade
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1974-84. Also, in Chapter III, we have discussed the
distortion in money supply statistics which could
possibly be brought about by the growth in MMF size.
Although MMF is presently merely 0.19 percent of
our M3, it is highly probable, given the time for MMF to
filter through the market and a more favourable
environment (e.g. a depressed stock market and return of
a high interest rate era) for MMF to enchor its presence,
that a few years down the road MMF can be as much as 5 to
10 percent of the M3 figure (Table 2).
Therefore, the earlier it is in setting up a new
money supply measurement yardstick, say M1A, which
distinguishes the MMF size in the aggregate money supply
statistics, the better and more meaningful it will be for
any economic or monetary policies which are planned or
implemented based on the conventional money supply
figures.
Tax Incentive
Under current tax regulations there is
inconsistency in tax treatment between individuals and
corporations in respect of profits derived from MMF
investments as we have discussed in Chapter II.
This has hampered corporations to invest their
temporary surplus funds in MMFs. Since there are
available other financial arrangements such as off-shore
Hong Kong Dollar deposits whereby corporations can
shelter their interest incomes from tax levies (under the
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rule of 'Provision of Credit' according to Departmental
Interpretation and Practice Note No. 13 [Appendix 41
issued by Inland Revenue Department concerning scope of
charge under s. 15 [1][f]), it is reasonable, equitable
and policy-wise consistent to apply the same tax
treatment between individuals and corporations,
specifically that corporate profit tax on interest and
income derived from investments in MMFs should be waived.
If this is implemented, it will amount to an encouraging
boost to the development of MMFs.
MMFs at Present: A Paradox
MMF is meant to be an efficient money management
product which gives investors the benefits of high
return, high liquidity, as well as capital safety. MMFs
are presently being introduced to the local financial
system with the same kinds of benefits, at least in
principle.
Nevertheless, the case is obviously not so as
many bankers, whether for political interest or not, are
not hesitant in criticizing that MMFs are risky. It must
be pointed out though, the riskiness of MMFs does not
originate from the manner in which they are managed or
invested. Rather, it is due to the unique, if not
immature, nature of our domestic capital market.
Lack of Short Term Securities
Structurally speaking, our capital qiarket suffers
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from a severe shortage of short term corporate or
government securities which the MMFs can invest in.
Although there is bouncing growth in our capital market
in the last few years, we must not be oblivious to the
fact that many issues are swap driven. Corporations
which desire to convert their floating rate debts to
fixed rate ones simply borrow the balance sheet of their
bankers. Corporate financial controllers do this for two
main purposes. First, the market is less receptive to
corporate commercial papers or notes than bank
certificates of deposits because of the higher credit
risks of the former. Second, there is a differential tax
treatment whereby interest earned on corporate papers or
notes is subject to interest tax whereas interest earned
on bank certificates of deposits are tax free. For these
reasons, the recent growth in the capital market does not
really represent a solid progress in the ability of
financially sound corporations, local or international,
to tap the market directly for short term funds.
A second drawback of our capital market is that
there is virtually no supply of government securities.
In United States of America, the Federal Reserve carries
out open market operations through the capital market to
control the short term monetary liquidity in the
financial system. Government securities issued in
connection with the open market operations therefore give
rise to. the supply of risk free short term instruments
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which MMFs can invest in. In Hong Kong, this feature is
non-existent (aside from some quasi-government securities
issued by the Mass Transit Railway Corporation or
Kowloon-Canton Railway Corporation) and hence impairs the
short-maturity end of the capital market.
Given such background, MMFs in Hong Kong can only
invest their money in longer maturity securities, which
expose their funds to greater volatility whenever level
of interest rate fluctuates- hence, greater investment
risks.
To minimize capital losses, MMF managers can only
put a larger proportion of their funds in, ironically,
bank deposits other than the 20% of fund assets which by
regulation must be put into bank deposits to meet
redemption requirements. In this case, MMFs are not much
different from bank deposits and as such not as risky or
illiquid as the critics have negatively commented.
High Minimum Investment Amount for MMFs
Earlier we hypothesized that growth of MMFs will
help to underpin the solid development of the domestic
capital market. However, our statutory requirement for a
minimum $50,000 investment in MMFs inadvertently hampers
this supposed function of MMFs.
Meaningful depth of. capital market can only be
achieved if there are stable end-investors.
Theoretically, MMFs provide such an end-investor base.
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Nevertheless, a high minimum entry level in MMFs (as
opined by 30.4 percent of the survey respondents) implies
that the fund base is unstable by nature. One of the MMF
managers interviewed confessed that at present many
institutional and high net worth investors also put their
money in MMFs, although the MMF is launched to target at
small investors. These large investors are very rate
sensitive- they are quick to move their money into MMFs
when yields are high, but also quick to move out from
MMFs when yields are low. Given the high minimum
investment amount in MMFs, not many small investors are
actually benefited by this new financial product. This
again necessitates the MMF managers to keep relatively
heavier weigh of their assets in bank call deposits in
order to accommodate any sudden contraction of available
funds. In this regard, MMFs fail to provide a stable end-
investor base for and are prevented to help solidify the
domestic capital market.
MMFs Non-performing: Whose Fault?
In other words, MMFs are not performing to
expectation both in terms of their growth rate and their
contribution towards the financial system. However, this
is more attributable to the regulatory and operational
factors than the inherent insufficiency of MMFs as an
efficient financial product the growth of which should be
encouraged.
As described above, MMFs at their present stage
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can hardly exert any significant destablizing effects on
our financial structure. In the long-run, it is believed
that the gradual de-regulation of our financial system
under the government's benevolent non-intervention policy
will pave a flatter road for the proliferation of MMFs.
Presently, many MMF operators are actively
cultivating the growth of MMFs with a view of becoming
the first to establish in this promising niche of the
financial market. Some of them are even subsidizing the
MMF operations by absorbing the set-up costs into their
own books rather than against the revenues of the MMFs.
To be more successful, the writers conceive that they
should adopt their own code of conduct as suggested in




Rules on Interest Rates
of
The Hong Kong Association of Banks
1. These rules are made by the Committee of The Hong Kong
Association of Banks under Section 12(1)(a) of The Hong Kong
Association of Banks Ordinance, Cap.364. after consultation with the
Financial Secretary and may be cited as the Rules on Interest Rates
of The Hong Kong Association of Banks.
2. In these rules, unless the context otherwise requires:-
(1) Association means The Hong Kong Association of Banks
incorporated by Section 3 of the Ordinance.
(2) Call or Notice means payable after a demand of such minimum
period as shall be specified, but shall not include money payable on
demand.
(3) Certificate of Deposit means a document relating to money
which has been deposited with the issuer or some other person, being
a document which recognises anobligation to pay a stated amount to
bearer or to order, with or without Interest, and being a document by
the delivery of which, with or without endorsement, the right to
receive that stated amount, with or without Interest, is transferable.
(4) Committee means the Committee of the Association established by
Section 8 of the Ordinance.
(5) Current Account means any form of account where the funds
are not held at Call or Notice or on deposit for a fixed period
or on Savings Account.
(6) Customer means a depositor other than:-
(i) A bank licensed under Section 7 or Section 42 of the Banking
Ordinance
or
(ii) A company recognised as a bank by the banking supervisory
authorities of its country or place of incorporation
or
(iii) A deposit-taking company licensed under Section 16B or registered
under Section 10 of the Deposit-taking Companies Ordinace.
(7) Deposit means a sum of money placed by a Customer with
heaMember on any terms whatsoever, implicit or explicit, and
(but is not limited to) money placed on Current Account, Savings
Accounts, deposit fixed for a period, time deposit, at*Call or Notice
or against teh issue of a Certificate of Deposit, Promissory i sfnote,bill of exchange not related to a trade transaction, any
instrument.
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(8) Disciplinary Committee means the Disciplinary Committee
appointed under Section 16 of the Ordinance.
(9) Fixed means payable on the expiry of the specified period.
(10) Interest means money allowable for the use or retention
of money whether by payment, accrual or discount.
(11) Member means a member of the Association.
(12) Month means a calendar month.
(13) Note-Issuing Bank means a bank falling within this definition
pursuant to Section 2 of the Bank Notes Issue Ordinance, Cap. 65.
(14) Ordinance means The Hong Kong Association of Banks
Ordinance, Cap. 364.
(15) Savings Account means an account for the deposit of
money and its withdrawal on demand on which cheques may not be drawn.
Words and expressions in the singular include the plural, and
words and expressions in the plural include the singular.
Words denoting persons include corporations, partnerships
and sole-proprietorships.
3. These rules apply to Members to regulate the maximum rates of
interest, return, discount or other benefits that may be paid, granted
or conceded by Members on Deposits denominated in Hong Kong dollars
save and except-
(a) Accounts kept under the general direction of the Director of
Accounting Services.
(b) Accounts of charities registered under Section 88 of the Inland
Revenue Ordinance, Cap.112.
(c) (i) Deposits with an original term to maturity of less than
three Months in each case for sums of not less than Hong Kong
dollars $500,000.
(ii) Deposits with a period of Call or Notice of less than
three Months in each case for sums of not less than Hong Kong
dollars $500,000.
(d) Accounts maintained by Members for their bona fide employees
and former employees. Provided always that in the case of
a former employee that payment of concessionary. Interest
shall be limited to a Deposit not exceeding in total the
Deposit not exceeding in total the Deposit of such former
employee at the date on which he ceased to be so employed.
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(e) Staff associations, staff provident funds and staff pension
funds, all participants in which are, or have been, in the
employment of any one Member.
(f) Deposits taken by Members licensed under Section 42 of the
Banking Ordinance.
(g) Deposits fixed for fifteen Months or more.
4. (a) Members shall be classified by the Committee in the two
categories set out in the Schedule hereto.
(b) The Committee shall from time to time by notice in writing
notify each Member of the category or revised category in
which such Member has been placed.
(c) Any Member wishing to dispute the category, or revised
category, so notified by the Committee shall within seven
days of receipt of such -notification deliver to the Chairman
of the Committee a statement in writing setting out the grounds
of the dispute, and the category claimed. The Committee shall
consider the statement and make a ruling, and such ruling
shall be final and conclusive.
5. (1) For the purpose of regulating the maximum rates of
Interest payable by Members on Deposits made by Customers denominated
in Hong Kong dollars the Committee shall, after such consultation
with the Financial Secretary as he shall consider appropriate, determir
from time to time by rule under Section 12(1)(a) of the Ordinance_a
maximum single rate applicable to Savings Accounts, and basic rates
for other Deposits, namely:-
Money held:-
(a) at 24 hours Call or Notice
(b) at 7 day Call or Notice
(c) on Deposit fixed for one week
(d) on Deposit fixed for two weeks
(e) on Deposit fixed for one month
(f) on Deposit fixed for two months
(g) on Deposit fixed for three months
(h) on Deposit fixed for six months
(i) on Deposit fixed for nine months
(j) on Deposit fixed for twelve months
(2) Any Deposit Fixed or at Call or Notice for a period falling
between any of the above periods shall attract the lower rate of Interest
of the rates for the two periods between which it falls.
Any Deposit at Call or Notice for a period in excess of 7 days
shall attract only the rate of Interest applicable to a Deposit at 7
day Call or Notice.
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(3) The maximum rates of Interest which may be paid, granted
or conceded by Members on money held at 24 hour Call of Notice,
7 day Call or Notice, and on Deposit fixed for a period of one week
or longer shall be:-
Category I -basic rates
Category II-basic rates plus 1/2% per annum
(4) Where a Deposit with a Member provides security for overdraft
or loan facilities by such Member to the depositor, the rate of
Interest to be allowed on such Deposit shall be not higher than
otherwise provided in these Rules and shall be at least 1/2% per
annum lower than the rate of interest charged on the overdraft or
loan facilities.
(5) Interest on a Deposit fixed for fifteen Months or less shall
be paid or credited only when the Deposit matures. If with the consent
of a Member a Customer is permitted in exceptional circumstances to
vary the term of a Deposit before maturity the maximum Interest
which may be apid or credited shall be
either
(a) at the rate applicable to the period during which the
Deposit has been held by the Member
or
(b) at the rate originally fixed for the Deposit
or
(c) if the period during which the Deposit has been held by the
Member is not one of the periods listed in Rule 5(1)
hereinabove, the rate calculated in accordance with Rule 5(2)
hereinabove,
whichever is the lower.
(6) Interest on Deposits after the date of maturity shall be
paid or credited at the rate applicable for money at 24 hour Call
or Notice, but this shall not preclude arrangements for automatic
renewal. Any renewal shall be deemed to be for a fresh period of
Deposit. Provided Always that if the date of maturity falls on a
day which is not a bank business day, the Deposit shall be deemed to
mature on the next succeeding business day and Interest shall be adjusted
accordingly.
(7) Any period of deposit of more than twelve months and less
than fifteen months shall attract the basic rate for Deposits fixed
for twelve months.
(8) Money held at Call or Notice, or on Deposit fixed for any
period shall be documented by a Member by a contemporaneous receipt
or advice showing the date of the Deposit, the rate of Interest payable
thereon, and, with the exception of money at Call or Notice, a single
date of maturity.
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(9) No Interest shall be paid or credited by Members directly or
indirectly on Current Accounts denominated in Hong Kong dollars
Provided Always that, where a Member has advanced Hong Kong dollars
to a Customer, compensating Interest may be allowed upon the credit
balance of a Current Account in Hong Kong dollars in the name of
same customer not exceeding the amount of the advance to such Customer
Provided Further that the rate of compensating Interest shall be
at least 1/2% per annum lower than the rate of interest charged on
the Hong Kong dollar advances to such same Customer.
(10) Withholding-tax payable on Interest earned on Deposits with
a Member may not be borne in whole or in part by the Member.
6. Members shall not:-
(a) permit a Current Account balance to be transferred in whole
or in part to Savings Account with standing instructions for
transfer to the Current Account of the Customer or any third
party to cover indebtedness as it may arise in the future.
(b) confer any valuable benefit or privilege on a Customer or any
third party at the request of a Customer in consideration of
the deposit of funds other than such Interest as shall be
permitted by these rules or any ancillary of amending rules
made by the Committee.
(c) pay any brokerage, commission, or gratuity or make any gift
to a Customer or third party not in the full-time employment
of the Member in recognition of, or in relation to, the
deposit of funds.
7. On written complaint to the Chairman of the Committee that a
Member has breached any of these rules or at the request of the
Disciplinary Committee and then on an affirmative vote of not less
than three-quarters of the members of the Committee present and
voting at the meeting at which the complaint is tabled, the Committee
may appoint an investigator who is a member of The Hong Kong Society
of Accountants in private practice, to inspect the relevant books
and records of such Member in order to ascertain whether or not there
has been a breach by such Member of these rules. On receipt of a
notice in writing of such appointment from the Committee, the Member to
which such notice is addressed shall produce to the investigator so
appointed such books and records as shall be reasonably required by
the investigator for the purposes of such examination. The investigator
shall not reveal to the Committee any information obtained from such
an investigation unless there is in the opinion of such investigator
prima facie evidence of a breach of these rules, and then only to such
extent as shall enable the Committee to decide whether or not to refer
a complaint to the Disciplinary Committee in accordance with Section
17(2) of the Ordinance. This rule shall in no wyMdinimish the powers
of the Committee to deal with a complaint that a
in breach of any of these rules in accordance with the provisions of
Section 17(1) of the Ordinance.
8. Any notice required to be given under these rules shall de
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delivered, or sent by registered post or recorded delivery, to the Member
at its registered office or principal place of business in Hong Kong and
service shall be deemed to have been effected upon delivery or 48 hours
after the time of posting as the case may be.
9. These rules shall come into force on the First day of March 1982.
Signed for the purpose of identification
T WELSH
for The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation
Chairman of the Committee of
The Hong Kong Association of Banks
Schedule
Category I consists of:-
(i) The Note-Issuing Banks
(ii) Any Member licensed under Section 7 of the Banking
Ordinance which is not incorporated in Hong Kong or the
People's Republic of China
(iii) Any Member incorporated in Hong Kong, in which more
than either
a) 25% of the issued share capital
or
b) 25% of the shares having voting rights is in aggregate
held directly or indirectly by a Member in (i) or (ii)
above, or by a bank which is recognised as a bank by the
banking supervisory authorities of its country or place
of incorporation.




12. (1) No business of taking deposits shall be carried on in Hong Kong exceptRestrictionon
business of akin f by an authorized institution.
deposits.
(2) A registered deposit-taking'company shall not take any short-term deposit
in Hong Kong. I
(3) A registered deposit-taking company shall not, without the written per-
mission of the Commissioner, repay any deposit within a period of less than 3 months
from the date on which the deposit was taken by the company.
(4) No deposit-taking company shall receive money on savings account.
(5) Subject to section 14, a licensed deposit-taking companymay take or hold
short-term deposits.
(6) Any person who contravenes subsection (1), and every director and every
manager of a deposit-taking companywhich contravenes subsection (2), (3) or (4),
commits an offence and is liable-
(a) on conviction upon indictment to a fine of $500,000 and to imprisonment
for 5 years or
(b) on summary conviction to a fine of S50,000 and to imprisonment for 6
months.
(7) Any person who enters into a contract or arrangement, or uses any device or
scheme, which has the effect of, or is designed to have the effect of, avoiding
subsection (1), (2), (3) or (4) commitsan offence and is liable-
(a) on conviction upon indictment to a fine of 5500,000 and to imprisonment
for 5 years or
(b) on summary conviction to a fine of 550,000 and to imprisonment for 6
months.
(8) For the purposes of any proceedings for an offence under subsection (6), if it
is proved that a person took deposits on at least 5 occasions within any period of 30
days, that person shall, until the contrary is proved, be deemedto have been carrying
on a business of taking deposits.
14. (1) Subject to subsection (2)-Dsposit•takint
companynot to (a) a registered deposit-taking company shall not take any deposit from a
takedepositskss depositor of a sum less than the amount specified in item 1 of the Firstthsospecified
sum. Schedule and
First Schedule. (b) a licensed deposit-taking company shall not take any deposit from a
depositor of a sum less than the amount specified in item 2 of the First
Schedule.
(2) A deposit-taking company may take a deposit from a depositor of a sum
less than the specified sumapplying at the date of that deposit if the amountstanding
to the credit of the depositor with the companyat the time any such deposit is taken
is not less than the specified sumapplying at the date of that deposit.
(3) Except where a depositor withdraws the whole amount standing to his
credit with a deposit-taking company, the company shall not at the time of the
withdrawal of any sumpermit the amount of the balance standing to the credit of the
depositor to be less than the specified sum.
(4) Notwithstanding subsection (3), where a depositor has an amount standing
to his credit with a deposit-taking companyat a time when the specified sum is
amendedby being increased, the company may permit the amount of the balance to
be reduced by withdrawals to any amountthat is not less than the specified sumas it
was before being so amended.
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(5) Every director and every manager of a deposit-taking company which
contravenes subsection (1) or (3) commits an offence and is liable-
(a) on conviction upon indictment to a fine of $500,000 and to imprisonment
for 2 years or
(b) on summary conviction to a fine of 550,000 and to imprisonment for 6
months.
(6) Any person who holds himself out, whether as a broker or agent of a
deposit-taking company or otherwise, as being prepared to take from any person,
any sumless than the specified sumfor the purpose of making a deposit of that sum,
or of that sum and other sums, with the companycommits an offence and is liable-
(a) on conviction upon indictment to a fine of 5500,000 and to imprisonment
for 2 years or
(b) on summary conviction to a fine of S50,000. and to imprisonment for 6
months.
(7) Any person who enters into a contract or arrangement, or uses any device
or scheme, which has the effect of, or is designed to have the effect of, avoiding
subsection (1) or (3) commits an offence and is liable--
(a) on conviction upon indictment to a fine of 5500,000 and to imprisonment
for 5 years or
(b) on summary conviction to a fine of 550,000 and to imprisonment for 6
months.
(ss. 14 135(1).]FIRST SCHEDULE
SPECIFIED SUM
1. The sumfor the purposes of section 14(1)(a) is $100,000 or an equivalent amount
in any other currency..
2. The sumfor the purposes of section 14(1)(b) is 5500,000 or an equivalent amount





UNIT TRUSTS AND MUTUAL FUNDS
APPROVED BY THE
SECURITIES COMMISSION




I. The Securities Commission ('the Commission'), under section 15 of the Securities
Ordinance, is empowered to authorise unit trusts, irrespective of where these trusts are based.
subject to such conditions as it considers fair and reasonable. A 'unit trust' is defined under
section 2(1) of the Securities Ordinance. This Code establishes guidelines for any person
seeking authorisation of a unit trust and the requirements of the Code assume an open-ended
trust. Normally the Commission will expect a trust to comply with the Code as a condition of
authorisation and, althouch no guarantee of authorisation can be given upon compliance with
the Code. authorisation can in most cases be expected to follow (See Guidance Notes).
However. the Commission recognises that differently structured trusts may not be able to
comply fully with the Code. In these circumstances applications for authorisation will be
considered by the Commission with each application being judged on its own merits. In all
instances it must be emphasised that the Commission not only enjoys discretion in granting
authorisation. but may also review its authorisation at any time and may modify, add to. or
withdraw such authorisation as it thinks fit.
Reeardless of whether or not a trust has been authorised by the Commission, any subsequent
issue of an advertisement or invitation to the public in Hone Kong to invest in a unit trust also
requires the Commission's prior authorisation, under section 4 of the Protection of Investors
Ordinance (See Guidance Notes to sections I and 9). The Commission will not normally
consider authorising any such advertisement or invitation unless the trust has been authorised.
The Code does not have the force of law.
2. The Commission has established a committee, known as 'the Committee on Unit Trusts'.
under section 16 of the Securities Ordinance, which considers every application for authori-
sation by a unit trust (whether or not it is a trust envisaged by the Code), administers the Code.
and considers any matter relevant to the continued authorisation of a trust. In addition. the
Committee may make recommendations to the Commission if it considers, in the light of
experience. that the Code should be amended or extended. If the Commission accepts such
recommendation, any such amendment or extension will be announced in good time, and
transitional periods for compliance will be allowed.
The Committee has nine members. namelv:-
(a) The Commissioner, or the Deputy Commissioner for Securities, who will be Chairman
of the Committee and who shall have a deliberative and a casting vote
(h) Two members shall be nominated by the Commission:
(c) Three shall be recruited from companies engaged in unit trust management
(c!) One shall be the Chairman of the Hong Kong Unit Trust Association (who shall
become one of the alternate members for one year after his ceasing to be Chairman of
the Hong Kong Unit Trust Association)
(e) One shall be recruited from a trustee company
( j) One shall be an actuary.
In addition. there will be four alternate members.
The quorum for any meeting of the Committee is three members. one of whom must be
employed by a company engaged in unit trust management. The Committee will have power to
co-opt temporary members. who will have no voting rights. Meetings of the Committee will be
called by the Chairman from time to time, as circumstances require.
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The Committee will appoint a Secretary, who will normally be a member of the staff of the
Office of the Commissioner for Securities he will attend the Committee's discussions, but will
have no vote.
3. The Secretary will be responsible for the day to day processing of all applications by unit
trusts for authorisation and for the administration of the Code. Any applicant for authorisa-
tion of a trust of a type envisaged by the Code which wishes to be excused some requirement, or
which has difficulty in supplying some item of information, should notify the Secretary, who
will refer the request to the Committee, which may, in its discretion, recommend a waiver of
compliance with any requirement of the Code, either wholly or in part. In all other cases, an
applicant must, as far as practicable, comply with the Code. In areas where it is impossible,or
impracticable for a trust so to comply, areas of non-compliance must be clearly stated in the
trust's application. The Committee may have regard to such areas of non-compliance in
determining whether to recommend the applicant trust for authorisation.
4. The Committee may on occasion be willing to accept written commitments from the trustee
or the management company in lieu of amendment of the .Trust Deed or Explanatory
Memorandum. The Committee may in its discretion impose a time limit on effecting any
amendments to such documents (See Guidance Note (3) to section 50).
5. The Commission will normally act on the Committee's recommendation with regard to the
granting, refusing, or withdrawing of authorisation. If the Committee refuses to recommend to
the Commission that a unit trust be authorised or continue to enjoy authorisation, or if the
Committee recommends that authorisation be withdrawn, or if the Committee recommends
that certain conditions be set for authorisation or for the continued enjoyment of authorisa-
tion, the management company is entitled to put its case directly to the Commission.
6. The management company must take sole responsibility for statements of fact and
intention or for opinions, which it expresses to the Secretary in the course of its application,
and should confirm that, where appropriate, professional advice has been sought in the
preparation of its submissions.
If a solicitor addresses the Secretary on behalf of an applicant management company, that
management company must formally take responsibility for all statements of fact which the
solicitor makes. Where a solicitor commits any person other than himself to a course of action
(and that person has not supplied a statement of intention to act in that way), the. management
company must formally take responsibility for the solicitor's commitment.
The management company is responsible for ensuring that the Secretary receives all
undertakings and confirmations which the solicitor has promised.
In the case of an authorised unit trust of a type envisaged by the Code, the management
company is responsible for ensuring that the Code's requirements are observed throughout the
period during which the unit trust enjoys authorisation. In this regard, successful applicants for
authorisation or for the continued enjoyment of authorisation will be deemed to have
undertaken to observe all the requirements of the Code, except to the extent that the
Committee has permitted otherwise, in writing.
In the case of all other authorised unit trusts, the management company is responsible for
ensuring that all conditions under which the trust was authorised are observed throughout the
period during which the unit trust enjoys authorisation.
The management company of a unit trust is responsible for ensuring that statements of
intention made in the Explanatory Memorandum, in sales literature or other printed matter
issued to prospective buyers or planholders and in advertisements are followed.
The management company (or, failing the management company, the trustee) shall notify
the Secretary promptly of any material changes in the information given in response to the
Code or in the information supplied in the application for authorisation by a trust falling
outside the ambit of the Code. If the change is of material significance to unitholders, they too
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must be notified, as the Secretary directs. Where the management company wishes to change
existing arrangements or practices. the Committee may be approached for confirmation that
the change will not imperil authorisation.
7. The Secretary has the right to require the management company to include in the
Explanatory 4cmorandum any information which it has supplied in response to Parts III-VII
of the Code or in the case of a trust not falling within the ambit of the Code information of a
corresponding nature which the Secretary deems appropriate for inclusion in such a document:
and to include any such information in sales literature and other printed matter issued to
prospective buyers and in advertisements and other invitations to the public to invest in the
trust.
8. The Code assumes that the management company, the investment adviser and the
distribution company are three separate companies. But it is accepted that the three tasks are
often performed by a single company, or by two companies.
9. Units in unit trusts are legally 'securities' and the requirements of the Securities Ordinance
and the Protection of Investors Ordinance must therefore be observed. (See Guidance Note)
10. A unit trust may be described as having been authorised by the Commission. If it is so
described. it must be stated that in giving this authorisation, the Securities Commission does
not take responsibility for the financial soundness of the scheme or for the correctness of any
statements made or opinions expressed in this regard.
II Definitions
11 Commissioner means the Commissioner for Securities appointed pursuant to the Securities Ordinance,
Chapter 333 of the Laws of Hong Kong.
12 A connected person of the management company, the investment adviser or the distribution company
means:
(a) Any person or company beneficially owning, directly or indirectly, 20 per cent or more of the ordinary
share capital of that company or able to exercise, directly or indirectly, 20 per cent or more of the total
votes in that company.
(b) Any person or company controlled by a person who meets one or both of the descriptions given in (a).
(c) Any company 20 per cent or more of whose ordinary share capital is beneficially owned, directly or
indirectly, by the three companies taken together and any company 20 per cent or more of the total votes
in which can be exercised, directly and indirectly, by the three companies taken together.
(d) Any director or officer of that company or of either of the other two companies or of any connected person
of that company, as defined in (a), (b) or (c).
13 A dealing day means a day on which subscription for units and redemption of units can be effected. at
newly-calculated prices.
14 Deposited property means all the assets for the time being held or deemed to be held subject to the
provisions of the Trust Deed.
Director and Officer have the meaning given in the Companies Ordinance, Chapter 32 of the laws of Hone
Kong.
15 Issue price and cancellation price are defined, respectively, as:-
The sum the trustee would require to be paid over to it, for inclusion in the deposited property. in return for
issuing one unit.
The sum the trustee would pay over from the deposited property, on cancelling one unit.
16 Recognised stock exchange means any stock exchange, or association of dealers in securities. over-
the-counter markets and money market instruments, which are approved by the Trustee and management company.
17 Report means Report and Accounts.
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18 Representative means the Hong Kong Representative appointed pursuant to Part VII of the Code.
19 Resolutions:
(a) Ordinary resolution means any resolution which maybe passed by a simple majority of the votes of those
present (in person or by proxy) and voting at a duly convened meeting of unitholders.
(b) Extraordinary resolution means any resolution which may only be passed by 75 per cent or more of the
votes of those present (in person or by proxy) and voting at a duly convened meeting of unitholders.
III Documents to be supplied to the Commissioner
20 Applicant for authorisation for a unit trust must supply the current versions of the following documents (see
Guidance Notes)
(a) Trust Deed
(b) Explanatory Memorandum, Application Form, all sales literature, any other printed matter which is issued
to prospective buyers. (If investment plans are offered, this should include the printed matter issued to
prospective planholders. The printed matter issued to planholders over the past year must also be
supplied).
Subsequent edition of the Trust Deed and any amendments or supplements to the Trust Deed must be supplied
immediately they come into effect. Subsequent editions of the Explanatory Memorandum and of the other
documents described in (b), any new material of a type described in (b) and any amendments or supplements to
material of a type described in (b) must be submitted for the Commission's approval prior to their issue or
publication in Hong Kong.
21 Applicants must also supply:-
(a) The trust's most recent Annual Report and the most recent quarterly (or semi-annual) Report.
(b) The latest Annual Report of the trust company plus, if the trustee is a subsidiary of another company, the
latest Annual Report of that company. (See Guidance Notes)
(c) The answers to Part IX of the Code.
(d) The management company's most recent report.
The management company's subsequent reports must be filed annually with the Secretary.
For a newly-formed or newly-authorised trust, the first issue of the quarterly report and the first issue of the
Annual Report must be supplied for approval by the Secretary prior to publication. Subsequent issues of the
reports must be supplied on publication.
(see Guidance Notes.)
22 Advertisements and other invitations to the public in Hong Kong to invest in the trust must be submitted for
the Commission's approval prior to their issue or publication in Hong Kong, except where the text does not differ
materially from a text already approved within the last twelve months or differs only as to prices and yields (see
Guidance Notes). The Secretary has the right to ask for factual substantiation of any statements contained therein.
The Commission will endeavour to give approval or comments on the advertisements within seven days of its
receipt of the advertisement.
23 Whenever any publication is issued, or any announcement is made (other than an announcement of prices or
yields) which is addressed to the general body of unitholders in Hong Kong, or to the public in Hong Kong. or to
the press or other communications media in Hong Kong, a copy should be submitted to the Secretary for prior
approval. The Secretary will endeavour to give approval or comments on the publication or announcement within
seven days of his receipt of the publication or announcement.
IV Requirements applying to the Trustee
24 Every unit trust whose authorisation is requested must have as trustee a trustee company acceptable to the
Committee on Unit Trust (see Guidance Notes). The trustee must not be a connected person of the management
company, the investment adviser or the distribution company except with the expressed approval of the
Committee on Unit Trusts. (See Guidance Notes)
25 The Annual Report of the trustee company must be independently audited and open to public inspection.
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26 The Committee has the right to require the retirement of the trustee. as a condition of recommending to the
Commission the trust's s authorisation or continued enjoyment of authorisation. Whenever, therefore. a new trust
is set up or it is proposed to replace the trustee or an existing trust, the Committee's advance approval of the
proposed appointee should be obtained.
27 The trustee must immediately notify the Commissioner if it believes there is a serious danger that redemption
of units is about to cease or to be suspended.
V Provisions of the Trust Deed
28 The Trust Deed must provide that, where units are newly created, the consideration paid for those units
(other than the initial charge and any other sums which the management company or the distribution company is
entitled to retain) shall become subject to the provisions of the Trust Deed immediately on its receipt by the
trustee.
29 The Trust Deed must provide that no certificate for units shall be delivered to a third party unless the trustee
is satisfied that the consideration paid for those units (other than the initial charge and any sums which the
management company or the distribution company is entitled to retain) has been or will be vested in the trustee or
in a nominee appointed by the trustes.--
30 The Trust Deed must clearly set out the restrictions on the investment of the deposited property. The
Guidance Notes contain the restrictions that the Committee on Unit Trusts recommends.
31 The Trust Deed must forbid the trust to acquire any asset which involves the assumption of any liability
which is unlimited.
32 The Trust Deed should state in what circumstances, if any, unitholders can be required to make further
payment or to assume further liability and must provide that, except in those stated circumstances, unitholders will
not be required to make any further payment or to assume any further liability. Alternatively, the trustee must give
an undertaking to the Secretary that in effect unitholders have the same degree of protection against an assessment
for further liability being subsequently levied on them, as shareholders in a Hong Kong incorporated limited
liability company would enjoy.
33 (a) The Trust Deed must provide that all assets must be held by or under the control of the trustee, and that
all registrable assets must be registered in the name of or to the order of the trustee, except as provided in (b). Any
investments forming part of the deposited property shall (whether in bearer or in registered form) be dealt with as
the trustee may think proper for the purpose of providing for the safe-keeping thereof. The trustee must be liable
for any act or omission of any agent with whom any investments in bearer form are deposited as if they were the
act or omission of any nominee in relation to any investment forming part of the deposited property. (See
Guidance Notes)
33 (b) Where borrowing is undertaken for the account of the trust, assets forming part of the deposited
property may be registered in the lender's name or in that of a nominee appointed by the lender provided that the
lender or his nominee, as the case may be, enters into a written commitment that under no circumstances %%-ill it
pledge or obligate any part of such assets to any other person or use any part of them to margin, guarantee, secure.
discharge or settle any borrowing, trades or contracts, or dispose of any part of them, or treat them as if any
person other than the trustee and the lender had any interest in them and provided also that the Trust Deed makes
the trustee liable for the acts and omissions of the lender and its agents in relation to such assets.
34 The Trust Deed must stipulate how offer and redemption prices will be calculated: inter alia. these clauses
should state what allowance will be made, in computing these prices, for contingent liabilities.
35 The Trust Deed must state in what circumstances redemption of units can be suspended. (See Guidance
Notes)
36 (a) The Trust Deed must specify which costs and charges are payable:-
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(i) from the proceeds of sales of newly-created units
(ii) from the deposited property.
36 (b) The Trust Deed must state:
(i) the maximum permitted levels of the initial charge and the management company's annual fee
(ii) that unitholders will be given at least three months notice of any increase in the annual charges up to the
maximum permitted level, and that contractual investment planholders will also be given three months
notice of any increase in the initial charges up to the maximum permitted level
(iii) that commission to agents will not be paid out of the deposited property.
37 The Trust Deed must provide that if registered units are issued, a register of unitholders shall be maintained.
It is recommended that, if manual records are kept, a duplicate copy of this register be kept in a separate place. The
management company shall notify in writing to the Secretary the address(es) where the register(s) is/are kept.
38 The Trust Deed must contain provisions covering the convening and conduct of meetings of unitholders
which are acceptable to the Committee on Unit Trusts. (See Guidance Notes)
The Trust Deed must prohibit the trustee, the management company and their connected person from voting
their own shares at, or forming, a quorum for, a meeting at which the trustee, the management company and their
connected persons have a material interest in the business to be contracted at the meeting.
39 The Trust Deed must require that the auditors certifying the financial statements required under Section 53 of
the Code, who shall be independent of the trustee and the management company, must have been approved by the
trustee, which must have the power to withdraw its approval. The Commissioner has the right to require the
retirement of the auditors.
40 The Trust Deed must provide that no edition of the Explanatory Memorandum, no Application Form, no
sales literature or other printed matter issued to prospective buyers, no advertisement. no Report and no
announcement (other than an announcement of prices or yields) addressed to the general body of unitholders, or
to the public, or to the press or other communications media, shall be issued or published without the trustee's
prior approval in writing. It is acceptable for Trust Deeds to state that the document, advertisement or
announcement may be issued if, after 7 days of the publication first coming under the trustee's consideration, the
trustee has not notified its disapproval. When notifying disapproval, the trustee should state its reasons, which
must be reasonable.
41 The Trust Deed must empower the trustee to dismiss the management company, by notification in writing, in
any of the following events. Before exercising such power the trustee must inform the Secretary. The notice of
dismissal the trustee is required to give must not exceed one month. (See Guidance Notes)
(i) If the management company goes into liquidation (other than a voluntary liquidation on terms previously
agreed with the trustee for the purpose of reconstruction or amalgamation) or if a receiver is appointed
over any of its assets.
(ii) If for good and sufficient reason the trustee is of the opinion and so states in writing to the management
company that a change of management company is desirable in the interests of the unitholders.
The Trust Deed may provide that if the trustee proposes to dismiss the management company on this ground.
the matter shall, if the management company so requests, be referred for determination to an independent person
approved by the Committee that such determination shall be final and binding on both the trustee and the
management company.(iii) If the holders of some stipulated percentage of the total units in issue deliver to the trustee a written request
that the management company be dismissed. The stipulated percentage must not exceed 50 per cent.
If the management company is dismissed under (i), (ii) or (iii), or for any other reason, or if the management
company resigns, the Trust Deed must provide that the trustee must as soon as possible appoint a new
management company. The Trust Deed may provide that a new company's appointment shall be subject to
ratification by unitholders.
The Trust Deed must provide that the trustee has the discretion to terminate the trust after notice to
unitholders, if after a reasonable time of the management company leaving office, a replacement management
company cannot be found that meets with the approval of the trustee.
42 The Trust Deed must provide that the trustee may not retire, voluntarily or otherwise, unless its retirement
takes effect at the same time as a new trustee takes up office. (See Guidance Notes)
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43 If the Trust Deed permits the management company or any other person to enter on the trust's behalf into
underwriting or sub-underwriting contracts. the Trust Deed must require that the trustee will be notified either
before or as soon as practicable after the underwriting or sub-underwriting contract has been entered into and that
all commissions and fees payable under such contracts and all investments acquired pursuant to such contracts
shall form part of the deposited property. (See Guidance Notes)
44 The Trust Deed must forbid the trust to make or to guarantee loans, except with the trustee's written consent.
However, money may be deposited with any bank or deposit-taking institution acceptable to the trustee and the
trustee's consent is not required to the lending of money to companies wholly owned by the trust. For the purposes
of this section of the Code, money-market instruments and debt securities traded on a recognised stock exchange
do not count as loans.
45 The Trust Deed must provide that if cash forming part of the deposited property is deposited with the
management company, the investment adviser or the distribution company, or with any connected person of any
of those companies, interest must be received on the deposit at a rate not below the prevailing rate for a deposit of
that term.
46 The Trust Deed must provide that the trustee must approve in writing any transaction in which the
management company, the investment adviser or the distribution company, or any connected person of any of
those companies, deals with the trust as a principal. (See Guidance Notes)
47 The Trust Deed must provide that if the trust can invest in unit trusts or mutual funds:
(1) no increase in the overall total of initial charges, management company's annual fee or any other costs and
chargee borne by the unitholders or by the deposited property shall result, if the unit trusts or mutual funds
in which the trust invests are managed by the same management company or by a connected person of that
company
(ii) no investment shall be made which would result in the value of the trust's holding of units in unit trusts or
shares in mutual funds in aggregate exceeding 10 per cent of the Net Asset Value of the deposited property
immediately after such investment has been made
(iii) no investment shall be made in a unit trust or mutual fund that has not been authorised by the Securities
Commission in Hong Kong, except by approval of the Commissioner on a case by case basis.
48 The Trust Deed must not permit the maximum gearing a trust may have outstanding to exceed 25 per cent of
the assets attributable to unitholders. For the purpose of this section of the Code, back-to-back loans do not count
as borrowing. (See Guidance Notes)
49 Nothing in the Trust Deed may exempt the trustee from, or indemnify him against, breaches of trust through
fraud or negligence.
Nothing in the Trust Deed may provide that the management company, the investment adviser. the distribution
company, the Representative or any director or officer of any of those companies be exempted from any liability to
unitholders imposed on them under Hong Kong law or under the law of the company's country of incorporation.
under the Trust Deed, under any contracts entered into, or under the undertaking given by the Representative
under Section 76 of the Code, nor may they be idemnified against any such liability by unitholders or at
unitholders expense.
This provision shall not deprive any of these persons of any exemption from liability or right to indemnification
against liability in respect of anything done or omitted to be done by that person before the Code came into force.
50 The Trust Deed may empower the trustee and the management company acting together to alter the Trust
Deed and to add further provisions to it, without consulting unitholders, provided that the trustee certifies in
writing that in its opinion the proposed alteration or addition:
either (a) is necessary to make possible compliance with fiscal or other statutory or official requirements:
or (b) does not materially prejudice unitholders' interests. does not to any material extent release the
trustee, the management company or any other person from any liability or responsibility to
unitholders and does not increase the costs and charges payable from the deposited property.
Unless the trustee certifies in writing that in its opinion condition (a) or (b) is met, no alteration or addition shall
be made to the Trust Deed except by an extraordinary resolution of unitholders.
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Where the Trust Deed has been altered or supplemented in order to make possible compliance with fiscal of
other statutory or official requirements. unitholders should be notified immediately if the alteration or addition is
of material consequence to them.
(See Guidance Notes.)
51 The Trust Deed must provide that if an initial offer is made, no investment of subscription money must be
made until the conclusion of the first issue of units at the initial price. Otherwise the initial offer will have to
comply with the provisions for a fixed-price offer, and the Trust Deed will have to provide that, if the units which
are the subject of the fixed-price offer are units which will be newly created as money is subscribed (as distinct from
units owned by the management company or the distribution company),, the following rules must be observed:
Units may be issued at the fixed-price (with or without any limit as to number) for a period not exceed seven
business days, including the date on which the offer opens. Provided always that units shall not be issued at
the fixed price at any time when, by reason of fluctuations in the value of the deposited property or for any
other reason, the current offer price exceeds or falls short of the fixed price by more than 2 per cent thereof.
The current offer price employed in this exercise must be a price calculated on the basis of prices for the
underlying assets which were current not more than 72 hours previously: the requirement to calculate offer
prices on this basis for the term of fixed-price offer holds irrespective of how frequently offer prices are
normally calculated. Any invitation to subscribe at the fixed-price must name at least one newspaper in which
the current offer price, calculated as above, will be published daily during the period of the offer. The
newspaper must be one which is published in the country in which the invitation is being issued or published.
VI Requirements applying to the Management Company, the Investment Adviser and the Distribution Company
52 Every unit trust whose authorisation is required must have a management company that is acceptable to
the Committee on Unit Trusts. (See Guidance Notes)
53 (1) The management company is responsible for keeping the trust's Accounts and for preparing the
trust's Reports. At least two Reports. and preferably four, must be published in respect of each year. All
Reports must be sent to all registered unitholders. including planholders. If there are bearer certificates in
issue, the publication of each Report must be announced in at least one leading Hong Kong daily newspaper.
(2) All Reports must contain a statement showing the assets and the liabilities of the trust. Either this
statement must show the value of each assets in terms of a common currency or it must show the percentage
of the deposited property which each assets represented. together with total deposited property.
Unquoted assets of all types must be so described. and the value and source of valuation of each unquoted
asset must be shown. If free negotiability of any asset is restricted by statutory or contractual requirements.
this must be stated. If the trust has any contingent liabilities at the accounting date, the total contingent
liability under each main head must be disclosed.
(3) The Annual Report (or, if no Annual Report is published, the semi-annual Reports) must also
contain:
(a) The Revenue Account of the Trust
Schedule I lists certain items of information which, where they are applicable. this Account should show.
(It is not, however, mandatory to show these items of information in the same order as in Schedule I nor is
it mandatory to adopt the format used in Schedule I).
(b) The Accounts of the management company relating to Transactions in Units and the Management of the
Trust.
Schedule II lists certain items of information which, where they are applicable, these Accounts should
show. (It is not, however. mandatory to show these items of information in the same order as in
Schedule II: nor is it mandatory to adopt the format used in Schedule II).
(c) An auditor's certificate, which should cover all the information whose disclosure is required under (2). the
Revenue Account of the Trust and the Accounts of the management company relating to Transaction in
Units and the Management of the Trust.
(4) Except with the Commissioner's permission. Annual Reports must be published and distributed «ithii
four months of the end of the trust's year and semi-annual and quarterly Reports must be published within twtwc
months of the end of the period they cover.
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54 The management company must supply to the Commissioner on request, as of any date and for any period
which the Commissioner specifies, any or all information required under (2) and (3) of Section 53 of the Code.
55 If investment plans are offered:
(1) Before he contracts for a plan, a prospective planholder must be given full details in writing of his rights
and obligations of all costs and charges levied on planholders and of the consequences of terminatine his
plan.
(2) Unless he has requested to the contrary, each planholder must be told at least once a year the additional
sum reinvested on his behalf and the extra units sold to him.
(See Guidance Notes.)
56 Unless the Commissioner sanctions some alternative arrangement, there must be at least one dealing day per
month and newly-calculated offer and redemption prices must be published, together, at least once a month, in at
least one leading Hong Kong daily newspaper.
57 Any offer price which the management company or the distribution company quotes or publishes must be the
maximum price payable on purchase and any redemption price must be the net price receivable on redemption:
there must be no further charges to pay, apart from stamp duty or other tax. Alternatively, a net asset value may
be published, but it must be stated that this price excludes the initial charge.
58 The maximum interval between the receipt of a request for redemption of units (assuming redemption at the
earliest opportunity has been requested) and the payment of the redemption money to the unitholder must not
exceed one calendar month from the dealing day on which or prior to which the request was received, provided
that the request was properly lodged with the appropriate company.
59 The management company and the distribution company must immediately notify the Commissioner if either
of them believes there is a serious danger that redemption of units is about to cease or to be suspended.
Immediately a decision to suspend redemption of units is reached, the Commissioner must be informed and a
public announcement must be made. The fact that redemption is suspended must be published at least once a
month during the period of suspension, in at least one leading Hong Kone daily newspaper.
60 No forecasts of the trust's performance may be made to the public or to unitholders. The publication of a
prospective yield does not constitute a forecast of performance. (See Guidance Notes)
61 No statement may be attributed to any person in the Explanatory Memorandum, in sales literature or other
printed matter issued to prospective buyers or planholders, in advertisements or Reports, or in announcements
addressed to the general body of unitholders, or to the public, or to the press or other communications media.
unless the source cited has given its/his written consent for the statement to be attributed to it/to him in the context
in which it appears. Public statements made by government servants or contained in official or other authoritative
publications may, however, be quoted (and attributed to their sources) without such consent.
advertising of the trust is permitted in Hong Kong, nor is door-to-door62 No radio, television, cinema
canvassing for sales.
63 (a) Applications for units must be made on the Application Form, but this requirement is waived where the
management company, the distribution company or the Representative receives a purchase order by letter, telex
or other recognised means of communication, including the telephone, provided that the purchaser is given written
confirmation that his order has been executed.
63 (b) No Application Form or sales literature shall be supplied to any person not a unitholder unless
accompanied by an Explanatory Memorandum, except that an advertisement or Report which in the Commis-
sioner's opinion supplies sufficiently full information may incorporate an Application Form. In order for an
advertisement or Report to be allowed to incorporate an Application Form, it will have to incorporate all the
relevant information that the Code requires the Explanatory Memorandum to contain.
64 The management company, if it is Hong Kong-incorporated, must make the Trust Deed available for public
inspection in Hong Kong free of charge and offer it for sale at a reasonable price.
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65 The management company, the investment adviser and the distribution company are reminded to obtain
whatever type of registration the Securities Ordinance requiries them to have. In particular, the management
company must normally obtain registration as a dealer in securities. If the management company is incorporated
outside Hong Kong, it need not obtain registration as a dealer in securities, provided that the Hone Kone
Representative issues the confirmation letter or contract note for units purchased.
VII Requirement to appoint a Hong Kong Representative
66 Unless the management company is incorporated in Hong Kong, it must appoint and maintain a Hong Kong
Representative, which must have a place of business in Hong Kong. The Representative must be registered under
the Securities Ordinance as a dealer or exempt dealer. (See Guidance Notes)
67 The Reprosentative requires prior authorisation from the Commissioner, who will grant and withdraw
authorisation at his discretion. If the Commissioner withdraws his authorisation, the Representative must at once
resign. (See Guidance Notes)
68 The Representative must be empowered to represent the management company in all matters in which any
unitholder normally resident in Hong Kong has a pecuniary interest or which relate to units sold in Hone Kone.
The Representative must be authorised to accept on behalf of the management company service of process and
any notices which unitholders wish to serve on the company. However, the Representative is not required to take
responsibility for the management company's acts and omissions. (See Guidance Notes)
69 The management company must supply to the Secretary details of all contracts between the Representative
and the management company. Any subsequent amendments or additions to these contracts must also be notified
to the Secretary.
70 If the management company dismisses the Representative or if the Representative resigns, the management
company must arrange that another company takes up the appointment as soon as possible, unless the
Commissioner agrees that a Representative is no longer needed.
71 All advertisements and other invitations to invest in the trust issued or published in Hong Kong must direct
that all Hong Kong residents send their Application Forms to the Representative and send to the Representative
all moneys for units. The Representative must issue receipts for all such moneys. This procedure is relaxed for
Regular Savings Plans. (See Guidance Notes)
72 Unitholders must be able to lodge with the Representative requests for the redemption of units. The
Representative must immediately transmit such requests to the appropriate company. (See Guidance Notes)
73 The Representative must make the Trust Deed available for public inspection in Hone Kong free of charge
and offer it for sale at a reasonable price.
74 The Representative must immediately notify the Commissioner if it believes there is a serious danger that
redemption of units is about to cease or to be suspended.
75 If the Commissioner so requests, the Representative must deliver to him for examination all its accounts and
records relating to the sale and redemption of units in a specified trust. The Commissioner shall have full power to
investigate how successfully the Representative has discharged its duties towards unitholders of that trust.
76 The Representative must give the Commissioner a written undertaking to perform the duties required of a
Representative under this Part of the Code.
VIII The Explanatory Memorandum (See Guidance Notes)
77 The Explanatory Memorandum must supply the following information:-
(1) The following statement, prominently displayed and either marked IMPORTANT or in larger type than





















if you are in any doubt about the contents of this Explanatory Memorandum, you should consult
your stockbroker, bank manager, solicitor, accountant or other financial adviser.
) The date of publication. (All information supplied must be complete and accurate as of this date).
) The date of the Trust Deed and Supplemental Trust Deeds and the country under whose laws the Trust
Deed was executed, a statement that the Trust Deed may be inspected free of charge durina normal office
hours at a stated Hong Kong address and that copies of it can be obtained at that address.
) The minimum initial investment in units permitted.
) The maximum initial charge which can be levied, the current level of the initial charge, and it must be
stated, if applicable that the initial charge is levied when distributions are reinvested.
) The management company's annual fee. as a percentage of the deposited property. All costs and charses
payable from the deposited property which a unitholder would be likely to consider material, and similarly,
all deductions made from money subscribed for units. If the costs of establishing the trust are to be paid bv
the trust, this must be stated, together with an estimate of their size and the period over which they are to be
amortized. (See Guidance Notes)
) Where the trust has a Representative, a statement that Hong Kong residents should send their Application
Forms to the Representative and send all moneys for units to the Representative. If the trust has no
Representative, a statement is required that Application Forms should be sent, and moneys for units paid,
to the management company or to the trustee.
It must be stated that except where units are bought over the counter, payment should be made by-
cheque (crossed A,C payee only, not negotiable) bankers draft or telegraphic transfer, and that no
money should be paid to a salesman.
) Investment objectives, including capital and income objectives. Investment policy, including a summary of
the restrictions which will be observed on the investment of the deposited property. The intended
diversification of assets by country or region.
It must be stated that the price of units and the income (in case where the income is distributed) from
them may go down as well as up.
) The distribution policy and the approximate dates on which distributions will be made.
) Details of the principal taxes levied on the trust's income and capital (including taxes withheld at source on
distribution received by the trust). Tax. if any, deducted on distribution to unitholders.
) A summary of the trust's borrowing powers, if any, stating that at no time will it exceed a certain
percentage, and stating the circumstances under which borrowings might take place.
) Whether certificates for units will be issued in registered or bearer form, or in both forms.
) Details of the amount of short selling permitted, if applicable.
) The name of the trustee and the address of its registered office (and business address, if different).
If another trustee is responsible for safeguarding the interests of planholders. the same information must
be given for that trustee too.
) (i) The name of the management company and the address of its registered office (and its business address.
if different).
(ii) The same information for the investment adviser and the distribution company.
) The name of the directors of the management company.
) The name of the Representative, if any, and the address of its registered office (and its business address, ii
different).
) The name and the address of the registered office (and the business address, if different) of the following:—
(i) Auditors to the trust;
(ii) Registrar;
(iii) Solicitors to the trust;
(iv) Alternate trustee, if any.
) Particulars of what Reports will be sent to registered unitholders and when. If there are bearer units in
issue, information must be given on where in Hong Kong Reports can be obtained.
) A summary of how offer and redemption prices are calculated and the name of at least one Hong Kong
daily newspaper in which newly-calculated offer and redemption prices will be published, at least once a
month, so lone as the trust continues to enjoy authorisation.
It should be stated whether or not commission on purchases of units is payable to agents and if such
commission is an additional burden on the purchaser, this must be disclosed.
) How to redeem units and the circumstances in which redemption of units can be suspended. The maximum
interval between the request for redemption and the despatch of the redemption money.







If ihe management company, the investment adviser or the distribution company, or any connected persor
of any of those companies, is or will become entitled to receive any part of brokerage charged to the trust
or any re-allowances of other types on purchases charged to the trust, this must be disclosed.
A earning that an investment in the trust or fund is subject to abnormal risks, if the nature of the
investment policy so dictates.
The original issue price of the units or shares.
If the trust has power to invest to any appreciable extent otherwise than as its name indicates or otherwise
than in accordance with the intentions set out in the Explanatory Memorandum, this must be statec
together with the circumstances in which the trust would avail itself of this power. It must be stated that it is
the management company's present intention to invest at least 70 per cent (or any lesser figure acceptable
to the Committee) of the trust's non-cash assets in accordance with the intentions on the investment of the
deposited property that are set out in the Explanatory Memorandum.
If there is a serious possibility that the trust may encounter difficulty in repatriating income or capital, this
must be stated.
A statement that the management company, for the information contained in the Explanatory Memo¬
randum as being accurate as at the date of the Explanatory Memorandum. The working of the statement
may be tailored according to the contents of the Explanatory Memorandum and such wording must be
acceptable to the Committee.
78 The Explanatory Memorandum must be accompanied by the trust's most recent Report,
IX Supplementary Information required by the Commissioner
Note: The management company must supply to the Commissioner once a year an up-to-date version of the
information required under this Part of the Code. The questions do not necessarily imply that a certain course ol
action should be adopted. The answers to the questions should be as complete in themselves as possible, anc
continual references to parts of the Trust Deed or other documents should be avoided, unless specifically required
I The Trust
1 When was the first sale of units made, or when will it be made:—
(a) in Hong Kong;
(b) elsewhere. (Specify where).
2 State whether any regulatory authority has given permission for the sale of units. If so. please give details.
3 State whether it is intended to market units to a section only of the Hong Kong public. If so. state whicf
section.
4 Do the units have a quotation (or is it intended to obtain a quotation for them) on any stock exchange, in
Hone Kong or elsewhere? If so, on which exchange(s)?
5 Please supply the literature issued in Hong Kong given to prospective investors in any insurance-linked
arrangements for investing in units, offered by the management company or its connected persons.
6 State whether the trust has any contingent liabilities. (If so, give details).
7 Set out the methods by which quoted securities whose quotation has been suspended or in which there has been
no recent trading are valued.
8 If more than one type of certificate is issued (e.g. registered and bearer certificates), state what ability
unitholders have to convert certificates of one type into certificates of another.
9 If bearer certificates are issued, state which clauses in the Trust Deed cover.
(a) the machinery for contacting the body of holders of such certificates,-
(h) the arrangements for the issue of replacement certificates to unitholders whose bearer certificates have been
lost, stolen or destroyed.
10 State which clauses in the Trust Deed cover the duration of the trust and the circumstances under which i
may be terminated prematurely.
1 1 State which clauses in the Trust Deed cover the cancellation of units.
II Investment Folicv




(d) The purchase on margin of securities or other assets:
(0 The purchase of call or put options on securities or on other assets;




(j) Unlimited liability investment;
(k) The short selling of a currency;
() The short selling of an investment;
(m) Deposits with any one bank or deposit-taking company;
(n) Any other type of asset, apart from quoted securities. (Please specify).
12 (2) For those of the above investment which the trust is free to hold, please state how such an asset is valuec
III Distribution
13 State which clauses in the Trust Deed cover:—
(a) the method of calculation of distributable income;
(b) the method of calculation of the amount of income distributions.
14 Can distributions of capital gains or of capital be made? If so, state which clauses in the Trust Deed cover:—
(a) the method of calculation of distributable capital gains and capital;
(b) the method of calculation of the amount of capital eains and capital distributions.
IV The trustee, the management company, the investment adviser, the distribution company and the Representative
1 5 Please state, for each of these five companies:—
(a) To the knowledge of the relevant company, any shareholder who beneficially owns, directly or indirectly
20 per cent or more of its ordinary capital.
(b) Its ultimate holding company.
(c) To the knowledge of the relevant company, any shareholder who beneficially owns, directly or indirectly 20
per cent or more of the ordinary capital of its ultimate holding company.
(d) The names of its directors and whether each director is ordinary resident in Hong Kong.
16 Is the trustee, the management company, the investment adviser or the distribution company a connected
person of any of the other companies?
17 Please name anyone who holds appointments, as a director or officer, with more than one of these five
companies, with details of the appointment held.
18 Are any of these five companies engaged in any litigation relating to the trust?
19 State which clauses in the Trust Deed set out by whom, how and on what notice the trustee can be dismissed
and by whom and how a new trustee can be appointed.
20 State which clauses in the Trust Deed set out by whom, how and on what notice the management company
can be dismissed and by whom and how a new management company can be appointed.
21 What approximate percentage of the transactions in securities made by the trust will be carried out by the
principal brokers? Is the trustee, the management company, the investment adviser or the distribution company a
connected person of the principal brokers?
V Costs and charges
22 State whether the following costs and charges are payable from the deposited property and, where such is the
case, whether the fact is disclosed specifically in the Explanatory Memorandum:—
(a) Costs incurred to set up the trust;
(b) The Trustee s (i) fees, and (ii) expenses;
(c) The management company's (i) fees, and (ii) expenses;
(d) The investment adviser's (i) fees, and (ii) expenses;
(e) The distribution company's (i) fees, and (ii) expenses;
() The Representative's (i) fees, and (ii) expenses;
(g) The auditor's (i) fees, and (ii) expenses;
(?) Brokerage;
() Charges for the safe keeping of the deposited property;
(y) Costs incurred in keeping the register(s) of unitholders;
{k) Costs incurred in preparing, publishing and issuing Reports and other communications to unitholders;
() Accountants (i) fees, and (ii) expenses (other than the auditors' fees and expenses) incurred on unitholders'
behalf and in administering the trust;
(m) Legal costs incurred on unitholders' behalf and in administering the trust;
CO Costs incurred in drafting and bringing into effect amendments and supplements to the Trust Deed;
(o) Costs incurred to enable the trust to comply with legislation or other official requirements;'
(p) Costs incurred to obtain and to maintain stock exchange quotations for the units;
(g) Any other costs and charges. (Please specify).
SCHEDULE I
















Income received on units issued (Note 2)
Income paid over by trustee on units cancelled (Note 3)
Undistributed income brought forward
Total income available for distribution
Interim distribution of... per unit
Final distribution of... per unit
Undistributed income carried forward
Notes:
1. All Revenue items may be shown after deducting withholding tax, if any. If this has been done, the fact
should be disclosed.
2. Income received on units issued is the amount of accrued income which the amount paid over to the trustee
for inclusion in the deposited property was deemed to contain.
3. Income paid over by trustee on units cancelled is the amount of accrued income which the amount paid
over by the trustee against units cancelled was deemed to contain.
4 Comparative figures for the previous year must be stated. r
5. If capital gains arc distributed, it must be made clear how much of the distribution consists of such gams.
The total distributions in respect of the venr should cmtpH™ n ™;r nr r~n
Cross distribution in respect of the yea
ended...
Tax, if any, w ithheld on these gross
distributions
Set distribution.
ri-irm T r i
Accounts of the Management Company relating to Transactions in Unit
and the Management of the Trust for the year ended.




Proceeds of sale of new units
Amount paid over to trustee for inclusion in deposited property
Amount paid over by trustee against unit cancelled
Cost of cancelled units
Gross nroflt on issilP and ranrpllntirm r»f unite
R TrnHina in linif
Subtrac
AddSubtrac
Proceeds of units sold
Cost of units bought
Increasedecrease in value of stock of units, valued at cancellation pric
Distributions on units held
Gross nrofit on trading in units





Gross profit on issue and cancellation of units
Gross profit on trading in units
Management company's annual fee
Refunds of brokerage charged to the trust and reallowances of other types on purchase




Cost of advertising and publicity
Other expenses
NJpf Prnfit hpfnrp Tnxatir
Notes:
1. These Accounts should cover the same period as the Revenue Account of the Trust.
It is recognised that this will not be possible to comply with if the Management Company's Accounts are
for a different period to that of the trust. However, the Accounts must coincide as far as possible.
2. Where the management company has more than one trust under management, expenses incurred on behalf of
the company's trusts as a whole must be apportioned by some method which the management company and
its auditors consider equitable.
3. If any connected persons of the management company have become entitled to profits which derive from
transactions in units or from the management of the trust, those persons must be named and the profit to
which each such person has become entitled must be disclosed.
If the management company, or any other person acting on its behalf or with its permission, has:—
(i) acquired or disposed of any securities, for the account of the trust, otherwise than through a
recognised stock exchange, or;
(ii) disposed of units at a price lower than the issue price then current, or.
(jjj) acquired units at a price higher than the cancellation price then current;




I. The Securities Commission ('the Commission'), under section 15 of the Securities
Ordinance, is empowered to authorise mutual funds, irrespective of where these funds are
based, subject to such conditions as it considers fair and reasonable. A 'mutual fund' has the
meaning assigned to a 'mutual fund corporation' under section 2(1) of the Securities
Ordinance. This Code establishes guidelines for any person seeking authorisation of a fund and
the requirements of the Code assume an open-ended fund including all open-ended collective
investment corporations, and contractual mutual funds. Normally the Commission will expect
a fund to comply with the Code as a condition of authorisation and, although no guarantee of
authorisation can be given upon compliance with the Code, authorisation can in most cases be
expected to follow (See Guidance Notes). However, the Commission recognises that there may
be instances when a mutual fund is structured in a manner not contemplated by the Code and.
therefore, may not be able to comply fully with the Code. In these circumstances applications
for authorisation will be considered by the Commission with each application being judged on
its own merits. In all instances it must be emphasised that the Commission not only enjoys
discretion in granting authorisation but may also review its authorisation at any time and may
modifv. add to, or withdraw such authorisation as it thinks fit.
Regardless ofwhetheror not a fund has been authorised by the Commission, any subsequent
issue of an advertisement or invitation to the public in Hong Kong to invest in a mutual fund
also requires the Commission's prior authorisation, under section 4 of the Protection of
Investors Ordinance (See Guidance Notes to sections 1 and 9). The Commission will not
normallv consider authorising any such advertisement or invitation unless the fund has been
authorised.
It has been agreed with the Registrar General ('the Registrar') that mutual funds may not
issue or publish in Hone Kong any documents within the statutory definition of a prospectus,
unless the Commission has authorised the fund and unless it has approved the Explanatory
Memorandum (the Prospectus), which it will pass on to the Registrar for further scrutiny.
When he is satisfied with its contents, the Registrar will grant a Certificate of Exemption and
register the prospectus. The Registrar may require that a mutual fund prospectus be submitted
to him for registration in both English and Chinese.
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The Registrar may also require that both the English and Chinese versions be made available
to the public. This does not, however, apply to advertisements: there is no requirement to
publish advertisements in both languages.
The Code does not have the force of law.
2. The Commission has established a committee, known as 'the Committee on Unit Trusts',
under section 16 of the Securities Ordinance, which considers every application for authorisa-
tion by a mutual fund (whether or not it is a fund of a type envisaged by the Code), administers
the Code, and considers any matter relevant to the continued authorisation of a fund. In
addition, the Committee may make recommendations to the Commission if it considers, in the
light of experience, that the Code should be amended or extended. If the Commission accepts
such a recommendation, any such amendment or extension will be announced in good time,
and transitional periods for compliance will be allowed.
The Committee has nine members, namely:
(a) The Commissioner, or the Deputy Commissioner for Securities, who will be Chairman
of the Committee and who shall have a deliberative and a casting vote
(b) Two members shall be nominated by the Commission
(c) Three shall be recruited from companies engaged in unit trust management
(d) One shall be the Chairman of the Hong Kong Unit Trust Association (who shall
become one of the alternate members for one year after his ceasing to be Chairman of
the Hone Kong Unit Trust Association)
(e) One shall be recruited from a trustee company
(f) One shall be an actuary.
In addition, there will be four altcrnatc members.
The quorum for any meeting of the Committee is three members, one of whom must be
employed by a company engaged in unit trust management. The Committee will have power to
co-opt temporary members who will have no voting rights. Meetings of the Committee will be
called by the Chairman from time to time as circumstances require.
The Committee will appoint a Sccrctary, who will normally be a member of the staff of the
Office of the Commissioner for Securities he will attend the Committee's discussions, but will
have no vote.
3. The Secretary will .be responsible for the day to day processing of all applications by
mutual funds for authorisation and for the administration of the Code. Any applicant for
authorisation of a fund of a type envisaged by the Code which wishes to be excused some
requirement, or which has difficulty in supplying some item of information, should notify the
Secretary, who will refer the request to the Committee, which may, in its discretion, recommend
a waiver of compliance with any requirement of the Code, either wholly or in part. In all other
cases, an applicant must, as far as practicable, comply with the Code. In areas where it is
impossible or impracticable for a fund so to comply, areas of non-compliance must be clearly
stated in the fund's application. The Committee may have regard to such areas of non-
compliance in determining whether to recommend the applicant fund for authorisation.
4. The Committee may on occasion be willing to accept written commitments from the
custodian, the directors of the fund, the management company or any other relevant party in
lieu of amendment of the constitutive documents or Explanatory Memorandum. The Com-
mittee may in its discretion impose a time limit on effecting any amendments to such documents
(See Guidance Note (3) to section 50).
5. The Commission will normally act on the Committee's recommendation with regard to the
granting, refusing, or withdrawing of authorisation. If the Committee refuses to recommend
theto




that certain conditions be set for authorisation or for the continued enjoyment of authorisa-
tion. the directors of the fund or the management company are entitled to put their case directly
to the Commission.
6. The directors of the fund must take sole responsibility for statements of fact and intention
or for opinions, which it expresses to the Secretary in the course of its application, and should
confirm that, where appropriate. professional advice has been sought in the preparation of its
submissions.
If a solicitor addresses the Secretary on behalf of an applicant fund, the directors of the fund
must formally take responsibility for all statements of fact which the solicitor makes. Where a
solicitor commits any person other than himself to a course of action (and that person has not
supplied a statement of intention to act in that way), the directors of the fund must formally
take responsibility for the solicitor's commitment.
The directors of the fund are responsible for ensuring that the Secretary receives all
undertakings and confirmations which the solicitor has promised.
In the case of an authorised mutual fund of a type envisaged by the Code, the directors of the
fund are responsible for ensuring that the Code's requirements are observed throughout the
period during which the mutual fund enjoys authorisation. In this regard, successful applicants
for authorisation or for the continued enjoyment of authorisation will be deemed to have
undertaken to observe all the requirements of the Code, except to the extent that the
Committee has permitted otherwise. in writing.
In the case of all other authorised mutual funds, the directors of the fund are responsible for
ensuring that all conditions under which the fund is authorised are observed throughout the
period during which the mutual fund enjoys authorisation.
The directors of the fund are responsible for ensuring that statements of intention made in
the Explanatory Memorandum, in sales literature or other printed matter issued to prospective
buyers or planholdcrs and in advertisements are followed.
The directors of the fund or of the management company shall notify the Secretary promptly
of any material changes in the information given in response to the Code or the information
supplied in the application for authorisation by a fund falling outside the ambit of the Code. If
the change is of material significance to shareholders, they too must be notified, as the Secretary
directs. \Vhere the fund wishes to change existing arrangements or practices. the Committee
may be approached for confirmation that the change will not imperil authorisation.
7. The Secretary has the right to require the fund or the management company to include in
the Explanatory Memorandum any information which it has supplied in response to Parts
IIl-VII of the Code or in the case or a lurid not falling within the ambit of the Code information
of a corresponding nature which the Secretary deems appropriate for inclusion in such a
document: and to include any such information in sales literature and other printed matter
issued to prospective buyers and in advertisements and other invitations to the public to invest
in the fund.
8. The Code assumes that the management company, the investment adviser and the
distribution company are three separate companies. But it is accepted that the three tasks are
often performed by a single company, or by two companies.
9. Shares in mutual funds are legally 'securities' and the requirements of the Securities
Ordinance and the Protection of Investors Ordinance must therefore be observed (See
Guidance Note)
10. A mutual fund may be described as having been authorised by the Commission. If it is so
described, it must be stated that in giving this authorisation. the Securities Commission does
not take responsibility for the financial soundness of the scheme or for the correctness of any
statements made or opinions expressed in this regard.
II Definition
II Commissioner means the Commissioner for Securities appointed pursuant to the Securities Ordinance,
Chapter 333 of the Laws of Hong Kong.
12 A connected person of the management company, the investment adviser or the distribution company
means:—
(a) Any person or company beneficially owning, directly or indirectly, 20 per cent or more of the ordinary
share capital of that company or able to exercise, directly or indirectly, 20 per cent or more of the total
votes in that company.
(b) Any person or company controlled by a person who meets one or both of the descriptions given in (a).
(c) Any company 20 per cent or more of whose ordinary share capital is beneficially owned, directly or
indirectly, by the three companies taken together; and any company 20 per cent or more of the total votes
in which can be exercised, directly or indirectly, by the three companies taken together.
(d) Any director or officer of that company or of either of the other two companies or of any connected person
of that company, as defined in (a), (b) or (c).
13 Constitutive Documents means all the documents or their equivalent referred to in Section 21(a) of the
Code and all undertakines made to the Commissioner relevant to authorisation.
14 A dealing day means a day on which subscription for shares and redemption of shares can be effected, at
newly-calculated prices.
15 Director and Officer have the meaning given in the Companies Ordinance. Chapter 32 of the Laws of
Hong Kong.
16 Material Interest in an entity means:—
(a) beneficial ownership, whether direct or indirect, of 20% or more of the equitv by anv one or more directors
of the fund; or
(b) the ability of any one or more directors of the fund to exercise, directly or indirectly, 20% or more of the
total votes at meetings of the relevant entitv.
17 Recognised stock exchange means any stock exchange, or association of dealers in securities, over-the-
counter markets and markets in money market instruments, which arc approved by the Trustee and management
company.
18 Report means Report and Accounts.
19 Representative means the Hong Kong Representative appointed pursuant to Part VII of the Code.
20 Resolutions—
(a) Ordinary resolution means any resolution which may be passed by a simple majority of the votes of those
present (in person or by proxy) and voting at a duly convened meeting of shareholders.
(b) Extraordinary resolution means any resolution which may only be passed by 75 per cent or more of the
votes of those present (in person or by proxy) and voting at a duly convened meeting of shareholders.
Ill Documents (o be supplied (o the Commissioner
21 Applicants for authorisation must supply the current versions of the following documents or their equivalent
(See Guidance Notes):—
(a) (i) Memorandum and Articles of Association or Bye-laws, or their equivalent;
(ii) Custodian's Agreement;
(iii) Management Agreement;
(iv) Any other material agreement to which the fund is a party e.g. Investment Adviser's Agreement.
Secretarial and Registrar's Agreement. (Agreements made in the normal course of business are
excluded).
{b) Explanatory Memorandum, or Prospectus, the Application Form, all sales literature, any other printed
matter to be issued in Hong Kong to prospective buyers. (If investment plans are offered, this should
include the printed matter issued to prospective planholders. The printed matter issued to planholders over
the past year must also be supplied).
Subsequent editions of the Memorandum and Articles of Association or Bve-laws or their equivalent, the
Custodian and Management Agreement or their quivalent and of the other agreements under (fl)(iv) above must
be supplied immediately they come into effect. Subsequent editions of the Explanatory Memorandum and of the
other documents described in(?), any new material of a type described in(?), and any amendments or supplements
to material, of a type described in (b) must be submitted for the Commission's approval prior to their issue or
publication in Hong Kong.
22 Applicants must also supply:—
(a) The fund's most recent Annual Report and the most recent quarterly (or semi-annual) Report.
{b) The latest Annual Report of the Custodian plus, if the Custodian is a subsidiary of another company, the
latest Annual Report of that company. (See Guidance Notes)
(c) The answers to Part IX of the Code.
(d) The management company s most recent report.
The management company's subsequent reports must be filed annually with the Secretary.
For a newly-formed or newly-authorised fund, the first issue of the quarterly report and the first issue of the
Annual Report must be supplied for approval by the Secretary prior to publication. Subsequent issues of the
reports must be supplied on publication.
(See Guidance Notes)
23 Advertisements and other invitations to the public in Hong Kong to invest in the fund must be submitted for
the Commission s approval prior to their issue or publication in Hong Kong, except where the text does not differ
from a text already approved within the last twelve months or differs only as to prices and yields (see Guidance
Notes). The Secretary has the right to ask for factual substantiation of any statements contained therein. The
Commission will endeavour to give approval or comments on the advertisements within seven davs of its receipt
of the advertisement.
24 Whenever any publication is issued, or any announcement is made (other than an announcement of prices or
yields) which is addressed to the general body of shareholders in Hong Kong, or to the public in Hong Kong, or to
the press or other communications media in Hong Kong, a copy should be submitted to the Secretarv for prior
approval. The Secretary will endeavour to give approval or comments on the publication or announcement within
seven days of his receipt of the publication or announcement.
IV Requirements applying to the Custodian
25 Every mutual fund whose authorisation is requested must have as Custodian a Custodian acceptable to the
Committee on Unit Trusts (See Guidance Notes). The Custodian should not be a connected person of the fund,
the management company, the investment adviser or the distribution company, except with the expressed
approval of the Committee on Unit Trusts. (See Guidance Notes)
26 The Annual Report of the Custodian must be independently audited and open to public inspection.
27 The Committee has the right to require the retirement of the Custodian, as a condition of recommending to
the Commission the fund's authorisation or continued enjoyment of authorisation. Whenever, therefore, a new-
fund is set up or it is proposed to replace the Custodian of an existing fund, the Committee's advance approval of
the proposed appointee should be obtained.
28 The Custodian must immediately notify the Commissioner if it believes there is a serious danger that
redemption of shares is about to cease or to be suspended.
V Provisions of the Constitutive Documents
29 The Custodian Agreement, or another constitutive document, should ensure that all cash received by the
Custodian for the account of the fund shall be held in separate accounts opened and maintained by the Custodian
for the fund, and should provide that the Custodian can make payments out of these accounts only on behalf of
and for the purposes of the fund.
30 The Custodian Agreement, or another constitutive document, should provide that share certificates cannot be
issued or delivered unless or until subscription moneys have been paid over to the Custodian or nominee on its
behalf.
31 The Memorandum and Articles of Association, or the Bve-laws, or their equivalent, must clearly set out the
restrictions on the investment of the fund's assets. The Guidance Notes contain the restrictions that the Committee
on Unit Trusts recommends.
The same document must forbid the fund to invest in any asset which involves the assumption of any liability
which is unlimited.
32 The Custodian Agreement, or another constitutive document, must provide that registered securities shall be
registered in the name of the Custodian or its nominee and must impose an obligation on the Custodian with
regard to the safe-keeping of all assets of the fund.
33 The Custodian must assume liability for the acts and omissions or the lender and its agents in relation to the
fund's assets registered in the name of a lender to the fund or in the name of a nominee appointed by the lender. II
the Custodian does not assume such liability the fund cannot register any lender as the owner ol any of us assets.
34 The Memorandum and Articles of Association, or Bye-laws, or their equivalent must stipulate how offer and
redemption prices will be calculated: inter alia, these clauses should state what allowance will be made in
computing these prices, for contincent liabilities.
35 The Memorandum and Articles of Association, or Bye-laws, or their equivalent must state in what
circumstances redemption of shares can be suspended. (See Guidance Notes)
36 (i) The Memorandum and Articles of Association, or Bye-laws, or their equivalent must specify which costs
and charges are payable from the proceeds of sales of newly-created shares.
It is acceptable to assume that all costs and charges which the fund may incur are payable by the fund, except
where the contrary is specifically stated.
(ii) The Memorandum and Articles of Association, or Bye-laws, or their equivalent must state:—
(a) the maximum permitted levels of the initial charge and the management company's annual fee:
(b) that shareholders will be given at least three months notice of any increase in the annual charges up to the
maximum permitted level, and that contractual investment planholdes will also be given three months
notice of any increase in the initial charges up to the maximum permitted level;
(c) that commission to agents will not be paid out of the fund's assets.
37 The Memorandum and Articles of Association, or Bye-laws, or their equivalent must provide that if registered
shares are issued, a registrar of shareholders shall be maintained. It is recommended that, if manual records are
kept, a duplicate copy of this register be kept in a separate place. The directors of the fund or the management
company shall notify in writing to the Secretary the address(es) where the register(s) isare kept.
38 The Memorandum and Articles of Association, or Bye-laws, or their equivalent must contain provisions
covering the convening and conduct of meetings of shareholders which are acceptable to the Committee on Unit
Trusts. (See Guidance Notes)
The Management and Articles of Association or Bye-laws or their equivalent must prohibit the Custodian, the
management company and their connected persons from voting their own shares at, or forming a quorum for. a
meeting at which the Custodian, the management company and their connected persons have a material interest in
the business to be contracted at the meeting.V—'
39 The Memorandum and Articles of Association, or Bye-laws, or their equivalent should deal with the
appointment and duties of the auditors of the fund, and must specifically state that the auditor must be an
independent representative of the shareholders. There need not be a provision which specifically states that the
auditor must be approved by the Custodian or that the Custodian shall have the power to withdraw its approval,
provided the auditor is appointed at a general meeting of the shareholders.
40 The Custodian Agreement or another constitutive document must provide that no edition of the Explanatory
Memorandum, no Application Form, no sales literature or other printed matter issued to prospective buyers, no
advertisement, no Report and no announcement (other than an announcement of prices or yields) addressed to the
general body of shareholders, or to the public, or to the press or other communications media, shall be issued or
published without the Custodian's prior approval in writing. Alternatively, it may be provided that no such
publication, issued by the fund itself, will be issued in Hong Kong without the prior approval in writing of the
Custodian. It is acceptable for it to be stated that the document, advertisement or announcement may be issued if.
after 7 days of the publication first coming under the Custodian's consideration, the Custodian has not notified its
disapproval. When notifying disapproval, the Custodian should state its reasons, which must be reasonable.
41 The Management Agreement must provide that the Manager may be dismissed by the directors of the fund
giving not more than one month's written notice, and that the Management Agreement may be terminated
forthwith if inter alia, the Manager goes into liquidation or if a receiver is appointed over any of its assets. The
Management Agreement must provide that the interests of the shareholders-are adequately protected by a power
to terminate appointment of the Manager if it commits any breach of its obligations under the Management
Agreement (and fails to remedy that breach within 30 days of receipt of a notice requiring it to do so) or if the
Manager ceases to be a member of the sponsoring group.
If the management company is dismissed or resigns, a constitutive document must prov.de that the directors ol
the fund must as soon as possible appoint a new management company. The new company s appointment may be
made subject to ratification by shareholders.
constitutive document must provide that the directors of the fund have the discretion to terminate the fund
a ler notice to shareholders, if after a reasonable length of time of the management company leaving office, a
replacement management company cannot be found that meets with the approval of the directors of the fund.
42 The Memorandum and Articles of Association, or Bye-laws, or their equivalent must provide that the
Custodian cannot retire until the directors of the fund have found and appointed a new Custodian. It must be
proided that a Custodian may not be removed until a successor has been appointed.
43 If the management company or any other person is permitted to enter on the fund's behalf into underwriting
or sub-underwriting contracts, a constitutive document must require that the Custodian be given notification
either before or as soon as practicable after the underwriting or sub-underwriting contract has been entered into,
and that all commissions and fees payable under such contracts and all investments acquired pursuant to such
contracts shall form part of the fund's assets. Alternatively, the management company may undertake to notifv
the Secretary as soon as practicable after the underwriting or sub-underwriting contract has been entered into
and that all commissions and fees received by the management company will be paid to the fund. (See Guidance
Notes)
44 The Memorandum and Articles of Association, or Bye-laws, or their equivalent must prohibit the making of
loans or guaranteeing of loans without the Custodian's consent. If the making or guaranteeing of loans is
prohibited absolutely, it may be stated that this restriction does not. prevent the making of deposits with the
Custodian or any bank or deposit-taking institution approved by the Custodian, the making of loans to (or
guaranteeing the repayment of moneys lent to) wholly-owned subsidiaries of the fund or the subscription for,
acquisition or holding of debt or loan securities.
45 The Memorandum and Articles of Association, or Bye-laws, or their equivalent must provide that if cash
forming part of the fund's assets is deposited with the management company, the investment adviser or the
distribution company, or with any connected person of any of those companies, interest must be received on the
deposit at a rate not below the prevailing rate for a deposit of that term.
46 The Memorandum and Articles of Association, or Bye-laws, or their equivalent must provide that the
directors shall procure that any agreement appointing any person as Manager or Investment Adviser shall contain
a restriction to the effect that the Manager, any Investment Adviser and their connected persons cannot deal with
the fund on the sale or purchase of investments to or from the fund or otherwise deal with the fund as principal,
w ithout the consent of the directors. In each of the fund's Annual Reports there must be disclosed any transactions
between the fund and any director or entity in which directors have a material interest.
47 A constitutive document must provide that if the fund can invest in unit trusts or mutual funds—
(a) no increase in the overall total .of initial charges, management company's annual fee or any other costs and
charges borne by the shareholders or by the deposited property shall result, if the unit trusts or mutual
funds in which the fund invests are managed by the same management company or by a connected person
of that company;
(,b) no investment shall be made which would result in the value of the fund's holding of units in unit trusts or
shares in mutual funds in aggregate exceeding 10% of the Net Asset Value of the deposited property
immediately after such investment has been made; and
(c) no investment shall be made in a unit trust or mutual fund that has not been authorised by the Securities
Commission in Hong Kong, except by approval of the Commissioner on a case by case basis.
48 The Memorandum and Articles of Association, or Bye-laws, or their equivalent must not permit the
maximum gearing a fund may have outstanding to exceed 25 per cent of the assets attributable to shareholders.
For the purposes of this section of the Code, back-to-back loans do not count as borrowing. (See Guidance Notes)
49 Nothing in the constitutive documents may provide that the Custodian, the management company, the
investment adviser the distribution company, the Representative or the Directors of the fund and entities in which
the Directors of the fund have a material interest be exempted from any liability to shareholders imposed on them
under Hong Kong law or under the law of the company's country of incorporation, under the constitutive
documents themselves, under any contracts entered into, or under the undertaking given by the Representative
under Section 76 of the Code, nor may they be indemnified against any such liability by shareholders or at
shareholders' expense.
ThlS Pr0uV,.S10n shail not dePrive anY of these persons of any exemption from liability or right to indemnificatior
against liability in respect of anything done or omitted to be done by that person before the Code came into force
50 The Memorandum and Articles of Association, or Bye-laws, or their equivalent mav empower the Custodian
and the management company acting together to alter the Memorandum and Articles of Association or Bye-laws
and to add further provisions to it, without consulting shareholders, provided that the Custodian certifies in
writing that in its opinion the proposed alteration or addition:—
either (a) is necessary to make possible compliance with fiscal or other statutory or official requirements;
or (b) does not materially prejudice shareholder's interests, does not to any material extent release the
Custodian, the management company or any other person from any liability or responsibility to
shareholders and does not increase the costs and charges payable from the deposited property.
Unless the Custodian certifies in writing that in its opinion condition (a) or (b) is met, no alteration or addition
shall be made to the Memorandum and Articles of Association or Bye-laws except by an extraordinary resolution
of shareholders.
Where the Memorandum and Articles of Association, or Bye-laws, or their equivalent have been altered or
supplemented in order to make possible compliance with fiscal or other statutory or official requirements,
shareholders should be notified immediately if the alteration or addition is of material consequence to them. (See
Guidance Notes)
51 A constitutive document must provide that if an initial offer is made, no investment of subscription money
must be made until the conclusion of the first issue of shares at the initial price. Otherwise the initial offer will have
to comply with the provisions for a fixed-price offer, and a provision will have to be made that, if the shares which
are the subject of the fixed-price offer are shares which will be newly created as money is subscribed (as distinct
from shares owned by the management company or the distribution company), the following rules must be
observed:—
Shares may be issued at the fixed-price (with or without any limit as to number) for a period not exceed seven
business days, including the date on which the offer opens. Provided always that shares shail not be issued at
the fixed price at any time when, by reason of fluctuations in the value of the deposited property or for any
other reason, the current offer price exceeds or falls short of the fixed-price by more than 21% thereof. The
current offer price'' employed in this exercise must be a price calculated on the basis of prices for the
underlying assets which were current not more than 72 hours previously: the requirement to calculate offer
prices on this basis for the term of the fixed-price offer holds irrespective of how frequently offer prices are
normally calculated. Any invitation to subscribe at the fixed-price must name at least one newspaper in which
the current offer price, calculated as above, will be published daily during the period of the offer. The
newspaper must be one which is published in the country in which the invitation is being issued or published.
VI Requirements applying to the Fund, the Custodian, the Management Company, the Inestment Adiser and
the Distribution Company
59 Every fund whose authorisation is requested should normally have a management
company that is acceptable to the Committee. A fund which is managed by its board of
dhTaors may also apply for authorisation provided that„ can meet the requtrements set
out in the Guidance Note to section 52.
53 (1) The Custodian or the management company is responsible for keeping the fund's accounts and for
preparing the fund's Reports. At least two Reports, and preferably four, must be published in respect of each year.
All Reports must be sent to all registered shareholders, including planholders. If there are bearer certificates in
issue, the publication of each Report must be announced in at least one leading Hong Kong daily newspaper.
(2) All Reports must contain a statement showing the assets and the liabilities of the fund. Either this
statement must show the value of each asset in terms of a common currency or it must show the percentage of the
deposited propertv which each asset represented, together w ith total deposited property.
Unquoted asset's of all types must be so described, and the value and source of valuation of each unquoted asset
must be shown If free neeotiabilitv of anv asset is restricted by statutory or contractual requirements, this must be
stated. If the fund has any contingent liabilities at the accounting date, the total contingent liability under each
main head must be disclosed.
(3) The Annual Report (or, if no Annual Report is published, the semi-annual Report) must also contain:-
{a) The Revenue Account of the Fund
Schedule I lists certain items nf
show. (II is not, however, mandatory to showXTi ,hTarVPpHcab,e' -his Account shou
nor is it mandatory to adopt the format used in Schedulen!''SchedU'e
( Fund.° S° ltlC mana§emcl company reiating to Transactions in shares and the Management of if
Schedule II lists certain itemc• r•...
show. (I. is not, however, mandator' ,Cy app,icable- Accounts shou)
II. nor is it mandatory to adopt the fo ,°W n A'Tu of inrorma,ion in lhe samc order as in Schedu]
(r) An auditor's certificate which ho Id ud, ,n.Scrhedu'e•
Revenue Account of the fund and theT thef,n,rom,at,on whosc disclosur= required under (2). th
shares and the Management of ,i„ r J 15 °f ,e manaSclcm compan' relating to Transactions i,
(-4) Except with the Commissioner s permission, Annual Reports must be published and distributed withi
our mom is o le en o t e un s year and semi-annual and quarterly Reports must be published within tw
months of ihc end of the period they cover•
54 The management companv must cimtxi., r-•• r
,.., w.. F- 51 suPply to the Commissioner on request, as of anv date and for anv nerit
w hich the Commissioner specifies anvnmii;nfo.,'• j j-. j ,-s r i-,i? OiJ (J f 311 niln rm atmnrPnmrP-int-i.r71nrn-i.irC~~.. r—
55 If investment plans are offered:
(1) Before he contracts for a nlan..•,.
1 muK ,o,j-•«»»(See Guidance Notes.)
o6 Lnless the Commissioner sanctions some alternative arrangement, there must be at least one dealing dav pi
month and newly-calculated offer and redemption prices must be published together, at least once a month in,least one leading Hong Kong dailv n,v«
57 Any offer price w hich the management company or the distribution company quotes or publishes must be if
maximum price payable on purchase and any redemption price must be the net price receivable on redemptioi
there must be no further charges to pay. apart from stamp duty or other tax. Alternatively, a net asset value ma
be published, but it must be st3ted ihni iHic nrm
o8 The maximum interval between the receipt of a request for redemption of shares (assuming redemption at the
earliest opportunity has been requested) and the payment of the redemption money to the shareholder must not
exceed one calendar month from the dealing day on which or prior to which the request was received, provided
that the request was properly lodged with the appropriate companv.
o9 The management company and the distribution company must immediately notify the Commissioner if eithe
of them believes there is a serious danger that redemption of shares :s about to cease or to be suspendec
Immediately a decision to suspend redemption of shares is reached, the Commissioner must be informed and
public announcement must be made. The fact that redemption is suspended must be published at least once;
month during the period ofsusnen SIGH in q f Ipi ct np lpoinrr Wnnii k Hpllv npwcnonpr
60 No forecasts of the fund s pcrlormance may be made to the public or to shareholders. The publication of a
prospective vield docs not cnnstitin.•. moo r t zo f i-i r frv o t-xon flinV'tnrA
61 No statement may be attributed to any person in the Explanatory Memorandum, in sales literature or other
printed matter issued to prospective buyers or planholders. in advertisements or Reports, or in announcements
addressed to the general body of shareholders, or to the public, or to the press or other communications media,
unless the source cited has given its his written consent for the statement to be attributed to it, to him in the context
in w hich it appears. Public statements made by government servants or contained in official or other authoritative
publications may, however, be quoted (and attributed to their sources) without such consent.
62 No radio, television, cincm
canvassing for sales.
advertising of the fund is nermitted in Hnnp Knno- nnr ic HnAr.iA.rlAA
63(«) Applications for shares must be made on the Application Form, but this requirement is waived where th
management company, the distribution company or the Representative receives a purchase order by letter, telex o;
other recognised means of communication, including the telephone, provided that the purchaser is given writter
confirmation that his order has been executed.
(b) No Application Form or sales literature shall be supplied to any person not a shareholder unless
accompanied by an Explanatory Memorandum, except that an advertisement or Report which in the Commis¬
sioner s opinion supplies sufficiently full information may incorporate an Application Form. In order for an
advertisement or Report to be allowed to incorporate an Application Form, it will have to incorporate all the
information that the Code requires the Explanatory Memorandum to contain.
64 The Hong Kong Representative must make available for public inspection in Hong Kong free of charge and
ofTer for sale at a reasonable price all the constitutive documents mentioned under Section 21 above and anv other
material agreements to which the fund is a partv.
65 The management company, the investment adviser and the distribution company are reminded to obtain
whatever type of registration the Securities Ordinance requires them to have.' In particular, the management
company must normally obtain registration as a dealer in securities. If the management company is incorporated
outside Hong Kong, it need not obtain registration as a dealer in securities, provided that the Hong Kong
Representative issues the confirmation letter or contract note for shares purchased.
VII Requirement to appoint a Hong Kong Representative
66 Unless the fund is incorporated in Hong Kong, it must appoint and maintain a Hong Kong Representative,
which must have a place of business in Hong Kong. The Representative must be registered under the Securities
Ordinance as a dealer or exempt dealer. (See Guidance Notes)
67 The Representative requires prior authorisation from the Commissioner, who will grant and withdraw
authorisation at his discretion. If the Commissioner withdraws his authorisation, the Representative must at once
resign. (See Guidance Notes)
68 The Representative must be empowered to represent the fund and the management company in all matters in
which any shareholder normally resident in Hong Kong has a pecuniary interest or which relate to shares sold in
Hong Kona. The Representative must be authorised to accept on behalf of the fund and the management
company service of process and any notices which shareholders wish to serve on the fund or the management
company. However, the Representative is not required to take responsibility for the acts and omissions of the
directors of the fund or of the management company.
69 The directors of the fund and the management company must supply to the Secretary details of all contracts
between the Representative and the fund and the management company. Any subsequent amendments or
additions to these contracts must also be notified to the Secretary.
70 If the directors of the fund or the management company dismisses the Representative or if the Representative
resigns the directors of the fund or the management company must arrange that another company takes up the
appointment as soon as possible, unless the Commissioner agrees that a Representative is no longer needed.
71 All advertisements and other invitations to invest in the fund issued orpubhshed in Hong Kong must direct
that all Hone Kong residents send their Application Forms to the Representative and send to the Representative
all moneys for shares. The Representative must issue receipts for all such moneys. Tins procedure is relaxed for
Regular Savings Plan. (See Guidance No(es)
72 Shareholders must be able to lodge with the Representative requests for the redemption of shares The
Representative must immediately transmit such requests to the appropriate company. (See Guidance Notes)
101
73 The Representative must make all the constitutive documents mentioned under Section 21 above available for
public inspection in Hong Kong free of charge and offer them for sale at a reasonable price.
74 The Representative must immediately notify the Commissioner if it believes there is a serious danger that
redemption of shares is about to cease or to be suspended.
75 If the Commissioner so requests, the Representative must deliver to him for examination all its accounts and
records relating to the sale and redemption of shares in a specified fund. The Commissioner shall have full power
to investigate how successfully the Representative has discharged its duties-towards shareholders of that fund.
76 The Representative must give the Commissioner a written undertaking to perform the duties required of a
Representative under this Part of the Code.
VIII The Explanatory Memorandum (See Guidance Notes)
77 The Explanatory Memorandum must supply the following information:-
(1) The following statement, prominently displayed and either marked IMPORTANT' or in larger type than
the rest of the text-
If you are in any doubt about the contents of this Explanatory Memorandum, you should consult
your stockbroker, bank manager, solicitor, accountant or other financial adviser.
(2) The date of publication. (All information supplied must be complete and accurate as of this date).
(3) The date of the Memorandum and Articles of Association or Bye-laws or their equivalent and the country
under whose laws they were executed a statement that they may be inspected free of charge during normal
office hours at a stated Hong Kong address and that copies can be obtained at that address.
(4) The minimum initial investment in shares permitted.
(5) The maximum initial charge which can be levied, the current level of the initial charge, and it must be
stated, if applicable, that the initial charge is levied when distributions are reinvested.
(6) The management company's annual fee, as a percentage of the fund's assets. All costs and charges payable
from the fund's assets which a shareholder would be likely to consider material, and similarly, all
deductions made from money subscribed for shares. If the costs of establishing the fund are to be paid by
the fund, this must be stated, together with an estimate of their size and the period over which they are to be
amortized. (See Guidance Notes)
(7) Where the fund has a Representative, a statement that Hong Kong residents should send their Application
Forms to the Representative and send all moneys for shares to the Representative. If the fund has no
Representative, a statement is required that Application Forms should be sent, and moneys for shares paid.
to the management company or to the Custodian.
It must be stated that except where shares are bought over the counter, payment should be made by
cheque (crossed A/C payee only, not negotiable) bankers draft or telegraphic transfer, and that no
money should be paid to a salesman.
(8) Investment objectives, including capital and income objectives. Investment policy, including a summary of
the restrictions which will be observed on the investment of the fund's assets. The intended diversification
of assets by country or region.
It must be stated that the price of shares and the income (in cases where the income is distributed) from
them may go down as well as up.
(9) The distribution policy and the approximate dates on which distributions will be made.
(10) Details of the principal taxes levied on the fund's income and capital (including taxes withheld at source on
distributions received by the fund). Tax, if any, deducted on distributions to shareholders.
(11) A summary of the fund's borrowing powers, if any, stating that at no time will it exceed a certain
percentage, and stating the circumstances under which borrowings might take place.
(12) Whether certificates for shares will be issued in registered or bearer form, or in both forms.
(13) Details of the amount of short selling permitted, if applicable.
(14) The name of the Custodian and the address of its registered office (and business address, if different).
(15) (a) The address of the registered office of the fund.
(b) The name of the management company and the address of its registered office (and its business
address, if different).
(c) The same information for the investment adviser and the distribution company.
(4) Do the shares have a quotation (or is it intended to obtain a quotation for them) on anv stock exchange, i
Hong Kong or elsewhere? If so, on which exchanged)?
(5) Please supply the literature issued in Hong Kong given to prospective investors in any insurance-linke
arrangements for investing in the charge
(6) State whether the fund has any contingent liabilities. (If so, give details),
() Set out the methods by which quoted securities whose quotations has been suspended or in which there ha
been no recent trading are valued.
(8) If more than one type of certificate is issued (e.g. registered and bearer certificates), state what abilir
shareholders have to convert certificates of one tvpe into certificates of another.
(9) If bearer certificates are issued, state which clauses in the Constitutive Documents cover:—
(a) the machinery for contacting the body of holders of such certificates;
(b) the arrangements for the issue of replacement certificates to shareholders whose bearer certificates hav
been lost, stolen or destroyed.
(10) State which clauses in the Memorandum and Articles of Association or Bye-laws or their equivalent covei
the duration of the fund and the rrrnm;tanre, under which it mnv he terminated nrematnrelvm mm
(11) State which clauses in the Memorandum and Articles of Association or Bye-laws or their equivalent cove
the cancellation of shares.
(II) Investment Policy





(d) The purchase on margin of securities or other assets;
(e) The purchase of call or put options on securities or on other assets;




(J) Unlimited liability investments;
(k) The short selling of a currency;
() The short selling of an investment;
(ni) Deposits with any one bank or deposit-taking company;
(i) Anv nther tvne of asset, aoart from quoted securities. (Please specify)i 1
(12) 2) For those of the above investments which the fund is free to hold, please state how such an asset jS
valued.
(Ill) Distributions
(13) State which clauses in the constitutive documents cover.
(a) the method of calculation of distributable income,
(b) the method of calculation of the amount of income distributions.
(14) Can distributions of capital gains or of capital be made? If so. state which clauses in the constitutive
documents cover:—.
(a) the method of calculation of distributable capital gains and capital,
(b) the method of calculation of the amount of capital gains and capital distributions.
(IV) The Custodian, the management company, the investment adviser, the distribution company and the
Representative
MM Please state for each of these five companies.
I) To the knowledge of the relevant company, any shareholder who beneficially owns, directly or indirectly -0
per cent or more of its ordinary capital.
(16) The names of the directors of the management company, and of the fund.
(17) The name of the Representative, if any, and the address of its registered office (and its business address if
different).
(IS) The name and the address of the registered office (and the business address, if different) of the following-
(a) Auditors to the fund;
(b) Registrar;
(c) Solicitors to the fund;
(d) Alternate Custodian, if any.
(19) Particulars of what Reports will be sent to registered shareholders and when. If there are bearer shares in
issue, information must be given on where in Hong Kong Reports can be obtained.
(20) A summary of how offer and redemption prices are calculated and the name of at least one Hong Kong
daily newspaper in which newly-calculated offer and redemption prices will be published, at least once a
month, so long as the fund continues to enjoy authorisation.
It should be stated whether or not commission on purchases of shares is payable to agents and if such
commission is an additional burden on the purchaser, this must be disclosed.
(21) How to redeem shares and the circumstances in which redemption of shares can be suspended. The
maximum interval between the request for a redemption and the despatch of the redemption money.
The maximum redemption charge, if any, should be clearly stated.
(22) If the directors of the fund, the management company, the investment adviser or the distribution company,
or any connected person of any of those persons, is or will become entitled to receive any part of brokerage
charged to the fund, or any re-allowance of other types on purchases charged to the fund, this must be
disclosed.
(23) A warning that an investment in the fund is subject to abnormal risks, if the nature of the investment policy
so dictates.
(24) The original issue price of the shares.
(25) If the fund has power to invest to any appreciable extent otherwise than as its name indicates or otherwise
than in accordance with the intentions set out in the Explanatory Memorandum, this must be stated,
together with the circumstances in which the fund would avail itself of this power. It must be stated that it is
the fund's present intention to invest at least 70% (or any lesser figure acceptable to the Committee) of the
fund's non-cash assets in accordance with the intentions on the investment of the deposited property that
are set out in the Explanatory Memorandum.
(26) If there is a serious possibility that the fund may encounter difficulty in repatriating income or capital, this
must be stated.
(27) The Explanatory Memorandum must include a statement that the directors of the fund accept responsi¬
bility for the information contained in the Explanatory Memorandum as being accurate as at the date of
the Explanatory Memorandum. The wording of the statement may be tailored according to the contents of
the Explanatory Memorandum and such wording must be acceptable to the Committee.
78 The Explanatory Memorandum must be accompanied by the fund's most recent Report.
IX Supplementary Information required by the Commissioner
Note: The management company must supply to the Commissioner once a year an up-to-date version of the
information required under this Part of the Code. The questions do not necessarily imply that a certain course of
action should be adopted. The answers to the questions should be as complete in themselves as possible, and
continual references to parts of the constitutive documents should be avoided, unless specifically required.
(J) The Fund
(1) When was the first sale of shares made, or when will it be made:
(a) in Hong Kong,
(b) elsewhere. (Specify where).
(2) State whether any regulatory authority has given permission for the sale of shares. If so. please give details.
(3) State whether it is intended to market shares to a section only or the Hong Kong public. If so. stale which
section.
{b) Its ultimate holding company.
(c) To the knowledge of the relevant company, any shareholder who beneficially owns, directlv or indirectly 20
per cent or more of the ordinary capital of its ultimate holding companv.
(d) The names of its directors and whether each director is ordinary resident in Hong Kong
(16) Is the Custodian, the management company, the investment adviser or the distribution company a
connected person of any of the other companies?
(17) Please name anyone who holds appointments, as a director or officer, with more than one of these five
companies, with details of the appointments held.
(18) Are any of these five companies engaged in any litigation relating to the fund?
(19) State which clauses in the Custodian Agreement or other constitutive document set out by whom, how and
on what notice the Custodian can be dismissed and by whom and how a new Custodian can be appointed.
(20) State which clauses in the Management Agreement or other constitutive document set out by whom, how
and on what notice the management company can be dismissed and by whom and how a new management
company can be appointed.
(21) What approximate percentage of the transactions in securities made by the fund will be carried out by the
principal brokers, if any? Is the Custodian, the directors of the fund, the management company, the investment
adviser or the distribution company a connected person of the principal brokers?
( V) Costs and charges
(22) State whether the following costs and charges are payable from the fund's assets and, where such is the case,
whether the fact is disclosed specifically in the Explanatory Memorandum:—
(a) Costs incurred to set up the fund;
(b) The Custodian's (i) fees, and (ii) expenses;
(c) The fund's directors' (i) fees, and (ii) expenses or extra remuneration;
{d) The management company's (i) fees, and (ii) expenses;
{e) The investment adviser's (i) fees, and (ii) expenses;
() The distribution company's (i) fees, and (ii) expenses;
(g) The Representative's (i) fees, and (ii) expenses;
(;) The auditor's (i) fees, and (ii) expenses;
(i) Brokerage;
(j) Charges for the safe keeping of the fund's assets;
(k) Costs incurred in keeping the register(s) of shareholders;
() Costs incurred in preparing, publishing and issuing Reports and other communications to shareholders,
(m) Accountants' (i) fees, and (ii) expenses (other than the auditors' fees and expenses) incurred on
shareholders' behalf and in administering the fund;
(;) Legal costs incurred on shareholder's behalf and in administering the fund,
(o) Costs incurred in drafting and bringing into effect amendments and supplements to the constitutive
documents;
(p) Costs incurred to enable the fund to comply with legislation or other official requirements.
() Costs incurred to obtain and to maintain stock exchange quotations for the shares,
(•) Any other costs and charges. (Please specify)
SCHEDULE I





Expenses (an itemised list of the various costs which have been debited to the fund must be set out)





Safe custody fees and other expenses
Directors' fees






Income received in respect of new shares issued (Note 2)
Income paid out in respect of shares redeemed (Note 2)
Undistributed income brought forward
Total income available for distribution
Interim distribution of... per share
Final distribution of... per share
Undistributed income carried forward
Notes:
1) All Revenue items may be shown after deducting withholding tax, if any. If this has been done, the fact should
be disclosed.
2) These items are the amounts included in the price at which shares are issued and redeemed representing the
proportion of income included in the appropriate share price.
?) Comparative figures for the previous year must be stated.
4) If capital gains are distributed, it must be made clear how much of the distribution consists of such gains.
5) There must be disclosed as separate items, directors' remuneration, directors' expenses and directors' extra
remuneration, if applicable.
6) There must be specified all transactions entered into during the same financial period between the fund and
any of its directors or any entity in which the directors of the fund have a material interest.
The total distributions in resoect of the vear should be stated on a per-share basis, as follows:—
Gross distributions in respect of the year
ended...




Accounts of the Management Company relating to Transactions in shares
and the Management of the Trust for the year ended...




Proceeds of sale of new shares
Amount paid over to Custodian for inclusion in deposited property
Amount paid over by Custodian against shares cancelled
Cost of cancelled shares
Firnss nrofit on issue and cancellation of shares
B Trading in shares
Subtract:
AddSubstract:
Proceeds of shares sold
Cost of shares bought
Increasedecrease in value of stock of shares, valued at cancellation price
Distributions on shares held
Gross profit on trading in shares
C Profit and loss account
Gross profit on issue and cancellation of shares
Gross profit on trading in shares
Management company's annual fee
Refunds of brokerage charged to the fund and reallowance of other types on purchases
charged to the fundV—
Other income
Remuneration of Custodianandor Investment Advise
Commission
Cost of advertising and publicity
Other expenses






1) These Accounts should cover the same period as the Revenue Account of the fund.
It is recognised that this will not be possible to comply with, if the Management Company's Accounts are
for a different period to that of the fund. However, the Accounts must coincide as far as possible.
2) Where the management company has more than one fund or trust under management, expenses incurred on
behalf of the company's funds or trusts as a whole must be apportioned by some method which the
management company and its auditors consider equitable.
3) If any connected persons of the directors of the fund or of the management company have become entitled to
profits which derive from transactions in'shares or from the management of the fund, those persons must be
named and the profit to which each such person has become entitled must be disclosed.
If the management company, or any other person acting on its behalf or with its permission, has:
(i) acquired or disposed of any securities, for the account of the fund otherwise than through a recognised
stock exchange, or;
(ii) disposed of shares at a price lower than the issue price then current, or;
(iii) acquired shares at a price higher than the cancellation price then current,
it must be disclosed that this has been done and to what extent. The management company is at liberty to
append explanations.
run da nop wntct
For Unit Trusts and Mutual Fund
Section 1
(1) When the Committee has agreed to recommend to the Securities Commission that an applicant fund be
granted authorisation (this recommendation is stated as being subject to the resolution to the Commissioner's
satisfaction of certain outstanding points), it is the Secretary who.ensures that the points in question are
satisfactorily resolved. In doing this, the Secretary would not normally consult with the Committee, except where
points of principle arose.
(2) Unit trusts and mutual funds authorised by the Securities Commission will be gazetted as and when thev
occur and all withdrawals of authorisation will be gazetted likewise.
(3) The public includes any class of the public and would include, for example, an invitation made to the
existing clients of an issuer.
Section 9
Section 4(3)(tf)(i) of the Protection of Investors Ordinance permits invitations to the public and advertisement
which relate to securities,%to be issued by registered dealers, registered investment advisers and exempt dealer
However, in issuing such invitations or advertisements these persons must comply with other requirements of tl
law, e.g., with the requirements on prospectuses contained in the Companies Ordinance and with the requiremen
of Section 3 of the Protection of Investors Ordinance on fraudulent or reckless misrepresentation.
Unit trusts and mutual funds are securities within the definition eiven in the Securities Ordinance and tl
Protection of Investors Ordinance and the paragraph above therefore applies where the invitation relates to a un
trust or mutual fund.
Registered dealers, etc. are asked to submit to the Commission, for its approval before issue, any invitatior
(whether or not they are invitations to the public) and advertisements relating to unit trusts and mutual fund:
(See Section 22 of the Unit Trust Code and Section 23 of the Mutual Fund Code).
Registered dealers, etc. are expected not to market to the public a trust or fund unless, it has obtaine
authorisation.
Section 20 and 21 (Section 21 and 22 of the Mutual Fund Code)
(1) In addition to the documents supplied to the Commissioner for the purpose of processing for authorisa
tion, seven copies of each of the documents listed under Section 20 and 21 of the Unit Trust Code and Section 21
and 22 of the Mutual Fund Code are required to be presented at least seven days before the relevant meeting of the
Committee.
(2) It is not necessary to submit for scrutiny by the Secretary or the Committee any agreements to which the
Trustee or. in the case of a mutual fund, the fund is not a party.
(3) Upon delivery of the documents for initial processing for authorisation, a list of the areas of non¬
compliance with the Code should be submitted and an explanation of how the Code points will be complied with.
(4) There must also be submitted a letter to the Office of the Commissioner for Securities which applies for
authorisation and which states that the Code has been complied with. An approved version of this letter appears in
Appendix I.
Section 21
A properly audited set of Reports of the Trustee Company must be submitted, duly signed by its Directors. If
the Trustee Company's Report is not available, then, either, the Trustee Company must supply the salient points
of the Accounts, i.e., to disclose the company's issued ordinary capital, its non-distributable reserves, the
guarantees, if anv, it has been eiven by other companies, and its liabilities to third parties, or. the Trustee s parent
company must assume a measure of responsibility for the Trustee's obligations in the form of a comfort letter.
(see Section 25 of the Guidance Notes), and supply its own audited Report.
Section 22 (Section 23 of the Mutual Fund Code),„., T,Lflnn
Advertisements and other invitations to the public to invest need not be submitted for prior approval if the
differences from a previously approved lexl are those of the names and addresses of directors or of register,
offices, provided these changes do not reflect a change of ownership.
Section 24
(1) Each 1 rustee will be examined by the Committee as to its acceptability on a case-by-case basis. In makin
its decision, the Committee will employ the following guidelines: r
(A) The Trustee Company should be; either:—
(i) a bank licensed under Section 7 of the Banking Ordinance; or
(ii) a trust company which is a subsidiary of such a bank; or
(iii) a company registered under Part VIII of the Trust Ordinance; or
(iv) a trust company incorporation outside Hong Kong which is acceptable to the Committee.
(B) There is no minimum capital requirement, but a trust company would normally be eligible to serve, if its
issued ordinary capital, plus capital' reserves (i.e., reserves which were not capable of being distributed as
dividends or of being converted into reserves that were capable of being distributed as dividends), plus
guarantees, if any, from other companies to subscribe equity if the Commissioner so requested, amounts to
HKS5 million or more.
(C) If a Trust Company's issued capita] and reserves are below this norm and is a subsidiary of another
company, the Committee would ask that; either:—
(i) the subsidiary's issued ordinary capital be increased to at least HKS5 million; or
(ii) the subsidiary obtains a standing commitment from its.parent to subscribe sufficient additional equity
to bring the company's issued ordinary capital up to at least HKS5 million, if called on to do so by the
Commissioner; or
(iii) the parent subscribes sufficient partly-paid equity in the subsidiary as to make it possible for the
subsidiary, by calling the unpaid portion of this partly-paid capital, to increase its issued ordinary
capital to at least HKS5 million; or
(iv) the parent enters into a guarantee of the subsidiary's liabilities to third parties up to an amount such
that the sum of this guarantee and the subsidiary's issued ordinary capital amounts to at least HKS5
million; or
(v) the parent provides the Committee with the following Comfort Letter:—
The Trustee Company is a subsidiary of the Holding Company, and the Holding Company shall
not allow the Trustee Company to default and shall not, without prior notification to the Committee
on Unit Trusts in Hong Kong, voluntarily dispose or permit the disposal or issue of any share capital
of the Trustee Company such that it ceased to be a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Holding
Company.
(2) Each example of a connected link between a Trustee and Management Company will be examined on a
case-by-case basis by the Committee, but the following guidelines will be employed:—
(A) In a case of the re-authorisation of a fund (i.e. a going-concern based in Hong Kong or elsewhere, but
alreadv marketed in Hons Kong and authorised by the Securities Commission before the June 1978 Code- w
came into force) a connection between the Trustee and Management Company would be allowed to
remain, provided the Committee was satisfied that the Trustee and Management Company had acted
independently and without prejudice to the unitholders' interests so far, and provided that the Trustee, the
common parent of the Trustee, if applicable and the Management Company each sign an undertaking that
the Trustee and Management Company will continue to act independently of each other.
(B) In all other cases (i.e. going-concerns to be marketed in Hong Kong for the first time, and funds in
course of formation) the Committee will not waive this requirement in Section 24 of the Code, except that
consideration may be given to those funds whose Management Company and Trustee are Hong Kong
based, and which have acted in the past (in relation to other funds) independently of each other and which
would, in the opinion of the Committee, continue to do so. The Trustee, the common parent, if applicable,
and the Management Company must also each sign an undertaking that the Trustee and the Management
Company will continue to act independently of each other.
(3) In the case of a connected link between a Custodian and a Management Company, the Committee will take
into consideration the fact that the Custodian's role is only one of custodianship (if that is the case), but will also
require a written undertaking from both the Custodian and the Management Company that they will act
independently of each other in their dealings with the fund.
Section 25 (Section 26 of the Mutual Fund Code)
If the Trustee's or Custodian's Annual Report is not independently audited or open to public inspection, then
the parent company must supply the comfort letter, as detailed under Guidance Notes Section 24.
Section 30 (Section 31 of the Mutual Fund Code)
(1) Here follows the limitations and prohibitions on investment that the Committee on Unit Trus
recommends. They do not include the prohibitions made mandatory by the Code. Any proposed variations fro:
these recommendations will be examined by the Committee, and the applicant may be asked for his explanation;
to why the variation has been suggested.
(A) Investment limitations
(i) the Value of the Trust s holding of securities issued by any one company or body would exceed 10 per
cent of the total Net Asset Value;'
(ii) the nominal amount of the Trust s holding of a security of any one class in any company or body would
exceed 10 per cent of the total nominal amount of all the issued securities of that class immediately
after such Investment has been made;
(iii) the Value of the Trust's total holding of securities in the form of Unquoted Investments would exceed
1 5 per cent of the total Net Asset Value;
(iv) the Value of the underlying securities in respect of which the Trust holds options would exceed 10 per
cent of the total Net Asset Value;
(v) the Value of the Trust's holding of gold or silver bullion would exceed 10 per cent of the total Net Asset
Value;
(vi) the Value of the Trust's total holding of securities in countries where immediate repatriation rights are
not available would exceed 10 per cent of the total Net Asset Value;
(vii) the Value of the Trust's holding of physical commodities, futures contracts, options on commodities
and futures contracts and commodity based investments (other than shares in companies engaged in
producing, processing or trading in commodities) would exceed 20 per cent of the total Net Asset
Value.
(B) Investment Prohibitions
The Managers shall not on behalf of the trust:—
(i) Invest in land or interests in land (or options, rights or interests in respect thereof).
(ii) Make short sales. (See Item 2 below)
(iii) Assume, guarantee, endorse or otherwise become direct!v or contingently liable for or in connec-
tion with any obligation or indebtedness of any person in respect of borrowed money. (See Code
Section 44)
(iv) Invest in a security of any class in any company or body if directors and officers of the Managers who
individually own more than 3 per cent of the total nominal amount of all the issued securities of that
class collectively own more than 5 per cent of those securities.
(v) Invest the whole of the deposited property in any one Unrestricted Investment.
(vi) Be entitled, without the consent of the Trustee, to apply any part of the Trust Fund in the acquisition
of any Investments which are for the time being nil paid or partly paid or otherwise in the opinion of
the Trustee likely to involve the Trustee in any liability (contingent or otherwise) unless according to
the terms of the issue thereof the Investment will or may at the option of the holder become within one
year from the date of its inclusion in the Trust Fund fully paid up and free from all such liabilities as
aforesaid.
(2) If a trust or fund wishes to be able to sell short, the Trust Deed must provide (and the Explanatory
Memorandum must disclose):—
(A) That the trust is at liberty to sell short;
(B) That the trust's liability to deliver stock it has sold short must diminish S-for-S its right to have outstanding
other indebtedness, this liability being recalculated for this purpose at frequent intera 1 s. say. fortnight!}.
(C) That no short sale may be made which will have the consequence (immediately after the short sale has been
made) that the trust's liability to deliver under short sales any single security exceeds 10 per cent of the
deposited property.
(3) It is recommended that unquoted securities be revalued at least once a year by a stockbroker or other
professional person approved by the Trustee as qualified to value such unquoted investment.
(4) It is preferable that the trust only invests in those investments that the Trust Deed expressly allows, rather
than in any investment, unless the Trust Deed forbids it.
(5) The Management Company must undertake to notify the Secretary of any intention to invest more than -»U
per cen l of I he non-cash assets outside the geographical area to which the title of the trust alludes (if applicable),
or otherwise than in accordance with the intentions outlined in the Explanatory Memorandum. The secretary
will decide whether unitholders must be informed, and whether it is necessary to amend the Explanatory
Memorandum.
Section 33(a) (Section 32 of the Mutual Fund Code)
It should be stated to the Commissioner, during the application procedure, whether the Trust Deed imposes an
absolute liability on the Trustee in this respect. If absolute liability is not imposed, the decree of liability that is
imposed, should be stated.
Section 35
Some mutual fund s Bye-laws or Memorandum and Articles of Association may prohibit any redemption beir
made if the effect thereof would be to reduce the aggregate par values of the fully paid shares issued an
outstanding below a certain figure. If this is the case, the Secretary requires the following undertaking from th
Management Company:—
If a request for redemption of shares in the Fund is received which (if the redemption requested therei
were, but for the prohibition in the Act of Incorporation of the Fund made) would result in the aggregate p£
values of the issued and outstanding fully paid shares in the Fund being reduced below that certain figure, w
will purchase such number of the shares so requested to be redeemed as are so prohibited from bein
redeemed.
Section 36
In the case of a mutual fund, the Bye-laws need not state in detail the costs and charges payable by the Fund,
provided that the Prospectus names the major items, and that the rate of charge of the Management Company's
annual fee is stated in the Management Agreement and that the Directors of the Fund supply an undertaking not
to make material changes to this Agreement without the Committee's consent: this is sufficient to meet the
requirement in Section 36 of the Code that the Trust Deed must state the maximum permitted level of the
management company's annual fee.
Section 38
(1) The following provisions would be acceptable to the Committee:—
(a) Unitholders or shareholders should be able to appoint proxies.
(b) Votes should be proportionate to the number of units or shares held or to the value of units or shares held
where there are accumulation units or shares.
(c) The quorum for meetings at which an Extraordinary Resolution is to be considered should be the holders
of 25 per cent of the units or shares in issue (10 per cent, if an Ordinary Resolution is to be considered; or. if
preferred, 25 per cent for all purposes).
(d) If within half an hour from the time appointed for the meeting a quorum is not present, the meeting should
stand adjourned for not less than 15 days. The quorum at an adjourned meeting shall be those persons
present in person or by proxy.
(e) If the possibility exists of a conflict of interest between different classes of shareholder in the case of mutual
fund, there should be provision for class meetings.
() An Extraordinary Resolution (as defined by the Code) shall be called for the following purposes:—
(i) to modify, alter or add to the Trust Deed or Bye-laws under the circumstances given in Section 50 of
the Code;
(ii) to increase the fees paid to the TrusteeCustodian or Management Company,
(iii) to terminate the trust or fund.
(g) In the event that unit or shareholders are dissatisfied with a show of hands, there should be adequate
provisions to hold ballots.
(;) When bearer units are in issue, the Trust Deed or Bye-laws should make proper provision for the effective
notification in Hong Kong to bearer holders of the timing and the Agenda of forthcoming meetings, and
should provide for voting certificates, if any, and block voting arrangements.
Section 41, x,
(1) It is acceptable for Trust Deeds to provide that the Managers shall ipso facto cease to be Managers upon
the Trustee giving notice of removal., r,,..,
P) It is acceptable for the Management Agreement of a mutual fund to state that the fund may dismiss
Management Company (for reasons other than a breach by the Management Company of its contractual
obligations) on no more than I month's notice, and that this facility should start no more than 3 years after the
date of the Management Agreement.
Section 42
In the case of a unit trust, the Management Company must give an undertaking that it will not dismiss tl
Trustee without first obtaining the Committee's consent, unless such a dismissal becomes a requisite pursuant to
provision in the constitutive documents e.g. on the liquidation of a Trustee. However, in the case of a mutual fun'
the fund need not supply such an undertaking, provided that the Custodian has no duties other tha
custodianship.
Section 43
If the Trust Deed or Bve-laws do not state that all commissions and fees payable under such contracts shall fo
part of the assets of the fund, then the Management Company must confirm in writing to the Commissioner tl
this is the case.
Section 46 (Section 47 of the Mutual Fund Code)
(1) In the case of a mutual fund it is sometimes part of the nature of the fund for the Custodian to carry ou
transactions as a principal with the fund and to enter into underwriting or sub-underwriting contracts on behalf o
the fund. In which case, the Custodian must be independent of the fund and must give prior notice to th
Secretary of any intended transactions as principal with the fund or of. any underwriting or sub-underwritins
contracts intended to be on behalf of the fund. An acceptable reporting procedure will be negotiated between th
Secretary and the Custodian, such a procedure being subject to the Commissioner's approval.
(2) The basis on which the Trustee should give its approval should, inter alia, be that transactions of this
nature between the trust or fund and these parties must be priced at an arms-length level.
(3) In the case of a mutual fund, the Custodian and the Management Company must each supply an
undertaking that any payments for the account of the fund made to it, or to its connected persons, or to persons it
has appointed (other than payments made under the percentage fees specified in the Management Regulations]
will be made at rates not exceeding those which the payee normally charges for the services in question.
(4) If the trust or fund carries out 50 per cent or more of its transactions with a single firm of stockbrokers, this
firm of stockbrokers must not be a connected person of the Trustee, the Custodian, the Investment adviser, or the
Management Company. Exceptions may be made for stockbrokers' unit trusts, where the Management Company
is formed bv the stockbroker.
Section 48
Section 48 can be taken to mean that the Trust Deed must not permit the maximum borrowing, including
marein or extended credit accounts, a trust may have outstanding when taken together with the value of the trust':
holdings of options and warrants in relation to securities, futures contracts and options in relation tc
commodities, traded options, and convertible loan stocks, to exceed 25 per cent of the assets attributable tc
unitholders.
Section 50
(1) All proposed alterations or additions to the Trust Deed under this section must be shown to the Secretary
prior to being carried out and any proposed alteration or addition that required unitholders' approval must
receive prior approval from the Secretary before being laid before unitholders.
(2) In the case of a mutual fund, contracts which the fund has entered into (e.g. Management Agreement.
Custodian Agreement, etc.):
(A) Such contracts may only be amended, or have additions made to them, or be terminated prematurely at the
instance of the fund or any part of the Management Group, with the Commissioner's consent; and
(B) When the fund contemplates entering into any new contract (whether or not the new contract renews an
existing contract), the Secretary must be notified and the new contract submitted in draft for the
Commissioner's approval; and
(C) The Secretary must be notified when any contract is terminated prematurely or expires.
As an alternative to the obtaining of these consents to the amendment of, and the making of additions to.
existing contracts and to their premature termination, the fund could proceed as prescribed in Section 50 of the
Code Just as if the contract were part of a Trust Deed. Similarly, shareholders' approval to the terms of a new
contract could be obtained, again in accordance with Section 50, as an alternative to submitting the new contract
to the Commissioner in draft. (The role assigned to the Trustee by Section 50 would of course be performed by
the Custodian). Whenever the fund proceeded under Section 50, the Secretary would have to be given advance
notification of the changes it was intended to make.
Section 53
(1) Reports published in Hong Kong, or sent to shareholders in Hong Kong, must not solicit investment in any
fund which has not obtained authorisation from the Securities Commission. Soliciting investment in a fund
includes inviting readers to request that fund's literature. However, a Report may list all the funds available from
the group provided that it is stated that the unauthorised funds are not available to Hong Kong residents.
(2) In the case of a mutual fund, the Directors of the fund must supply an undertaking to the Committee that
transactions with the fund by its Directors or by entities in which Directors have a material interest will be
published in each Annual Report.
Section 55
For the purposes of paragraph 1 of this Section, it is acceptable for prospective planholders to be sent a copy of
the plan booklet which sets out the essential details.
Additionally:—
(i) An investment plan leaflet to be distributed in Hong Kong must not solicit investment in funds which have
not been authorised by the Hong Kong Securities Commission. Unauthorised funds can only be mentioned
if it is stated that they are not available to Hong Kong residents.
(ii) The investment plan need not include Explanatory Memoranda for each fund in which investment is
solicited, provided the plan includes a direction that potential investors are to ask for the Explanatory
Memorandum to which they are considering linking their plan.
Section 60
If a prospective yield is quoted in an Explanatory Memorandum, advertisement or any other invitations to the
public to invest, then the Commissioner has the right to require written justification of the yield calculation.
This calculation would have to include:—
(i) the value of the total portfolio and the number of holdings;
(ii) the construction of the portfolio by investments;
(jjj) written confirmation that an appropriately sized market is available in each of the stocks;
(iv) substantiation of such prospective yield of each investment.
Section 66
Anovmeas management company, which does not have a subsidiary incorporated in Hone Kone but whici
establishes a place ofbusiness in Hong Kong (and thus must comply with Part XI of the Companies Ordinance), i:
not required to appoint a separate Hong Kong Representative, provided that an undertaking is given to the
Commissioner to perform the duties required of a Representative under Part VII of the Code
Section 67
The Commissioner will require the applicant, inter alia, to fall into one of the following categories:—
(A) a bank licensed under Section 7 of the Banking Ordinance which has a paid-up ordinary capital of at least
HKS10 million, or wholly-owned subsidiary of such a bank;
(B) a public company which has been established in Hong Kong for at least five years, whose paid-up capital
and reserves have exceeded HKS10 million throughout the preceding five years and a majority of whose
directors have been resident in Hong Kong for at least five years, or a wholly-owned subsidiary of such a
company;
(C) a trust company registered under Part VIII of the Trustee Ordinance, or a wholly-owned subsidiary of such
a trust company.
The Commissioner may authorise other financial institutions.
Section 68
In practice, the first sentence means that the Hong Kong Representative will, inter alia, accept buying and
selling orders for units or shares and will provide information and literature on request.
Section 71
Applicants for overseas based funds may suggest an alternative method, which will require the Commissioner's
approval.
Section 72




(1) It is highly desirable that each Explanatory Memorandum be as factual as possible, comprising (a) some
factual background; (b) a statement of the investment policy; and (c) aims and a summary of the Trust Deed. Any
appended promotional material should be brief and objective and preferably separated clearly from the material
required by the Code.
(2) If capital gains arc distributed, each distribution announcement must make it clear how much of the
distribution consists of such sains.
(3) In the case of an overseas based trust or fund, it will be acceptable to have a separate Hong Kong Covering
Document attached to the Prospectus or Explanatory Memorandum. This Covering Document must be attached
to all copies of the Prospectus issued in Hong Kong.
(4) The Explanatory Memorandum or Prospectus issued in Hong Kong must exclude references to all funds
that are unauthorised in Hong Kong, or if such references are included, it must be stated that unauthorised funds
are not available to Hong Kong residents._.
(5) The title of the trust or fund must not be misleading in relation to the investment objectives or portfolio ol
the trust or fund, nor must it have the same title as, or likely to lead to confusion with, an existing authorised trust
or fund. It would be acceptable for a management company to choose the same brand name (e.g. Japan Fund)
as other management companies have already chosen, but prefixed with the management company s own name.
Section 77(6)'
Tt'is permissable for the Hong Kong Representative's fees to be charged to the trust or fund, provided that tins
fact is disclosed in the Explanatory Memorandum or Prospectus.
Section 77(27)
The''ComrniTsi o'nc7wi 11 approve an applicant's proposed wording. This wording may vary according to the
contents of the Explanatory Memorandum.
If ihe Explanatory Memorandum contains only a summary of the Trust Deed, some factual background and a
statement of investment policy, the statement may be made by the Management Company. However, the
individual directors of the Management Company will have to assume responsibility for an Explanatory
Memorandum that contains anything other than the factual content outlined above.
Schedule I
There is no requirement to disclose, here or elsewhere, the expenses charged to capital.
General Points
(1) Insured post should always be used for the transmission of bearer certificates.
(2) If a Distribution Company is appointed, the Secretary must be informed immediately.
(3) Incentive fee arrangements will have to be modified if they are of types which Section 143 of the Securities
Ordinance makes it illegal for an investment adviser to enter into: and even then the Committee may not be willing
to permit the arrangement.
(4) Any reference in a trust or fund's documentation to the appropriate supervisory authorities must be
understood to exclude the Hong Kong Securities Commission if and only if:—
(a) the trust or fund has ceased to be authorised by the Securities Commission; and
(b) there are, to the knowledge of the Management Company, the Trustee and the Custodian (after making
reasonable enquiries), no Hong Kong resident unitholders or shareholders of the fund.
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Application and Compliance Letter






We hereby apply for the Trust to be authorised pursuant to clause 15(1)(c) of the Securities ordinance of hone
Kong.
We confirm that, except as mentioned in previous correspondence with your Office (or except as detailed below),
the *Trustee/Custodian, the *Trust/Fund, the Management Company, the Investment Adviser, the Distribution
Company and the Hong Kong Representative have complied in the course of this application, and will comply in




* Delete as appropriate
102
(4) Do the shares have a quotation (or is it intended to obtain a quotation for them) on any stock exchange. in
Hong Kong or elsewhere? If so, on which exchange(s)?
(5) Please supply the literature issued in Hong Kong given to prospective investors in any insurance-linked
arrangements for investing in the shares.
(6) State whether the fund has any contingent liabilities. (If so, give details).
(7) Set out the methods by which quoted securities whose quotations has been suspended or in which there has
been no recent trading are valued.
(8) If more than one type of certificate is issued (e.g. registered and bearer certificates), state what ability
shareholders have to convert certificates of one type into certificates of another.
(9) If bearer certificates are issued, state which clauses in the Constitutive Documents cover:
(a) the machinery for contacting the body of holders of such certificates
(b) the arrangements for the issue of replacement certificates to shareholders whose bearer certificates have
been lost, stolen or destroyed.
(10) State which clauses in the Memorandum and Articles of Association or Bye-laws or their equivalent cover
the duration of the fund and the circumstances under which it may be terminated prematurely.
(11) State which clauses in the Memorandum and Articles of Association or Bye-laws or their equivalent cover
the cancellation of shares.
(H) Investment Police





(d) The purchase on margin of securities or other assets
(e) The purchase of call or put options on securities or on other assets




(j) Unlimited liability investments
(k) The short selling of a currency
(1) The short selling of an investment
(ini) Deposits with any one bank or deposit-taking company
(it) Any other type of asset, apart from quoted securities. (Please specify)
(12) 2) For those of the above investments which the fund is free to hold, please state how such an asset is
valued.
(lll) Distributions
(l3) State which clauses in the constitutive documents cover:
(a) the method of calculation of distributable income
(b) the method of calculation of the amount of income distributions.
Can distributions of capital gains or of capital be made? If so, state which clauses in the constitutive
(14)
documents cover:(u) the method of calculation of distributable capital gains and d capital
distributions.(b) the method of calculation of the amount of capital gains a Pital
(IV) The Custodian, the management coinpany the investment adviser, the distrihution company and the
Representative
(15) Please state, for each of these five companies:
of the relevant company, any shareholder who beneficially owns, directly or indirectly a
(a) To the knowledge
per cent or more of its ordinary capital.
(16) The names of the directors of the management company, and of the fund.
(1 7) The name of the Representative, if any, and the address of its registered office (and its business address if
different).
(18) The name and the address of the registered office (and the business address, if different) of the following-
(a) Auditors to the fund;
(b) Registrar;
(c) Solicitors to the fund;
(d) Alternate Custodian, if any.
(19) Particulars of what Reports will be sent to registered shareholders and when. If there are bearer shares in
issue, information must be given on where in Hong Kong Reports can be obtained.
(20) A summary of how offer and redemption prices are calculated and the name of at least one Hong Kong
daily newspaper in which newly-calculated offer and redemption prices will be published, at least once a
month, so long as the fund continues to enjoy authorisation.
It should be stated whether or not commission on purchases of shares is payable to agents and if such
commission is an additional burden on the purchaser, this must be disclosed.
(21) How to redeem shares and the circumstances in which redemption of shares can be suspended. The
maximum interval between the request for a redemption and the despatch of the redemption money.
The maximum redemption charge, if any, should be clearly stated.
(22) If the directors of the fund, the management company, the investment adviser or the distribution company,
or any connected person of any of those persons, is or will become entitled to receive any part of brokerage
charged to the fund, or any re-allowance of other types on purchases charged to the fund, this must be
disclosed.
(23) A warning that an investment in the fund is subject to abnormal risks, if the nature of the investment policy
so dictates.
(24) The original issue price of the shares.
(25) If the fund has power to invest to any appreciable extent otherwise than as its name indicates or otherwise
than in accordance with the intentions set out in the Explanatory Memorandum, this must be stated,
together with the circumstances in which the fund would avail itself of this power. It must be stated that it is
the fund's present intention to invest at least 70% (or any lesser figure acceptable to the Committee) of the
fund's non-cash assets in accordance with the intentions on the investment of the deposited property that
are set out in the Explanatory Memorandum.
(26) If there is a serious possibility that the fund may encounter difficulty in repatriating income or capital, this
must be stated.
(27) The Explanatory Memorandum must include a statement that the directors of the fund accept responsi¬
bility for the information contained in the Explanatory Memorandum as being accurate as at the date of
the Explanatory Memorandum. The wording of the statement may be tailored according to the contents of
the Explanatory Memorandum and such wording must be acceptable to the Committee.
78 The Explanatory Memorandum must be accompanied by the fund's most recent Report.
IX Supplementary Information required by the Commissioner
Note: The management company must supply to the Commissioner once a year an up-to-date version of the
information required under this Part of the Code. The questions do not necessarily imply that a certain course of
action should be adopted. The answers to the questions should be as complete in themselves as possible, and
continual references to parts of the constitutive documents should be avoided, unless specifically required.
(I) The Fund
(1) When was the first sale of shares made, or when will it be made:
(a) in Hong Kong,
(.b) elsewhere. (Specify where).
(2) State whether any regulatory authority has given permission for the sale of shares. If so. please give details.
(3) State whether it is intended to market shares to a section only of the Hong Kong public. If so. state which
section.
Representative must make all the constitutive documents mentioned under Section 21 above available for
public inspection in Hong Kong free of charge and offer them for sale at a reasonable price.
74 The Representative must immediately notify the Commissioner if it believes there is a serious danser tha1
redemption of shares is about to cease or to be suspended.
the Commissioner so requests, the Representative must deliver to him for examination all its accounts and
records relating to the sale and redemption of shares in a specified fund. The Commissioner shall have full power
to investigate how successfully the Representative has discharged its duties towards shareholders of that fund.
76 The Representative must give the Commissioner a written undertaking to perform the duties required of a
Representative under this Part of the Code.
VIII The Explanatory Memorandum (See Guidance Notes)
77 The Explanatory Memorandum must supply the following information:—
(1) The following statement, prominently displayed and either marked IMPORTANT or in larger type than
the rest of the text—
If you are in any doubt about the contents of this Explanatory Memorandum, you should consult
your stockbroker, bank manager, solicitor, accountant or other financial adviser.
(2) The date of publication. (All information supplied must be complete and accurate as of this date).
(3) The date of the Memorandum and Articles of Association or Bve-laws or their equivalent and the country
under whose laws they were executed; a statement that they may be inspected free of charge during normal
office hours at a stated Hong Kong address and that copies can be obtained at that address.
(4) The minimum initial investment in shares permitted.
(5) The maximum initial charge which can be levied, the current level of the initial charge, and it must be
stated, if applicable, that the initial charge is levied when distributions are reinvested.
(6) The management company's annual fee, as a percentage of the fund's assets. All costs and charges payable
from the fund's assets which a shareholder would be likely to consider material, and similarly, all
deductions made from money subscribed for shares. If the costs of establishing the fund are to be paid by
the fund, this must be stated, together with an estimate of their size and the period over which they are to be
amortized. (See Guidance Notes)
(7) Where the fund has a Representative, a statement that Hong Kong residents should send their Application
Forms to the Representative and send all moneys for shares to the Representative. If the fund has no
Representative, a statement is required that Application Forms should be sent, and moneys for shares paid,
to the management company or to the Custodian.
It must be stated that except where shares are bought over the counter, payment should be made by
cheque (crossed AC payee only, not negotiable) bankers draft or telegraphic transfer, and that no
money should be paid to a salesman.
(8) Investment objectives, including capital and income objectives. Investment policy, including a summary of
the restrictions which will be observed on the investment of the fund's assets. The intended diversification
of assets by country or region.
It must be stated that the price of shares and the income (in cases where the income is distributed) from
them may go down as well as up.
(9) The distribution policy and the approximate dates on which distributions will be made.
(10) Details of the principal taxes levied on the fund's income and capital (including taxes withheld at source on
distributions received by the fund). Tax. if any, deducted on distributions to shareholders.
(11) A summary of the fund's borrowing powers, if any, stating that at no time will it exceed a certain
percentage,'and stating the circumstances under which borrowings might take place.
(1 2) Whether certificates for shares will be issued in registered or bearer form, or in both forms.
(13) Details of the amount of short selling permitted, if applicable.
(14) The name of the Custodian and the address of its registered office (and business address, if different).
(15) (a) The address of the registered office of the fund.
(b) The name of the management company and the address of its registered office (and its business
address, if different).
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The Taxation of Interest Received a
TFE IfeDUCTIBILITY OF INTEREST PAT:
Introductio
1• In view of recent amendments to the Tnland Revenue
Ordinance it is considered appropriate to restate the departmental
view on the taxation of interest received and, at the same time,
outline the effect of those amendments which relate to the
deductibility of interest paid.
(A) THE CHARGE TO INTEREST TAJ
2. The Position Generally
Interest Tax was first introduced to Hong Kong in 1947
as one of the various taxes making up the Earnings Profits
Taxes and is levied at the standard rate (currently 17)« The
charge to Interest Tax is contained in Section 23(l) of the
Inland Revenue Ordinance. This section as presently enacted
provides, inter alia, that:
28(1) Interest tax shall, subject to the provisions of
this Ordinance, be charged for each year of
assessment on the recipient of any sum paid or
rrsrliTpH hn liim in that vear beinfr—
(a) interest arising in or derived from Hong Kong
on any debenture, mortgage, bill of sale,
deposit, loan, advance or other indebtedness
(b) that part of an annuity payable in Hong Kong
computed and deemed to be interest chargeable
to interest tax under the provisions of Rule(
of the Inland Revenue Rules;
(c) the amount (which shall for the purposes of
this Part be deemed to be interest) by which
any proceeds arising in or derived from
Hong Kong on the redemption on maturity or
presentment of a certificate of deposit or
bill of exchange exceed the total sum
received or credited, on the first sale or
whether evidenced in writing of not;
other disposal thereof, by or to the
person who issued the certificate or dr
or accepted the bill:
Provided that—
(i) where the first sale or other disposa
of the certificate or bill is to an
associated corporation, the sum to be
taken into account for the purposes
of this paragraph as so received or
credited shall be the sum received by
or credited to that or any other
associated corporation on the first
sale or other disposal thereof to a
person not associated within the meain
ing of subsection (3) with the person
who issued the certificate or drew or
n n p nt rl ih o K-511•
(ij in the case of a certificate of deposi
or bill of exchange issued or drawn on
or before 31 March 198-1,• this paragrap
shall apply as if for ahy reference to
a sum received or credited on the firs
sale Or other disposal thereof there
were substituted a reference to such
amount as the Commissioner may conside;
such certificate of deposit or bill of
exchange would have realized if it had
been sold in the open market at the
close of business on 31 March 1981:
Provided that there shall be exempt froi
-int.p.re.qt tax
(a) any interest paid or payable by
Government, a bank licensed under the
Banking Ordinance, or a public utility
company specified in the Third Schedule
which accrues at such rate or rates, not
exceeding 13- per cent per annum, as the
Financial Secretary may specify by
notice in the Gazette in respect of all
or anv of the above classes:
(b) any interest paid or payable to a bank
licensed under the Banking Ordinance or
to a corporation carrying on trade or
business in Hong Kong or to the
Government;
(c) any interest paid or payable oil a Ta
Reserve Certificate issued by the
Commissioner;
(d) any interest paid or payable to any person
carrying on business in Hong Kong as a pawn¬
broker within the meaning of, and licensed in
accordance with the provisions of, the
Pawnbrokers Ordinance or as a money lender
within the meaning of, and registered in
accordance with the provisions of, the Honey
Lenders Ordinance where such interest is paid
or payable to him in the ordinary course of
his business as a pawnbroker or money lender;
(e) any interest paid or payable on a Government
bond issued undbr the Loans (Government Bonds)
Ordinance:
(f) any interest paid or payable in respect of
a loan made by a credit union registered
under the Credit Unions Ordinance to a member
thereof:.
(g) any interest paid or payable after 24 February
1982 on a deposit made in a currency other
than Hong Kong currency with a financial
institution carrying on business in Hong Kong:
(h) any interest paid or payable after 16 October
1983 on a deposit made in Hong Kong currency
with a financial institution carrying on
business in Hong Kong.
Only interest arising in or derived from Hong Kong
(subject to the exemptions listed) is liable to Interest Tax.
The Department has for many years taken the view that, for the
purpose of determining the place where interest arises or is
derived from, it is the originating cause which almost invariably
determines the source, ie, the provision of credit to the borrower.
This view is based on the following decisions—
COMMISSIONER OF INLAND REVENUE (NZ) v N V PHILIPS
GLOEILAMPENFABRIEKEN, 10 ATD 435
CIR v LEVER BROTHERS UNILEVER LTD (1946), 14 SATC 1
Xf the oi iginating cause is in Hong Kong, the source of
the interest is in Hong Kong, irrespective of the currency in
which the loan is denominated, the place of residence of the
debtor or the place in wiiich the debtor employs the capital. It
should also be noted that whilst the emphasis is on the provision
of credit, in some cases, such as a mortgage, the originating
cause might be the mortgage itself. In addition, in some cases
the interest may be pant and parcel of a trading transaction
carried cut in Hong Kong, for example, where a Hong Kong
manufacturer sells his goods to an overseas buyer on extended
credit terms. In such a case the interest, just as much as
the trading profit, arises in Hong Kong (see Board of Review
Case No. 2075 at page 184 of Hong Kong Inland Revenue Board of
Review Decisions and Studebaker Corporation of Australasj
Limited v C of T 29 CLR 225). Where interest arising in or
derived from Hong Kong is exempt from Interest Tax by virtue of
the proviso to Section 28(l) it may be chargeable to Profits Tax.
(See post.)
3. Annuitie a ii u 1 t 1 u
Where an annuity is payable in Hong Kong, liability to
Interest Tax arises, at the standard rate, on that part of the
payment which is deemed to be interest under the provisions of
Rule 6 of the Inland Revenue Rules which provides the basis for
t-hp n nnnrtinnmpnf. of anv annihtv as between caDital and interes
Whether an annuity is payable in Hong Kong is a question
of fact. For example, if the contract under which payments were
made provides for payments in Hong Kong, or in Hong Kong currency
then the annuity is payable here notwithstanding any arrangement
Hv t-Hp annuitant to have Davment made elsewhere.
a Certificates of Deposit and Bills of Exchange
In recent years the practice of issuing certificates of
deposit and sim-ilar instruments at a discount had gained in
popularity. On general principles, the sum representing the
difference between the issue price of the instrument and its
maturity proceeds (io the discount) is not interest for the purpose
of Interest Tax. Again, certificates of deposit bearing interest
could be disposed of shortly before maturity at a price which
reflected the value of the accumulated interest, but the gain so
arising could not be regarded as interest for Interest Tax purposes.
Amendments were accordingly introduced in the Inland Revenue
(Amendment) (No. 2) Ordinance 1981 to bring such gains into charge
to tax with effectiform 1 April 1981
Section 28(l)(c) extends the scope of the charge by
deeming the gain arising on maturity or presentation of a
Certificate of Deposit or a Bill of Exchange to be interest
for Interest Tax purposes The amount of the deemed interest'
is the sum by which the proceeds arising in or derived from
Hong Kong on maturity or presentation exceed the sum paid or
credited to the person who issued the certificate or drew; or
accepted the bill. It is important to note that the wording
of the Section envisages taxing the gain when the Certificate
of Deposit or Bill of Exchange is redeemed or presented for
payment. Thus, although a Bill of Exchange may change hands
a number of times and be held by different persons between
issue and presentment, liability to Interest Tax arises only on
eventual presentation for payment-
Proviso (i) to Section 28(l)(c) is intended as an
anti—avoidance device. Without this provision it would be
possible for the issuer to sell Certificates of Deposit to an
associated corporation at a price well in excess of the market
value and for the associate in turn to dispose of them immediately
thereafter to an unconnected person at the normal market price.
On subsequent maturity the holder's liability, if based on the
price paid on the original disposal to the associated concern,
would be negligible. The proviso prevents such manoeuvres by
basing the chargeable amount on the price paid on the first
arm's length sale or disposal to a non-associated person, A
new subsection (3) to Section 28 has been introduced which
gives a full definition of an associated corporation for the
purposes of this legislation. Broadly, this definition means
that companies are associated if one controls the other or if
both are under the same control.
q- When Liability Arises Paid or Credited
: The charge to Interest Tax is imposed on sums paid or
credited in each year of assessment. The charge is therefore
on a current year basis, ,rPaid or credited11 as used in
Sections 28 and 29 are alternative events. It is therefore not
necessary for the interest to be actually received before
liability to Interest Tax arises. For example, the crediting
by a bank to the account of a customer or the set-off of interest
against another debit or liability will be taken as bringing the
interest to charge. But where a borrower defaults, the mere
crediting by the lender in his books of the amount of interest
would not of itself satisfy the test as to liability to charge.
6• Tax Withholding Procedure;
The collection procedure is set out in Section 29(l)
and (2). Assessments are made on and collection effected from
the borrower by means of what is generally described as a system
of withholding tax. The tax withheld (170 from interest paid
must be remitted to this Department within 30 days. Normally,
the person making the deduction is obliged to issue to the
recipient of the interest a certificate in the specified form
containing an acknowledgment by the Commissioner of the receipt
of the deduction. However, a corporation specified by notice in
the Government Gazette need only issue a certificate (in a form
approved by the Commissioner) on the request of a recipient
showing the details of the interest and the tax deducted.
(B) PROFITS TAX ON INTEREST EARNED BY
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
7. The Inland Revenue (Amendment) (No. 3) Ordinance 1978
affects the position in relation to financial institutions by
deeming certain interest to arise in or be derived from a trade,
profession or business carried on in Hong Kong. It should be
noted, however, that the deeming provision applies only to
interest not otherwise chargeable to Profits Tax and, in this
regard, the Board of Review has recently confirmed that interest
derived by a financial institution in circumstances where the
provision of credit was outside Hong Kong may in any event be
cliargeable in terms of Section 14, the basic charging provision,
if the interest arose from operations in Hong Kong (see Board of
Review Case No. D784, Volume 2 at page 59 of Hong Kong Inland
Revenue Board of Review Decisions).
8. The main features of the deeming subsection applicable
to financial institutions are as follows.
( 1) A financial institution is defined as being a
bank licensed under the Banking Ordinance, a
deposit-taking company registered or licensed
under the Deposit-taking Companies Ordinance
and an associated company of such bank or deposit-
taking company. An associated company is, in
turn, defined and is further confined to companies
which would themselves have been liable to
register as a deposit-taking company had it not
been for the exemptions in Section 3(2)(a) and (b)
of the Deposit-taking Companies Ordinance. In
tliis connection, reference should also be made
to Section 2(l) of that Ordinance (Cap. 328)
which defines deposit—taking company as
a company which carries on a business of talcing
deposits, and a deposit as a loan of money
at interest or repayable at a premium or repayabl
with any consideration in money or month s worth,
but does not include a loan of money upon terms
involving the issue of debentures or other
securities in respect of which a prospectus ha?
been registered under the Companies Ordinance;




The subsection only charges interest which arises
through or from the carrying on of the business in
Hong Kong.
The provision of the credit outside Hong Kong will
not of itself take the interest outside the ambit oF
the charge to Hong Kong Profits Tax.
4
9. What is, and what is not, interest arising from the carrying
on of business in Hong Kong by a financial institution will be a
question of fact to be determined on the totality of the circum¬
stances of each case. Modern international banking is a highly
complex business and as circumstances will vary from company to
company it is not possible to lay down anything like a comprehensive
formula. At one end of the spectrum will be the financial
institution which carries on business in Hong Kong and nowhere else
and which, having accepted deposits over its counters in Hong Kong,
uses part of the proceeds to purchase foreign interest-bearing
securities or to lend to overseas borrowers. Clearly, all its
profits arise from business carried on in Hong Kong. At -the other
end of the spectrum will be the case where the operations in
Hong Kong are confined to entering the transactions in the books of
account. Equally clearly, it could not be claimed that in these
circumstances the profit arises from the carrying on of business in
Hong Kong. Conversely, if the operations relating to the profit
were carried out in Hong Kong the deeming charge would not be
frustrated if the transactions were to be entered in the books of
an overseas branch of the Hong Kong financial institution.
10. Cases will, of course, arise which fall between these two
extremes, where it can be said that the profits afise part y from
business carried on in Hong Kong and partly from business carrie
on overseas. In such cases it will be necessary to determine
which operations are more immediately responsible for the re¬
ceipt of the profits and, if those operations are carried on in
Hong Kong, then, the whole of the profits will be assessable
heie. On the other hand, where the operations more immediately
responsible for the receipt of the profits are carried on outside
Hong Kong then no part of those profits will be chargeable here.
In the few cases where the extent and effect of operations within
and operations without Hong Kong are so finely balanced as to make
impracticable the determination of this question, then an
apportionment of the profits will be appropriate.
11. So far as the computation of chargeable profits are
concerned, financial institutions and their representatives can
be of considerable help both to this Department and themselves
by anticipating requests from Assessors for the kind of information
needed to compute such profits. In some cases accounts may have
been prepared and banking operations conducted in such manner that
the total profits disclosed in those accounts will clearly be
subject to Hong Kong tax.. Where, however, they are not, and
the financial institution is of the opinion that certain of the
profits are not chargeable, it will be advisable to furnish
inf ormation on the operations connected with both the borrowing
and lending of the fluids giving rise to the interest. It cannot
be stressed too much that the business of a financial institution
does not consist solely of lending money; its business involves
borrowing more cheaply than it lends. Material factors will
generally include the location of staff engaged in canvassing and
accepting deposits; the location of staff engaged in borrowing;
the location of staff engaged in canvassing, arranging and approving
loans; the place where the money was borrowed; and the place where
the money was loaned. The weight to be attached to each of these
. individual factors will obviously vary having regard to the over¬
all circumstances of each individual case. As already stated,
essentially the- test is, what are the operations more immediately
responsible for the profits in question. Additionally, although
generally of lesser importance, other factors may be relevant,
such as the place where the interest is receivable, the currency
of the transaction and the place where the transaction was entered
in the books of the financial institution. It must not, however,
be assumed from this that it is only profit entered in the local
branch accounts of the financial institution that will be subject
to tax. The onus will still be on the financial institution
to make a full return of profits chargeable to tax. In this
connection it is a matter for regret that, since the enactment of
the Amendment Ordinance, some financial institutinns have dis¬
played a marked reluctance to provide full information thereby
making it more difficult for my assessment officers to reach
agreement on appropriate bases of assessment.
12. Where a financial institution has been registered under
the appropriate Ordinance for only part of the basis period-of
the year of assessment, the deeming charge will apply only to
those profits for that part of the basis period. Similarly, in
the case of an associated company (as defined), the charge will
apply only to profits for the basis periods during which the
financial institution with which it was associated was registered.
3. A limited form of relief from double taxation is provided
to financial institutions which are Hong Kong residents ie
companies managed and controlled in Hong Kong. This relief is
available by way of a deduction of tax paid elsewhere against
profits brought to charge in Hong Kong. Should a financial
institution wish to claim relief then such claim should be acconw
panied by a statement on the place of management and control.
Tax of substantially the same nature as tax imposed under this
Ordinance £see Section l6(l)(c)J7 includes withholding tax.
Apart from this provision in relation to foreign tax paid,
the normal rules concerning the deduction of expenses will apply in
the computation of the chargeable profits of a financial institution.
(C) PROFITS TAX ON INTEREST EARNED BY PERSONS
OTHER THAN FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
14, In determining whether interest received by business
enterprises (other than financial institutions) carried on in
Hong Kong is derived from Hong Kong this Department generally
applies a test known as the provision of credit test. Under
this test (the authority for which is mentioned in paragraph 2)
the place of derivation of interest is the place where the credit
was provided, in other words, the place where the funds in respect
of which interest is receivable were provided to the borrower.
However, it should be noted that an relation to interest. received
or accrued in the period 1 April 1984 to 31 March 1986 the
provision of credit test is not the determinant of whether
interest is or is not derived from Hong Kong.
15. Interest received or accrued between
1 April 1984 and 31 March 1986
The Inland Revenue (Amendment) Ordinance No. 3684 amended
Sections l«(l)(f) and (g) of the Principal Ordinance. As a result
of these amendments, which have now been repealed by Ordinance
No 1986, with effect from 1 April.1986 all interest received by or
accruing to Hong Kong business enterprises during the above period is
chargeable to Profits Tax notwithstanding that the funds may have
been made available to the borrower offshore and irrespective o:
the currency in respect of which transactions are denominated
bection 15(1)(f) as it applies to interest received or accrued
during the period 1 April 1984 to 31 March 1986 deems to be
receipts arising in or derived from Hong Kong from a trade,
profession or business carried on in Hong Kong sums received bj
or accrued to a corporation by way of interest arising through
or from the carrying on by the corporation of its business in
Hong Kong, notwithstanding that the moneys in respect of which
the interest is received or accrues are made available outside
Hong Kong. Similarly, in relation to the same period,
Section 15(l)(g) applies to interest arising through or from the
carrying 011 in Hong Kong of a trade, profession or business by a
non-corporate person and deems such interest which is in respect
of the funds of the trade, profession or business and is exempt
from interest tax, to be a trading receipt arising in Hong Kong,
notwithstanding that the moneys in respect of which the interest
is received are made available outside Hong Kong
lo. It follows then that the assessability to Profits Tax pi
any interest received by a corporation during the two—year period
will depend on two tests being satisfied. There will firstly be
the question whether the recipient of the interest carries on
business in Hong Kong and, if so, whether that interest arises
through or from the carrying on in Hong Kong of that business.
Where the answer to both of these questions is yes then the
interest will be liable to Profits Tax. At the same time, of
course, where the corporation deriving interest does not carry on
business in Hong Kong or, even if it does carry on business here,
where the interest can not be said to arise through or from the
carrying on of that business, then that interest will not be
liable to Profits Tax.
17. As a general rule the first of these tests will present
few problems in practice. The principles for determining
whether and where a business is being carried on are well-established
and the facts will speak for themselves. However, with regard the
second test the position is not so straightforward. On the one
liand there will be many cases where a business carried on in
Hong Kong and deriving part of its income in the form of interest
is conducted in a manner which shows such a deal- connection between
the business operations in Hong Kong, being operations other than
those relating to the derivation of interest, and the interest
derived for it to be obvious that the interest arises through or
from the business carried on in Hong Kong. In such cases the
derivation of interest could loosely be described as being part and
parcel of the Hong Kong business.
18. On the other hand, where the derivation of interest is
a matter completely divorced from the normal operations of the
Hong Kong business then it is unlikely that a sufficient
connection will exist between any interest derived and the
business for it to be said that the interest arises through or
from the Hong Kong business. In this situation the interest
might well be said to arise not from operations which are part
and parcel of the Hong Kong business but from an investment of
funds which have effectively been completely withdrawn from
the Hong Kong operations and deposited at interest. Similarly,
where a person carries on a business in Hong Kong and a separate
business outside Hong Kong, then any interest arising as a result
of the mere investment of funds derived by the business operating
outside Hong Kong can clearly not be said to arise through or
from the carrying on of a Hong Kong business. Between these
two extremes there will no doubt be a great number of cases where
the question whether interest arises through or from a business
carried on in Hong Kong is one of fact and degree. In such
cases it will be necessary for the taxpayer to provide sufficient
facts to establish that interest disclosed in the accounts does not
arise through or from the carrying on of a Hong Kong business.
The following examples illustrate the Department's views
on this matter.
Example 1
A Ltd is a textile manufacturer operating in Hong Kong
and exporting a large proportion of its output. Sales proceeds
are often received in U S dollars and these proceeds are deposited
in an interest-bearing US dollar account overseas. From time to
time the company has need for foreign currency to meet the cost of
its raw materials, purchases etc and withdrawals are made from the
U S dollar account for this purpose.
In these circumstances the use of the U S dollar account
would be regarded as part of the operations of the Hong Kong
business and any interest arising would be assessable to Profits
Tax.
Example 2
B Ltd is a property developer in Hong Kong. It is
presently constructing a block of residential flats. All of tie
flats have been pre-sold and the purchasers nave paid 1 p
of the purchase price. The building will not be completed for
another 12 months. D Ltd is periodically required to make
payments to the construction company building the flats. How
ever the next payment is not due for 3 months and B Ltd has
deposited the sums it has received from the purchasers in a
U S dollar deposit account overseas for a term of 3 months.
In these circumstances the use of the U S dollar depos:
account would be regarded as part of the operations of the
Hong Kong business and any interest arising would be assessable
to Profits Tax.
Example'
A company carries on business in Hong Kong as a plastics
manufacturer at two factory premises which it owns. The
management decide to cease manufacturing operations at one
factory which is then sold for $10m. The proceeds of this sale
are deposited in a U S$ account in Singapore for a term of
6 months.
The deposit represents proceeds arising from the sale of
a capital asset. These proceeds appear to have been completely
withdrawn from the manufacturing operations carried on in
Hong Kong and invested in a Singapore account. In these c ire urn
stances it seems unlikely that the interest could be said to
arise through or from the carrying on of the company's Hong Kong
business.
Example 4
D Ltd is a newly incorporated company which is about to
commence business in Hong Kong as a retailer. The shareholders
of D Ltd estimate the amount of working capital required to
enable the business to commence to be $10m. but they have
decided that the company should have a paid—up capital of $20m.
Upon commencement of business D Ltd uses $10m« to purchase stock
and to meet its day-to-day expenditure. The remaining$ 10m.
capital is deposited in a U S dollar fixed deposit in Singapore
for a period of 12 months.
In these circumstances it seems clear that any interest
arising on the U S dollar deposit does not arise through or from
the carrvina: on of the company's Hong Kong business.
Example 5
E Ltd is a Hong Kong company which carries on a textile
manufacturing business in Hong Kong and a transport and travel
business in New York. Certain proceeds of its transport and
travel business are deposited in a U S deposit in the Bahamas
In these circumstances any interest arising on the
U S dollar deposit would not arise through or from the carrying
on of the company1 s Hong Kong business.
Example(
F Ltd carries on business in Hong Kong as an electronics
manufacturer and retailer. It owns both factory and retail
premises. Midway through the year management decides to
cease manufacturing operations and sell the factory. Retail
operations are continued by purchasing from outside suppliers.
The factory is sold for $10m, and the proceeds are invested in
a US dollar term deposit in Singapore.
In these circumstances any interest arising on the deposit
account would not arise through or from the carrying on of the
company1s Hong Kong business.
19. Then there are those corporations whose only operations in
Hong Kong comprise activities related to the placement of funds in
offshore deposits or the holding of investments outside Hong Kong
but which might be regarded as carrying on business here. In
recognition of the fact that such corporations only, if at all,
carry on business in Hong Kong in the technical sense, I am prepared
to accept that, for the purposes of section 15(l)(f), the mere
placing of money outside Hong Kong or the mere holding of investments
outside Hong Kong will not, of itself, constitute the carrying on
of business in Hong Kong. However this concession will not be
extended to the situation where the moneys placed by a corporation
represent funds loaned or transferred (other than by way of
dividends) to that corporation from a business carried on in
Hong Kong. ,rBusiness, in this context, refers to one whose
profits are chargeable to tax by reference to section 14 alone and
not by the application of the deeming provisions under section 15-
The following example illustrates circumstances in which the
concession would be relevant.
The only activities of Company A comprise the
placement of funds outside Hong Kong. On the
face of it the concession would apply and
Company A would be regarded as not carrying on
business in Hong Kong However, if the funds
placed by Company A had been loaned to it by a
related company carrying on business in Hong Kong
then the concession would not apply and the
question whether Company A is carrying on business


will be determined by reference to well-establishec
principles.
20. Furthermore, there will be no question of the Departmen
seeking to impose taxation on any interest income derived from
either the placement of funds outside Hong Kong of (overseas)
branch profits earned outside Hong Kong, or the raising of mone
outside Hong Kong, say in the Euro Dollar markets, through an
offshore financing subsidiary and its on-lending to finance
operations outside Hong Kong.
21 So far as interest received by non—corporate persons is
concerned section 15(1)(g) requires that in addition to the two
tests referred to in paragraph 16'above a further two conditions
must be satisfied before such interest is assessable to Profits
Tax. Firstly, the interest must be in respect of the funds
of the trade, profession or business carried, on in Hong Kong,
and, s e condly, the interest must be exempt from Interest Tax.
In practice these two further conditions should cause few problems.
Broadly speaking, the funds of a trade etc are the funds which are
part of the working capital being funds which have not been complete
ly withdrawn from the trade etc carried on in Hong Kong.
Consequently it will generally follow that if the answer to the
question whether the interest arises through or from the trade etc
carried on by a non-corporate person is in the affirmative then
such interest will be in respect of the funds of the trade etc.
In fact it is difficult to envisage circumstances where interest
which arises through or from the carrying on of a trade etc would
not-be interest in respect of the funds of that trade etc. The
following examples may assist in understanding the operation of
section 15(l)(g)»
Example
An individual A carries on a retailing business in Hong Kong
and also derives interest from US$ deposits in Singapore. Two
years earlier As father had died and left A an inheritance of
money. Because A can show that the deposit in Singapore was in
fact the investment of the inheritance it is clear that the interest
in question did not arise through or from the carrying on of the
retail business and is not interest in respect of the funds of
the retail business. The interest is therefore not chargeable
to Profits Tax in terms of section 15(l)(g)»
Example 2
B is a medical practitioner whose net income last year
amounted to $4m« Bls annual private expenditure amounts to
about $500,000 while the annual operating costs of his practice
total about $750,000. B lias on deposit in San Francisco the
equivalent in US$ of HK$2m. In this situation it would seem
clear that the San Francisco deposit does not represent working
capital of the profession carried on by B in Hong Kong.
Consequently any interest derived on this deposit is not liable
to Profits Tax.
Example'
C carries on business in Hong Kong as a diamond merchant.
His terms of sale are cash on delivery. The terms on which he
obtains his stock are such that he has 90 days from delivery before
he is required to pay the supplier. In the event that C is able
to sell the stock within, say, 30 days he does not pay immediately
the sum due to the supplier but instead makes a short term deposit
with a financial institution in US$. In this situation, it is
clear that any interest received on these deposits arises through
or from the carrying on of a business in Hong Kong and is in
respect of the funds of the business. In addition such interest U
exempt from Interest Tax. The interest is therefore liable to
Profits Tax in terms of section 15( 1) (g)•
22. Finally, it should be noted that the concession referred
to in paragraph 19 will also be applied in relation to the mere
placement of funds in offshore deposits or the holding of
investments outside Hong Kong by non-corporate persons and such
activities will not, in themselve s, be regarded as constituting
the carrying on of a business in Hong Kong.
(D) THE DEDUTIILITY OF INTEREST
Following this a.bolition of Interest Tjlx on interest
received on deposits with financial institutions, the law has been
amended to introduce anti-avoidance measures for the protection of
Profits Tax vields. The new provisions affect the deductibility
of interest b imposing conditions which must be satisfied before
interest can be allowed as a deduction. The introduction of
these measures means that, in practice, every claim for a
deduction in respect of interest payable on moneys borrowed for
the purpose of producing assessable profits must be supported
by sufficient details andor documentary evidence to establish
that the interest satisfies at least one of the prescribed...
conditions
24. Conditions (a) and (b) refer to persons who are financial
institutions and public utility companies and are largely self-
explanatory. All borrowings by a financial institution will
satisfy condition (a) while any borrowing by a public utility
company at a rate of interest not exceeding a specified rate will
satisfy condition (b).
25 Condition (c) applies to borrowings from persons other than
financial institutions and will be satisfied by the borrower
. establishing that any interest payable on the borrowing is charge¬
able to tax under the Ordinance. Where the money borrowed has
been made available to the borrower in Hong Kong it will generally
be clear that any interest on the borrowing is chargeable to either
Profits Tax or Interest Tax in the hands of the lender. In such
cases all that will be necessary to show that condition (c) is
satisfied is sufficient detail to establish the identity and address
of the lender and the place where the money borrowed was made avail¬
able to the borrower. On the other hand, where the money borrowed
has been made available outside Hong Kong, that is, by an off-shore
loan, there will be a prima facie presumption that any interest payable
is not chargeable to Profits Tax or Interest Tax and, therefore, that
condition (c) cannot be satisfied. Of course, this presumption can
be rebutted by the borrower demonstrating that although the loan was
an off-shore one the lender, in fact, carries on business in
Hong Kong and is chargeable to Profits Tax on the interest received.
26. Condition (d) refers to borrowings from financial institutions
and its practical, application is, perhaps, best explained by dividing
such borrowings into situations which will and situations which will
not satisfy the terms of the condition. On the one hand a loan
from a financial institution will satisfy condition (d) if:
(l) The loan is not secured or guaranteed by any
deposit with a financial institution.
(2) The loan is secured or guaranteed by a deposit
with a financial institution, the owner.of
which deposit is—
(a) the borrower, 01
(b) a person who is closely connected to the
borrower in any of the various relationships
set out in Section 16(3),
but the interest payable on such deposit is charge¬
able to tax in Hong Kong.
On the other hand, where a loan from- a financial' institution is
secured or guaranteed against a deposit with that or some other
financial institution in circumstances where the interest on sucl
deposit is not chargeable to tax in Hong Kong then condition (d)
is not satisfied. The following examples illustrate these
situations:
Exam pie 1
Mr W carries on business as a plastics manufacturer. In
order to provide additional working capital he borrows from a loca
bank. This borrowing is secured by a mortgage over the factory
premises owned by Mr V.
Because the loan is not secured by a deposit the borrowing
clearly satisfies condition (d).
E x a m pi e 2
Mr A carries on an exportimport business in Hong Kong, Ir
order to provide additional working capital he borrows from a local
bank. The borrowing is secured by a fixed deposit with that same
bank registered in the name of the wife of Mr A who, herself,
carries on no business in Hong Kbng. The'interest received by
Mrs A is not chargeable to tax in Hong Kong and as the connected
relationships prescribed in Section 16(3) include husband and wife
the borrowing by Mr A does not satisfy condition (d).
Example 3
C Limited carries on business in Hong Kong as an electronics
manufacturer. For the purpose of...acquiring new factory premises
C Limited borrows from a local bank. This borrowing is in
secured by a fixed deposit with that same bank_registered in the
name of D Limited which is a wholly owned subsidiary of C Limited
c3irvin£ on business in Hong Kong.
Although the borrowing is secured over a deposit owned by
an 'associated corporation condition (d) is satisfied for the reason
that interest on that dcposit is chargcablc to Profits Tax in the
Ex ample 4
M Limited carries on business in Hong Kong as consultants,
Mr M is the major shareholder and managing director of M Limited
and he receives dividends and a salary from the company. For
the purposes of expanding its business M Limited borrows from
a local bank. This borrowing is secured by a fixed deposit in
the name of Mr M with a Cavman Islands finanrini
Being both a shareholder and a director Mr M is related
to M Limited within the terms of Section 16(3). As no Hong Kong
tax will be chargeable on interest received by Mr M from the
deposit in the Cayman Islands, the borrowing by M Limited secured
on that deposit cannot satisfy condition (d).
27. In practice, the most appropriate way of establishing
that condition (d) has been met will be by the taxpayer submitting
with his return a statement detailing both the borrowing and the
security or guarantee provided for the borrowing. Where that
security or guarantee takes the form of a deposit by a person
other than the borrower, the relationship between that person
and the borrower should be clearly explained, bearing ..in mind,
that the assessing officer will have to determine whether the
person is connected to the borrower in any of the various
relationships set out in Section 16(3)•
28. In addition, if the borrowing is from a financial
institution which does not carry on the business of banking or
deposit—taking in Hong Kong, that is, an overseas financial,
institution, then sufficient details of that institution should
be provided so as to enable me to decide whether it is an over¬
seas financial institution which should be recognized for the
purposes of Section 16(2). In this regard, in determining
whether a person does carry on outside Hong Kong the business of
banking or deposit-taking I shall construe this phrase to mean
the conduct of banking or deposit—taking business with or the
holding out as being prepared to conduct such business with
the general public (cf. the Banking Ordinance and the Deposit-
taking Companies Ordinance). Similarly, the testof adequate
supervision by a supervisory authority contained in Section 16(4)
is not a new concept (cf. Banking Ordinance— Section 12C(3)),
and provided adequate details are supplied I do not anticipate
any real problems in deciding whether a person will or will not be
recognized as an overseas financial institution. I might add
hands of D Linited.
that, in general, it is unlikely that I would recognize an over¬
seas institution whose features materially fall short of the
criteria looked for in financial institutions in Hong Kong.
29. There is condition (e) which will be satisfied by the
borrower establishing that the money has been borrowed wholly
and exclusively to finance capital expenditure on machinery and
plant or for the purchase of trading stock and the lender is not
a connected person as provided in Section 16(3).
30. Finally, condition (f) relates to borrowings by
corporations by way of debentures or other marketable instruments.
In the case of interest payable on debentures the condition will be
satisfied where such debentures are listed on a stock exchange in
Hong Kong or any other stock exchange recognized by me. So far
as borrowings by way of marketable instruments are concerned the
condition will be satisfied if the instrument is——
(a) issued bona fide and in the course of carrying
on business and is marketable in Hong Kong or
any other major financial centre approved by me;
or
(b) one whose issue has been authorized by the
Securities Commission under Section 4(2)(g) of
the Protection of Investors Ordinance.
Condition (f) will also be satisfied where the borrowing is from an
associated corporation and the moneys borrowed in the hands of the
associated corporation arose entirely from the proceeds of an issue
of debentures or marketable instruments as described above. In
the case of this type of borrowing from an associated corporation
the exlent of the deduction to be allowed for interest paid by the
borrower corporation is limited to the amount of interest paid by




Summary of Responses on Questionnaire







































1. Money Market Funds (MMF) best suits:
(a) Small investors
(b) High net worth investors
(c) Institutional investors
(d) All investors










4. Proliferation of MMF contributes to
solid development of domestic
capital market:
(a) Positively




5. Investors are given sufficient
information in distinguishing the
inherent risks of MMF vs. bank





















































(d) No c omment
7. Establishment of independent credi
rating bureau represents better
protection on MMF investors:
(a) Yes
(b) Not very helpful
8. Availability of government discount
window represents better protection
to MMF investors:
(a) Yes
(b) Not very helpful
(c) No c ommen t
9. Commercial banks will launch own MMFs
in vying for deposits:




10. More banks will have to issue
Certificates of Deposit in
obtaining depositor funds:




11. The present minimum requirement of




































12. If the MMF operator is also active
participant in the primary capital






13. All MMFs should adopt uniform pricing
and revaluation methods for easy
comparison by investors:
(a) Agree
(b) No such necessity but acceptable
(c) Disagree
14. MMFs should be regulated as to
maximum fixed rate issue holdings
to minimize interest rate risk
especially under present pegged
exchange rate system under which
volatile interest rate is a common
rather than infrequent phenomenon:
(a) Agree
(b) No such necessity but acceptable
(c) Disagree
(d) No comment
15. Establishment of interest rate futures
options markets should permit MMF
operators to hedge their holdings




(d) Yes but MMF operators should be
allowed to do so to a limited
extent to avoid undue contingent
exp o s ur e
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